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EMENT SYSTEM
THE ULTIMATE RETURN PATH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Now you can snap unparalleled control over your return path

Th ePhasor Return Path Manage 4 nt System gives you the

into the world's most advanced HFC network management

speed to catch transient signal impairments as they occur,

framework.The PhasorTm Return Path Management System

the power to perform complex time domain analyses, and the

integrates seamlessly with Cheetah's NetMentor,T"combining

flexibility to grow as your needs evolve. Whether implemented

the benefits of our patented DSP-IFIN signal analysis technology

as abest-of-breed standalone or integrated with aNetMentor

with NetMentor's proven performance.

NMS, Phasor is the ultimate return path management tool.

941-756-6000 • Info@cheetahtech.com • www.cheetahtech.com
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"Build the Total Network" with preconference
tutorials, an all-day Reverse Path seminar and
technical workshops
that tackle the
Right-sizing
current challenges
the Network
of:

t

Network Operations Centers
Headend Combining and Coupling
Technician Test Equipment
Telephony Ready
Video-On-Demand (VOD)
Reliability
Reverse Network

CableTec

'1.r-11 11.14 ".

Expo® 2000
June 4-8

Hear industry leaders discuss

Las Vegas

issues facing the broadband
industry and solutions on how
to address them at the
Engineering Conference
"Touch the Technology"
on the exhibit floor. Receive
hands-on instructiou fr.c¡ni
manufactu rea4 .
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For information on how you can attend
Cable-Tec Expo 2000, contact:
Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers Inc.
140 Philips Road, Exton, PA 193411318
Expo Hotline: 610-363-3822
Fax: 610-363-5834
E-mail: lbower@scte.org
Web site: www.scte.org
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Protecting The Power In Communications.

www.alpha.com

Powernode

Network Power Systems

0

XM2 Power Modules — 22.5 Amps, Dual Output.

•

AlphaCell Batteries — Longer Service Life.

•

AlphaGen DC Generator — 3.0kW or 5.0kW, 36V or 48V.

O Alpha Enclosures —Application Specific Design.
O Complete Installation Services Available.
Complete power integration. Alpha combines industry-leading power technology to provide maximum power
density, unparalleled system reliability and indefinite runtime. All in asingle, compact, neighborhood friendly
package. Proven solutions from the company with more than 20 years of communications powering experience.
Find out more: Tel: 360-647-2360 Fax: 360-671-4936 www.alpha.com
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ady for
oadband?

Compete at the edge in
voice, data and video

Launch apowerful new generation of
broadband services. Terayon delivers
innovative voice, data and video systems
with performance to spare. Fast. Now.
Terayon 's highly regarded cable
modem access systems are deployed
by leading operators worldwide.
From advanced S-COMA systems to our
CableLabs-certified DOCSIS products.
We have the answer.
Customize your programming
lineup, insert ads, and deliver
video-on-demand with our innovative
CherryPicker digital video systems.
Shred the competition.
Power through the turns with our Multigate broadband telephony systems —the most advanced voice
and data services over cable. And crack the ice in the exploding SOHO market with our line of IP routers.
If you're ready for broadband, run with Terayon. Call or visit us on the web. We'll meet you at the peak.

Broadband Innovation in Voice, Data and Video

TERAYON

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

.teray on .

TELEPHONE: 888.7.TERAYON oR 408.727.4400

FAX: 408.727.6205

EMAIL: infoeterayon.com
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By Rex Porter

Congratulations, Mike Smith

A

highlight of the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers' Conference on Emerging Technologies 2000 was Mike Smith winning the prestigious Polaris Award. Though

Mike won for his work with fiber optics in hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks, he could have been

also is amember of he Institute of Electrical and Electronics

ngineers and serves

on the National Ca eTelevision Institute's
Technical Review C mmittee.

recognized for his accomplishments in many technical arenas.

Like myself, Mik received his early
electronics training nthe U.S. Air Force

Ifirst met Mike when Iwas selling cable

some of our best-read articles himself. He

and spent some tim as avendor to the

and fiber to Adelphia's system in Danville,

has served as amember of CTs editorial

cable TV communi

He is an example for

Va. Iwas living in Connecticut, and we

advisory board since its inception.

every technician an

engineer to follow.

owned amanufacturing plant not far from
Danville, in Chatham. Ivisited the plant

Adelphia has every reason to be proud

Mike is proof th tregional and field en-

of Mike. He displays all the attributes of a

gineers—not just c ief technical offi-

and then would swing over to see Mike. I

serious broadband engineer. An SCTE Se-

cers—can achieve ecognition for skill

enjoyed the visits because he was both so-

nior Member, he's certified at the Engineer

and dedication. A

ciable and knowledgeable.

level of the Broadband Communications

tions to those who recognized Mike's con-

finally, congratula-

When Icame to Communications Tech-

Technician/Engineer (BCT/E) program. In

tributions. We're

eased to see one of our

nology, Iwas delighted to discover Mike's

his 20 years with SCTE, he served as pres-

own honored. As

always say, "CT per'te about technology

involvement as our technical consultant.

ident of the Old Dominion SCIE Chapter,

sonnel don't just

Because he cares about his peers and those

chaired the SCIE Engineering Committee,

—they work in it.

climbing their career ladders, he helps en-

won the SCTE Outstanding Achievement

sure the editorial content of CT is techni-

Award in 1986, and presently serves on

Rex Porter

cally correct. Mike also has submitted

the Interface Practices Subcommittee. He

Editor-in-Chief

Preventing Problems
is easier than solving them.
The Exceptional Flex Clip.

Treice.e«ifter Fienliterià

Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry
800-257-2448

•fax: 303-986-1042 •e-mail: mail@drcasupplies.com
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Twisted pair powered faceplate

The Regal Flexible Tap System for cable telephony applications
enables you to upgrade your plant now with the assurance that
which ever powering method you choose, you'll have asensible,
economical and worry-free migration path for telephony upgrades.

r.'.' powered faceplate

Regal's RF-only/12-amp faceplate, twisted pair powered
faceplate and coaxial powered faceplate all fit in the extension
tap and widebody housings, eliminating the need for tap
replacements as your network evolves.

REGAL

ze

Available from...

e=TelellVire

1-88-TeleWire • telewiresupply.com

Regal widebody faceplates also
fit extension tap housings for
aerial applications.
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To find out how quickly STRATUM
restores lost power or signal...
BLINK.
If you suddenly lose signal or power, for whatever
reason, your customers will never know the

The STRATUM modulation system was designed
to be the building block on which headends are built.

difference.

It's extremely compact (it will save 80% more rack

Because in about 200ms — less time than it takes
to blink — Standard's exclusive Smart Link protocol

space than the modulators you're using now) and
offers advanced features such as Windows®-based

reroutes the input and output signals to an integrated

network control. open architecture for easy

spare module. So there's little or no interruption in

integration, and simplified EAS operation.

signal distribution. And no dissatisfied customers.
But stay-on-the-air-no-matter-what reliability is
only one of STRATUM's virtues.

To get the full story on the STRATUM modulation
system, call today or visit us online at
www.standardcomm.com
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Rich Cable History

Women in Tech Winner Thanks

Rex, Ijust read yout article in the January issue of Communications Technology on
SCTE Hall-of-Famer ustin "Shorty"
Coryell. Ifound it ve

Once again, I'd like to thank all of you
for honoring me as the recipient of the
1999 Women in Technology Award. I
have amuch harder time receiving than

bit nostalgic. Iam curi ently tech ops man-

to the national board in 1983 that within

ager for Susquehanna Communications in
Williamsport, Pa. We ave just retired one
of our technicians afte 30 years and have

giving recognition and praise, so I'm

months the board would have to choose
between declaring bankruptcy or fighting to save SCTE. We had avery dedicat-

not sure how well Icommunicated my
feelings at the awards ceremony. As the

ed group on the board and worked as a
great team. Iwill never forget those four

day progressed and Iheard additional
nice comments, Ibecame more hum-

years, or the friendships made.
About that time, Paul Levine approached the board about starting a

bled and speechless. There are many
stories Icould have related. Here are a
couple of them.
Iremember back in the early 1980s attending the first Women in Cable meetings in Denver, where many talented

Coblelabs Kudos
Jennifer, Ijust saw acopy of your December article on Ope Cable and wanted
to thank you for accu tely representing
and quoting us, as wellas providing agood

The board needed anything to gain and
keep new members without cost to

better. Women in Cable and Telecommu-

fellow associates and SCTE, CT became
asuccess.

Instead, Iput my energy into the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engi-

—Michael J. Berner

all SCTE members in return for being
the official trade publication of SCTE.

SCTE, so we gave him our blessing.
Paul went from driving aclassy Porsche

two others with more han 25 years of service. Iam proud to sa this system is rich
in cable TV history an lays claim to a
multitude of leaders s ch as John
Roskowski Sr., Milton Shapp and Shorty

technical magazine. He would give it to

women came together to form awonderful organization. Icould have thrown my
energy into WIC, but felt that my talents
could benefit atechnical organization
nications, as it's now called, has grown
into an excellent organization.

interesting and a

neers. Ihad no idea when Iwas elected

description of the statu of the project.
—Paul Zimmerman, CableLabs

to arusty old Camaro—he'd bet the
farm on his vision. Luckily for Paul, his

Write to Us
Contact Communicati [ns Technology's ed-

Again, thank you for this great honor.
—Sally L Kinsman,
General Instrument

itors at 1900 Grant St., Suite 720, Denver, CO 80203, fax (303) 839-1564, or
e-mail jwhalen@philllps.com. CT may
edit letters for clarity and space.
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Digital
Video

Satellite
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CASH FLOW:
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Every aspect of aScientific-Atlanta network architecture —
from optical transport to RF and taps — is designed to plug
into that formula to give you abroader band.
For extra credit, contact your Scientific-Atlanta sales
representative right now. Class dismissed.
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Shaw to Deploy Liberate .Rogers to Test
By Jonathan Tombes, Deployment Editor

tory as part of their flashbuild, or it can be
downloaded over the network."

in Liberate last May, when the software firm
renamed itself and prepared to go public.

Shaw Communications has agreed to de-

"We want to get this to our customers

ploy Liberate Technology's interactive TV

immediately" said Bissonnette. He added
that Liberate's acquisition of Virtual
Modem technology from Source Media

highly regards. "In terns of satellite, it may
have more options," he said.

and Insight Communications boded well
for quick deployment over Shaw's existing

Canada's largest MSO, Rogers Communications, is another Lberate investor.

software platform. The question of who
controls this space for e-mail, e-commerce
applications, games, news and Web surfing is becoming less theoretical.
"Liberate appealed to us in terms of its

population of set-tops.

But Shaw also has invested in competitor
OpenTV, whose platform Bissonnette still

Shortly after the Shaw announcement,

look being close to aPC (personal computer), and in the way its software can coexist with others," said Peter Bissonnette,

news broke that Rogers had agreed to test
the Liberate technology.

president of Shaw Cablesystems, Canada's
second largest multiple system operator .
(MSO). Liberate is aproponent of univer-

yet on deployment," said David Robinson,

"We actually have not made adecision
Rogers' vice president tor financial planning and investor relations. "But we wanted to be able to evaluate their technologies,

sally accessible standards.
"That's one of our selling points be-

along with aseries of others."
Last year Rogers signaled its interest in

cause we have been absolutely religious
about the use of open standards," said
Charlie Tritschler, Liberate's vice president
of marketing. "It makes it very easy to integrate our technology into the existing
headend infrastructure."
Shaw will deploy the Liberate Connect
server solution at its headend and the Lib-

Martin Yan, host of Yan Can Cook, dishes up
aplate as interactive ads summon viewers.

erate TV Navigator on its existing Motorola DCT-2000 and upcoming DCT-5000

Also auspicious is Liberate's recent success abroad. "Since November, we have
been deployed with Cable & Wireless in
the UK, where they're using aPace set-top
box," said Tritschler. "They have about

set-tops. "The client piece goes into the
set-top box itself," explained Tritschler.
"And that can either be built in at the fac-

46,000 of these out in the world and downloaded our software into those boxes."
Like several other MS0s, Shaw invested

Bottom Line on FreeDSL

Microsoft's WebTV.
icrosoft has a9percent equity share it Rogers.) "We do
not have an exclusive .echnology arrangement with Microsoft, lthough we're obviously favorably inclined toward them,"
said Robinson.
The world of interactive TV technology
is awelter of overlapping partnerships,
reciprocal investments and hedged bets.
Business plans, however, require subscriptions. Shaw's decision helps push this
game into the next phase.

DSL) known as &lice, which is designed to be splitterless, afeature necessary for end-user installations.

By Jonathan Tombes, Deployment Editor

BDG plans to buy its service wholesale. Consumers typically
pay between $40 and $60 per month, but US West recently began

If digital subscriber line (DSL) service is acompetitive threat, is

offering its MegaBit 256 (kbps) Select in some Western states for
$19.95. "The DSL providers are probably working with them, but

free DSL service even more of one? While analysts are skeptical,
any offering that boosts total DSL subs is worth watching.
A service of Broadband Digital Group, FreeDSL says it signed
up 100,000 users in its first week of registration. It plans to acti-

they will want to get paid," said Jeanette Noyse, an analyst with
International Data Corp.
Will BDG be able to pay its bills? New media advertising is
nothing new to company Chief Executive Offic er Ryan Steelberg,

vate its advertising-driven service on April 1. Is this an April Fool's
prank? Or will it work?

whose two Internet advertising companies are now part of the
CMGI network. He also helped found WinFire, whose browser as-

"I am highly skeptical of the free idea," said Laurie Falconer, an
analyst with the research firm TeleChoice, "not because we
haven't seen free service work in the past, but because of the is-

sistant will carry targeted advertising to FreeDSL users.
A spokesman said additional revenue would come from valueadded services and upgrades from the company's basic DSL ser-

sues that the service providers who are selling the service are facing." As an example, she cited the time-delay issue regarding the
coordination between competitive local exchange carriers

vice. "Revenue will be an aggregation of piece-parts," predicted
IDC analyst Noyse.

(CLECs) and incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs).

open. They also must provide BDG with personal information.

BDG reportedly will deploy aslower form of ADSL (asymmetric

FreeDSL subscribers are obliged to keep the WinFire browser
"BDG reserves the right," says the company in its privacy state-
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Raising the bar

When you test a DWDM link, checking

a highly intuitive graphical user interface

the optical parameters alone is not

for easy access to its state-of-the-art

enough. You need to check transmission

functionality. Battery-backed operation, so

parameters under full network load. Few

you can keep testing even if the power

devices let you do this: the OSA-155

goes down. And integrated PC-based

DWDM System Analyzer does. It has a

remote control and test automation soft-

monitor output, allowing you to drop single

ware. A top tester for top performance.

WDM channels for OoS analysis -for
example with our ANT-20 Advanced

Interested? Visit us on the web at

Network Tester. And there's more: This

www.wwgsolutions.com, or call us at

9 kg ruggedized portable device features

800-851-1202 or (317) 788-9351.

FO/EN/ADOS/0999/AE

r
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Shifting upward: 1998 vs. 1999 DSL projections

ment, "to disclose or disseminate any and all personal information

1

gathered directly or indirectly from you or about y uto third parties
without your prior approval."

1
number of lines (millions)

That may be too high aprice for some. TeleChoi e's Falconer antici-

,

—•— I
998 projections
—.— 1999 projections

pates some market segmentation between "the peo le that don't mind
using afree service, (who) will put up with the ba age of ads so that
they can get it for free, vs. the ones who maybe are using it for business purposes."
The bottom line is likely to be faster DSL growth. The numbers

z.

change very fast," said Justin Beech, editor of dslrep rts.com. "Some
ISPs (Internet service providers) are predicting more new lines just by
themselves for the balance of this year than Covad
O

2000

2002
Source TeleChoice

million in that timeframe. (See accompanying grap .)

Revealing Bundled Preferences
By Jonathan Tombes, Deployment Editor

installed to date."

TeleChoice recently adjusted its own DSL projec ons. In 1998, it
said that there would be 3million lines by 2003; n w it foresees 9.6

Converging Test
Equipment Makers

there is strong brand recognition."
The study suggested price discount as
the main reason for choosing asingle-

A recent study from the Strategis Group

By Jonathan Tombes, Deployment Editor

indicates astrong preference for bundled

source provider, but reputation and relia-

Bowthorpe has chang

telecommunications services with consumers. The study "Branding and

bility came in aclose second.

focus to one of consol' ation. The tech-

Single-billing for multiple services ranked

Bundling: Consumer Telecom Services,"
indicates that 93 percent of consumers are

third.
Bundled services are unavailable for

nology group has join its five test and
measurement equipm tmakers into one
new global company d bbed Spirent

interested in purchasing bundles with at

many reasons. "Besides the obvious structural issues of not having the facilities,

least two services.
The Strategis Group, atelecommunications market research firm, surveyed resi-

there are numerous organizational issues,"
said Mendelson. "Management may have

its acquisition

Communications. Thi union mirrors the
growing complexity a size of communications networks.
The five companies nvolved are the re-

dential consumers to analyze the potential
the vision for integrated services, but can
interest in bundling
they make that viNumber of consumer communication services
seven communicasion understood

cently acquired Netco Systems, Adtech,
Telecom Analysis Sys ms, Global Simulation Systems and D STestWorks.

tions services: local

The example of ajo' tNetCom-TAS
testing platform demo trated at Comnet

telephone, long distance telephone,
cable TM satellite
TV, Internet access,
cellular service and
paging. Of those
who responded, 93

preferred in bundle
6services 25%

within the company
Not interested 7%

2services 14%

and create the
structure for it?"
The study explores further challenges. Brand name

5services 12%

4services 17%

percent were interested in some type

3services 25%
Source: Tire Strategis Group

of bundle, and 25 percent expressed interest in abundle of six services. (See accompanying chart.)
Only 17 percent of respondents said
they would "definitely" purchase their
preferred bundle; 48 percent said they
would "probably purchase" it.

and image become
increasingly important because consumers are more

likely to purchase bundles from a"trust-

in Washington, D.C., sggests that the new
Spirent sum will be g ter than its parts.
Spirent's TASKIT so ware allows for simultaneous operation )f NetCom's SmartBits multiport networ performance
analysis and TAS's 825 cable network and
interference emulator.
"You've got your ca city planning issues, performance issu s, multimedia is-

ed" carrier, yet bundling tends to generate

sues, quality of servicet (QoS)

fears of "putting all your services in one
basket." Offering avariety of integrated

issues—those are the

nds of tools from a
NetCom perspective w 're bringing in,"

solutions and marketing multiple bundles
could help resolve this dilemma.

broadband division. " en we go back to

The Strategis Group also released apar-

said Barry Phelps, president of Spirent's
the TAS; that allows y

to be looking at

"As for purchasing, they're still leery,"
said James Mendelson, an analyst with the
Strategis Group and lead author of the

allel study, "Branding and Bundling: Business Telecom Services." To purchase either
study, contact the Strategis Group at (202)

the media emulation a ddifferent media
conditions to better un erstand the overall
performance of adevic or anetwork."

study. "Here the reputation factor is high.
Consumers will only make that jump if

530-7500 or visit their Web site at
www.strategisgroup.com.

Simultaneously running these tests benefits both Spirent and its customers. "If
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Digitrans
brings something new to
DigiCipher :

Choice.
When it comes to receiving and decrypting digital

satellite programming while providing seamless

satellite programming, the options are limited.

operation with your existing headend infrastructure.

While the North American standard may be

It's the DTE-7100 IRD.

DigiCipher, existing equipment choices have

The choice is yours

been limited to asingle engineering perspective.

Now you have alternatives for decrypting

Until now.

DigiCipher II programming and new possibilities

A new perspective

for your broadband network. For more information

Digitrans, acompany fluent in DigiCipher,

on the DIE-7100 IRD, call Digitrans at

introduces the first fully

1-800-756-3147 or

licensed alternative for

visit our web site:

decrypting DigiCipher II

www.digitrans.com.

DIGITRANS
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION

EQUIPMENT

Fluent in DigiCipher
15302 Bolsa Chica Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92649 •Phone: (714) 890-8544 •(800) 756-3147 •Fax: (714) 891-2103
www.digitrans.com

I'm in alab, anything that's going to make
me more productive is the advantage,"
said Phelps. "If I'm looking at time-to-

network with this unit from TAS."
"We don't just send out astream of pack-

market, it's just amore efficient solution

IP (Internet protocol) flows, some of which

for people who are under some very tight

represent noise, some video, some data, and
then we analyze each of those streams."

deadlines."
"This is a

NEWS

BITES

ets," added Fishbum. "We send out many

Fishbum also stressed

•Scientific-Atlanta is supplying 300,000
Explorer 2000 digi
phia Cable and 126

set-tops to Adel0Explorer 2000s

and Explorer 3000s oCharter Commu-

unique solution

the link between his unit's

nications. S-A also i providing Charter

that no one has

testing equipment and those

with broadband equ ment for a

been able to recreate before," said
Mark Fishbum,
NetCom's vice

SPI RENT

who set the standards. "The

20,000-mile upgrad

second that the IEEE (Insti-

A intends to sell its atellite networking

tute of Electrical and Elec-

Co mmun ications

In other news, S-

business to ViaSat.
•Motorola's Broadba

Communications

Sector, formerly Ge

ral Instrument, is

keting. "It solves the problem of taking

tronics Engineers) decides
that this is going to be a
standard in ayear's time, they write up a

10BaseT/USB (universal serial bus) con-

draft, and by the time we get back from the

nections from cable modem equipment at
the same simulating impairments on the

saying, `Where is the test equipment?'"

deploy Motorola's D T-2000 and DCT5000+ digital set-top and SURFboard

Cable-Ready Homes of the Future

•UK multiple system perator (MS0)
Telewest is using Ha onic's solutions

president of mar-

IEEE meeting, we have phone messages

selling Comcast 1m lion additional digital consumer devic
Comcast plans to

cable modems durin 2000 and 2001.

By Arthur Cole, Contributing Editor

for its forthcoming t 1of video-on-de-

It looks like the cable installer's job is going to get easier as digital technology moves forward. Home networking systems will simplify new installations and eliminate the need for

portion the trial uses

mand (VOD). The b adband access

wiring the home for video and data services, according to makers of the devices.
Home networking systems are essentially consumer routing devices. They are intended
to centralize control of all manner of home electronics devices—TV sets, stereos, computers—in one location. Cable engineers most likely will run into them in new homes, which
are routinely being outfitted with video and telephony networking systems or even 100
Mbps Fast Ethernet systems.
New studies indicate that home networking will become abooming business in the
next few years. Driven by increased demand for broadband voice, video and data services,
Cahners' In-Stat Group predicts the market will expand 60 percent to $1.4 billion by
2003. In that year, the Yankee Group estimates there will be 10 million internally networked homes in the United States.
"With the networks we're putting in place, it means running cable to one place, rather
than to every television in the home," said Andrew Hayden, spokesman for Home Director,
aDallas-based manufacturer of consumer networking products.
Home Director, aspin-off of IBM, recently introduced the Network Connection Center,
which is capable of distributing up to 16 video signals from cable, videocassette recorder
(VCR), satellite and even home security camera sources. The system can be upgraded to
cable modems and digital subscriber line (DSL), as well as residential Internet gateways
and control systems.
Home networking could come in especially handy in the data field, where cable installers typically will find themselves hooking up multiple modems in asingle household.
"Rather than run wires to every PC (personal computer), you go to asingle location,"
Hayden said.
Another example of how the home is starting to mirror the office is the presence of digital video amplifiers tied to the networking system. The devices are designed to ensure
that incoming signals are neither too strong nor too weak to maintain aconsistent image.
Professional installers are setting up most home networking systems, so it is unlikely that cable technicians will run into shoddy or questionable wiring. And as consumer set-top boxes and cable modems hit the markets, customers could soon start
programming their own services, practically eliminating the need for cable installers
to come out to the home.

armonic's Video

Server Gateway. Initi ly Telewest plans
to serve 300,000 hors in the trial.
•Media0ne is using T labs' CableSpan
platform to launch di tal phone service
in six New Hampshir communities.
The CableSpan platfo
allows for providing abundle of tel phony, data and
cable TV services.
•CableLabs released t OpenCable 1.0
interim specification
ployment (POD) cop
tem. The spec covers
crosses the POD-host

rthe point-of-deprotection sysontent that
nterface. Imple-

mentation requires us gthe 5-C device
certificate to authenti te the host and
data encryption stand rd (DES) encryption to protect the co ent.
•Local broadcast chann Is are now being
offered to DirecTV su scribers in Orlando, Fla., and to DISH etwork subscribers in Cleveland, hio. These
services follow passag of The Satellite
Home Viewer Act.
•A Federal Conununi ions Commission study indicates th tbetween June
1998 and June 1999 c le rates increased
3.8 percent, vs. arise i the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) of 2 ercent. Over that
period, the percentage fviewers receiving multichannel video programming
from cable companies ropped from 85
percent to 82 percent. CT
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CETA RETURN ON YOUR
DIGITAL
TEST
INVESTMENT
Digital QAM and Return Testing in One Instrument
Fast Zero Span Mode for accurate
measurement of return path modem signals.

Fast, full function 5-860 MHz Spectrum
Mode for tracking down ingress.
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IntroducingThe New Hukk

CR I
200R Digital Signal Analyzer
with return path testing
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64 and 256 QAM Measurements with Hukk's
exclusive Automatic Constellation Diagnosis*.
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Digital Level
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,

Auto Test automatically checks all of your
Full functioned Analog and Digital Signal Level
digital channels and diagnoses any problems. Meter eliminates the need for asecond instrument,

See for yourself how the new Hukk CR1200R can solve
all of your digital and return path testing problems at a
price you would expect to pay for digital only testing.
Call for ademo in your system today. You'll see why
Hukk Engineering is the leader in digital cable testing.

Accurate digital power reading over any
bandwidth without correction factors.

3250-D Peachtree Corners Circle
Norcross GA 30092
Phone: 888.236.8948
770.446.6086
Fax: 770.446.6850
www.hukk.com

Hukk
ENGINEERING
A Sunrise Telecom Company

'Patent penchng

On-line seminars on digital and return path testing -www.hukk.com

-YDEPLOYMENIWATCH
By Jonathan Tombes

C-COR.et Aids 21st Century Telecom

C
(
P
)

assive isn't usually aterm associated with 21st Century Telecom Group.

But in this case, it's in keeping with the company's aggressive deployment of

the hottest new communications technologies. The competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) is
building apassive network in the suburban Chicago community of Skokie, Ill., and has tapped C-

more in capital," said 2 st Century's
Brouse, "but if you loo at life cycle costs,
the O&M (operating a •maintenance)
cost can be reduced by
cent over areasonable

ore than 15 per-

ount of time."
That frees up resourc
"You ask yourself, 'Do Inow need to ontinually sweep

the plant to look at pla tintegrity?' Ino
longer need to do that," said Brouse. The
passive network also al ws for remote

COR.Net to supply the components.
The new network will be more reliable,

light again, you're introducing distortion

cost less and enable 21st Century Telecom
to reach more customers with its voice,

products," said Brouse. "What you'll find

monitoring. "You could "t afford to do that
if you put in status mo toring devices in
all the RF devices, too," he added.

is when you can run the optical signal into
that EDFA at about 8dBm, you're not real-

Vendor support essen al

video and data services.
C-COR.Net is supplying 1,550 nm optical transmitters, Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and reverse path receivers
for the greenfield project. 21st Century expects to complete the first of three 50-mile
sections in April.
The Skokie project calls for building a
1,550 nm transportation layer through
several hub sites that feed optical nodes,

ly introducing any additional noise."
The network will broadcast 196 video
and virtual audio channels. In addition,
21st Century inserts PEG (public, educational or government access) channels and
high-speed data signals from its cable
modem termination system (CMTS) at the
hub. "The 21st Century model physically
takes 1,550 nm all the way to the node for

targeting 85 homes passed. Such an archi-

the broadcast, but in the hub mixes 1,310

tecture enables the CLEC to eliminate active RF devices beyond the node.

nm optical signals and puts them on the

Increased reliability

same fiber to go the short distance to the
node," explained Kampshoff.
In other words, 21st Century opted for

In addition to equip ent, C-COR.Net is
providing engineering, esign and construction support. Brou also is impressed
with the vendor's netwo
and cable modem opera
"They have experien
kinds of problems you"

kmaintenance
ions support.
dall the different

see with cable
modems on an HFC ne ork and know
how to quickly troubles ocit and identify

whether it is aplant-rel ted problem or an
m with acable
equipment-related prob •
modem or servers," he id.
The company's invest ent in its network may already be pa goff. In De-

"The overriding reason to deploy the
passive HFC (hybrid fiber/coax) network

coarse wavelength division multiplexing
(CWDM) against dense wavelength divi-

cember, RCN Corp. si ed adefinitive
agreement to acquire 21 tCentury.

in Skokie is that we will dramatically increase network reliability" explained John

sion multiplexing (DWDM), which would

Brouse, vice president of engineering for

wavelengths at 1,550 nm in the headend.
On the return path, the new system receives signals at the hub and then puts

Brouse sees the two c mpanies as compatible: "We are both
forward-thinking with respect to taki fiber extremely

21st Century
"If there's nothing RF-wise, other than
cable and passive electronics in that path
from the node to the customer back to the
node, there are less things for failure," said
Devon Kampshoff, C-COR.Net's director
of sales engineering.
Better performance also results from
using EDFAs at the hubs. "If you look at
going from light to RF and back up to
2.0

mix a1,550 nm broadcast with targeted

them into adata format for transmission
at 1,310 nm to the headend.

deep into the network; eboth have the
same philosophy of hig est reliability of
plant that you can get; (nd) we have a
philosophy of bundled rvices and get-

Cost sayings

ting video/voice/data all ntegrated onto
the network, all going ito the home." CT

In addition to increasing reliability, the
deployment makes financial sense. "You
find that the all passive HFC network
tends to cost approximately 15 percent

Jonathan Tombes is d oyment editor for
"Communications Techn logy." He can be
reached via e-mail at jto bes@phillips.com.
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MARBLE NOW'

DOCSIS
Cable
Modem
Features:
DOCSIS Certified
•
Up to 40Mbps
Downstream
and 10Mbps
Upstream
•
Support for up to
16 PCs
•
SNMP Support
•
Self-Installation
Wizard Software
•
Advanced Diagnostics
•
Front Panel Display
with Diagnostic LEDs
•
Software Field
Upgradable
•
Low Power
Consumption
at Less than 8watts

http://internet.toshiba.com
cablesales@networks.toshiba.cœn
949.461.4840

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

DOCSIS Certified! Toshiba has

now made DOCSIS certification a
reality. No longer do you have to
settle for a'DOCSIS-compliant'
cable modem when you can have
the 'real thing'.
Toshiba's DOCSIS Cable Modem has
been certified by CableLabs to meet
the rigorous interoperability requirements of the DOCSIS standard. It
also offers many advanced features
designed to make installation and
support easier and less expensive,
e.g., self-installation software wizard,
advanced diagnostics, and fast
provisioning just to name afew.

Dare to Compare. We challenge
you. Take ahands-on test drive
and discover for yourself how well
the Toshiba DOCSIS Cable Modem
performs. Speed, e2se of installation,
interoperability, supportability...
feature for feature the Toshiba
DOCSIS Cable Modem delivers
the goods and is available now.
Don't Delay! Give us acall and
we'll arrange apersonal test drive
with the 'real thing', aToshiba
DOCSIS Cable Modem.
But we have to warn you...
you won't want to settle for less.

The CL CABLELABS CERTIFIED and Design mark and the terms "CableLabs Certified" or "Certified by CableLabs" are certification
marks of Cable Television Laboratories, Inc. and cannot be used without authorization of Cable Television Laboratories. Inc.

o

SCTE

UPDATE

SCTE Calls in the Clans
The Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers' first-ever Chapter Leadership
Conference will be held in Exton, Pa., on
March 17. The CLC will provide an opportunity for chapter leaders to exchange
information, learn first-hand what's on the
horizon for SCTE and learn how to take
their chapters to the next level.
When the idea of achapter leadership
conference was first proposed, headquarters solicited feedback from chapter leaders to determine their interest in such an
undertaking. Steve Allen, Region 1Director expressed his unbridled support "in
casting the mold for the future of our society.... to share information and ideas, to
meet headquarters staff and take alook at
where member dues are put to work, and
to formulate future goals and policies that
will benefit the whole of the industry"
At the CLC ,chapter leaders will have
an opportunity to:
•Network with their peers
•Gain an understanding of headquarters

requirements and their connection to
chapter benefits
•Discuss timely and relevant issues
•Interact with the Board of Directors
The agenda is packed with practical information and materials that can be tailored to suit each chapter. A segment of
the agenda will be dedicated to roundtable
discussions on topics of interest.
There will be ample opportunity to discuss timely chapter issues related to reporting, governance, member recruitment,
revenue generation and industry support,
and to obtain input from peer participants
to aid in developing solutions without
reinventing the wheel.
Conference participants will dine with
the Board of Directors on Thursday
evening, tour SCTE headquarters and
have lunch with the staff on Friday. Attendees who extend their stay over the weekend will enjoy aSaturday afternoon tour
of Philadelphia.

Bower Heads Conferences Department
Lori Bower has
been promoted to director of SCTE's Na-

perience. Iam excited about having such
aqualified internal candidate and look

ggi
Haimowitz
Retires

Long-time
SCTE employee and
member
Ralph
Haimowitz
retired Dec.
31. Ralph
has been involved with

SCIE for
more than
27 years, during which be made numerous

valuable contributions to the Society.
Ralph is best known or his willingness
to teach others. Even as he was learning

about cable TV, he was always willing to
pass his knowledge on. Through the years,
he has been able to help many cable technicians grasp the electronics background
he had mastered.
Ralph's dedication to training helped
him to earn the position as SCTE's first director of chapter develqpment in 1988.
SCTE Vice President of Technical Programs Mary Nelson pra_sed Ralph's foresight when he put together the first
Chapter Development Handbook.
"I was achapter officer for the Great

Department.

forward to working closely with Lori as
she leads our National Conferences staff
here in Exton."

son said. "Ralph's work made my job as a

In her new role,
Bower is responsible

Bower is aCertified Meeting Professional and is working to become certified in

vided aconcise list of requirements and the

tional Conferences

for all aspects of planning and directing the Society's annual
Cable-lec Expo and Conference on
Emerging Technologies, as well as SCTE
seminars. This includes overseeing registration, sponsorship, housing and exhibition. She previously served as the
convention coordinator for the National
Conferences Department.

Lakes Chapter, and IWadi very thankful for
the guidance this resoure provided, Nelsecretary much easier. tie handbook pro-

the area of meeting exhibits. She is a

necessary forms for chapter operations. It

member of the Professional Convention
and Meeting Association and the Ameri-

also gave anumber of h 1pful hints on how

can Society of Association Executives. She
is also amember of the West Chester, Pa.based chapter of the Business and Professional Women's Club.
Bower said: "I look forward to continu-

to successfully run chap er meetings."
When asked what he feels is his greatest
career accomplishment ihe said: "Passing
along the knowledge and experience that I
have gained to help others is what I've enjoyed the most. Ihope that Ihave helped

Bower has been with the Society for

ing the partnership between SCTE and
the broadband vendor community. Pro-

people to be better at w-iat they do."
"Ralph may be retiring, but it is likely he

more than eight years and has worked in

viding quality education to the Society's

will continue to contribute to the Society

its certification and chapter development

members through Cable-Tec Expo and the
Conference on Emerging Technologies is

departments. SCTE President John Clark
noted: "Over her eight years with SCTE,
Lori has expanded her knowledge and ex-

atop priority for all of the staff in the National Conferences Department."

for many years to come as one of its many
volunteer members," Nelson said. "Thank
you, Ralph, for all that you have done to
make this Society what ft is today."CT
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DX
ANTENNA

Suddenly ,
stereo sounos
alot better
DISC STEREO ENCODER
MODEL OSE-201

A

REM
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MONO

SYNC
UMLOCK
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AUDIO LEVEL

AUDIO SELECT

MODE SELECT

CARRIER

The DSE-201: DX's new state-of-the-art stereo encoder

Order today. Delivered tomorrow. ADX Commitment'
If you're considering stereo for your head-end

today! This feature-rich unit provides advanced

line-up, consider the DSE-201 from DX. Its

dual 5-segment audio level LED bar graphs,

efficient, compact design will preserve your

composite Baseband and 4.5 MHz outputs and

valuable rack space (fit three in one rack!) and it's

easy stereo switching for local ad insertion, it's

amazingly affordable price will preserve your

the next generation in along line of breakthrough

budget. And better yet, thanks to DX's impressive

products from DX, the world's leading supplier of

inventories and ongoing commitment to

CATV delivery products. For pricing and vital

overnight delivery, we're ready to ship yours

statistics, call DX Communications now.

DX Communications: 1520 S. Powerline Rd., Ste. F, Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442 (888) 293-5856
DX COMMUNICATIOIVS IS ADIVISION OF I
TOCHU CABLE S
ERVICES I
NC.
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Tech

By Ron Wow

Cable's Top 10 Technologies
espite what the marketing department says, our industry is largely technology driven.
With that in mind, I've put together—in no particular order —the following list of the
10 technologies that I
believe have most significantly impacted the way we do things. That being
has revolutionized our network architec-

said, let's have alook, shall we?

tures, improved quality and reliability, and
in many ways reshaped our very business.

Broadband push-pull amplifiers

cascades and divide the system into small-

For the first 20-plus years of the cable

er service areas. The nice thing about

Harmonically related carrier
Channelization

industry's existence, our amplifiers used
single-ended circuitry. Technology im-

AML was its simplicity The output of the
receiver was the same VHF spectrum that

more channels, but wi

provements took us from early vacuum
tube amplifiers that could carry perhaps

was present at the transmitter's input.
Sound familiar? We do much the same

two or three channels to 12-channel solid-

thing today with fiber.

upper bandwidths and omany channels
those ugly distortions ept up again.
stly third order
Only this time it was

Satellite distribution

distortions that gave u headaches. What
to do? Broadband feed rward and power-

state amplifiers. The trouble with singleended amplifiers, tube or transistor, was
the distortions (mostly second order) that
they generated.
It was the development of broadband
push-pull amplifiers that really got the
ball rolling on expanding channel capacity Push-pull amplifier circuits largely cancel second order distortions, allowing the
use of previously off-limits frequencies.
Push-pull amps paved the way for newer
amplifier technologies, including feedforward and power doubling, both of which
use push-pull technology as their basic
building blocks.

changing the way we do business. Up

doubling technology w re both still several years away, and plain old push-pull was
about stretched to its li it.

until this point, cable was little more than
the broadcast retransmission service that
it had been when it got its start back in

Enter harmonically r ated carrier
(HRC) channelization.
In retrospect, it's sim le. Change the

the mid- to late 1940s.
Satellite-delivered programming

frequencies of all chan Is so that they fall
on exact multiples of 6 Hz (8 MHz in
the phase alteration lin or PAL, world).
The idea behind this sc eme is that the
third order distortions ould fall to zero

Satellite distribution of video programming came to us in the mid-'70s, forever

brought us Home Box Office and other
premium channels and gave birth to the
whole idea of the superstation. It allowed
us to be viable in major metropolitan
areas and was the catalyst for incredible
industry growth.

AML microwave
Hughes Microwave brought us ampli-

Broadband push-pul amplifiers gave us
ever-expanding

AM fiber optics

tude modulated link (AML) microwave.

When the cable industry went to opti-

(I think the early versions had the Theta

cal equipment manufacturers and suggest-

beat with the visual ca ers, providing
more operating headro
.The distortions
are still there; you just n't see them in
the picture. HRC gave

the headroom

we needed until improv damplifier technologies came along.

Sync suppression ma bling

Com label.) This was multichannel mi-

ed AM transport over fiber, we were

crowave technology using amplitude modulation (AM), designed primarily for

almost laughed out of town. "That'll never

point-to-multipoint signal distribution.
The significance of this last statement has

mitters are inherently single-ended devices and just won't work for broadband

to do with the fact that up until AML was

multichannel transport or distribution.

laid down an evolutions

path to address-

introduced, most microwave technology
used frequency modulation (FM) and was

And you want what kind of noise and distortion performance?"

ability, full-featured cony
(now we call them set to

er-descramblers
), and to some

intended for medium- and long-haul
point-to-point signal transport. FML mi-

Well, they do work, and work well.
Today's lasers are being optimized for our
AM links. Like AML microwave, AM fiber

degree today's digital vide technology.

initially allowed us to get rid of long

baseband or whatever— oroughly
messed up the picture so that subscribers

crowave just wasn't practical for point-tomultipoint signal distribution.
AML allowed us to get rid of long trunk

work," the experts scoffed. "Laser trans-

trunk cascades. Today's fiber technology

Although sync supp

ion scrambling

has largely lost its luster, redit this technology for giving us an effec 've—in its day—
method of conditional ac ess (CA). It also

Sync suppression—fix d, sine wave, dynamic, RF, intermediate equency (IF),
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CUSTOM FILTERS
POI FYR623

Whg Bug PI:11 Filters?
channel deletion filters

• PDI Custom Builds To Meet Your Requirements
PDI can build afilter for almost any application at acost far less than what you would expect.
All of our filters are built in the USA.

brick walls
highpass '
filters

• We Will Provide An Evaluation Unit In A Few Days
PDI engineers will work with you until you get exactly what you want.

lowpass filters
wide bandpass 'filters

• Orders Are Filled In Weeks Not Months
PDI can fill large orders in just amatter of weeks. In many cases we
can get you your units in aweek or less.

band reiection efilters
general bondpass °filters

• You Can Expect Superior Performance
PDI engineers custom build your filters, individually testing each unit to comfortably meet all
specifications.

highly selective bondpass filters
noise filters for fiber optic system
split bond filters for fiber optic systems

• Used By MSO's Worldwide
Over the past six years PDI has built custom filters and tier traps for the majority of top MSO's.

pilot carrier traps
°
fm narrow bandposs filters
higher performance diplex filter networks
custom tier traps

6353 West Rogers Circle

•

Bay 6

Boca Raton, Florida 33481

•

561.998.0600

•

Fax 561.998.0608

•

1.800.242.1606

WIRELESS

ansonoarano
rappLicn -rzons

not paying for agiven channel couldn't
watch it. Unfortunately, though the picture
was scrambled nicely, the sound usually
wasn't affected.
Who among us hasn't had calls from
irate subscribers complaining about the

rfRML

naughty things they could hear but couldn't see? What always amazed me was how
long they listened to the scrambled channel's audio before calling to gripe.

Directional multi-top
Those of you who've been in the busi-

t

ness long enough remember the introduc-

multi-taps. Pressure
taps worked, but they
created nasty impedance mismatches in
the feeder (can you

DECIDE
THE

say ghosts?), had a

POINT III POINT
TO
TO
POINT
MULTIPOINT

ONE 111 TWO
WAY
WAY

DIGITAL

11

ANALOG

DIGITAL
and
ANALOG

WE

PROUIDE
THE

soLu -rians.

ally stands for.
On the one hand, th lowly F-connector
can provide asimple, rliable and cost-effective RF interface. Orthe other hand,
the lowly F-connector an provide atroublesome, unreliable an ,from amaintenance perspective, cost RF interface.
This poor thing still the cause of most
drop-related service cal (actually, it's the
way they're installed, n tthe connectors
themselves), and we as nindustry buy
enough of them every

uple years to repl ce every drop con-

tion of directional
coupler (DC)-based

r
Y
TIMOS

YOU

nector was amajor im rovement. No,
don't ask—I have no • awhat the "F" re-

habit of coming loose
(troubleshooting
trick for snowy pictures: tighten the

"Don't you know
the 'F' in
F-connector stands
for ©#$%&*!?"

pressure tap), and
provided agood path
for water to find its
way inside the cable.

ne tor everywhere.
till, you have to
ad it the F-connecto has had asignifica timpact on the
we do things,
go dor bad.

Direct broadcast
So ellite
h, yes, direct
br. dcast satellite
(D S). Granted, it's

much better impedance match, excellent
isolation and all-around better performance. Now we have power-passing ver-

no really acable
technology, but it has h abig-time,
major impact on our bu mess. By and
large, the DBS folks are directly responsible for our taking cust mer service, networks upgrades, quality, reliability and
overall operations much more seriously.

sions that help us to offer advanced
services such as telephony.

As annoying as it can so etimes be, competition from DBS has
de us better.

Two-way amplifiers

Also-ions

Today's taps have come along way from
pressure taps. DC-based designs offer a

So, you think two-way is anew technology? You might be surprised to learn that
two-way amps have been around nearly 30
years. The ability to transmit signals simultaneously in both directions through
the same cable, passive and active, takes
us far beyond the tried-and-true broadcast
architecture that has served us so well.
Two-way amps make real-time interactivity for real.

F-connectors

Finally, no list would •complete without some runners-up. H re I'd add cable
modems, the transistor, mplifier hybrids,
digital compression and aybe even coaxial cable itself. All are w
right, but my list had ro

hy in their own
for only 10.

How about you? What d es your list look
like? If you disagree wit my picks, and
some of you certainly wi ,feel free to
send in your thoughts. e'll share your responses in the Letters to he Editor section
of afuture issue. CT

Ican see the e-mails now. "How did the
F-connector get into your Top 10 list?!
Don't you know the "F" in F-connector
stands for @#$%&*!?" Well, maybe so,
but it beats what we had before.
Remember the C-connector? The F-con26

Ron Hranac is vice presid

tof RF engineering for Denver-based H h Speed Access
Corp. He also is senior t hnical editor for
"Communications Techno gy." He can be
reached via e-mail at rhra ac@aol.com.
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PHASOR

DROPS SEAMLESSLY INTO YOUR NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

THE ULTIMATE RETURN PATH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Now you can snap unparalleled control over your return path

The Phasor Return Path Management System gives you the

into the world's most advanced HFC network management

speed to catch transient signal impairments as they occur,

framework.The PhasorT"Return Path Management System

the power to perform complex time domain analyses, and the

integrates seamlessly with Cheetah's NetMentor,Te combining

flexibility to grow as your needs evolve. Whether implemented

the benefits of our patented DSP-Ir signal analysis technology

as abest-of-breed standalone or integrated with aNetMentor

with NetMentor's proven performance.

NMS, Phasor is the ultimate return path management tool.

941-756-6000 • info@cheetahtech.com • www.cheetahtech.com

CHEETAH
TECHNOLOGIES
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By Justin J. Junkus

Spreadsheeting Telephony:
Get to the Bottom Line
very successful telecommunications project has two planning dimensions: technical and
economic. Technical people often find it all too easy to get caught up in the technology
and can be tempted to shortchange the economic analysis. Particularly in telecommunications, the

ical spreadsheet might for example, show
the relationship existir gbetween subscriber penetration for telephony service
and operator revenue.
The advantage of co puter spread-

fun part is showing how new hardware and software applications enable delivery of services far

sheets over manual ta es is that formulas
can be built right into he spreadsheet.
The result is that we c quickly see what

beyond plain old telephone service (POTS). Falling into this trap, however, can cost you.

one or several inputs.

Cart and horse in proper order
The economic aspects of our industry
are just as important as technology to our
progress in offering new telephony services. Economics can be complex, but a
couple of basic checkpoints can help determine whether particular technical solutions make economic sense.
For example, most of us know that over
the life of aservice offering, the revenue
from that service must exceed the associated expense—ideally by adecent margin.
Different services also have different revenue and expense streams. This difference
is amajor factor in determining which
services to offer.
Business strategy may modify the priority of any given service as acustomer offering. Timing of revenue and expense
often are important. While the cash flow
over a10-year period for two projects may
be the same, projects with heavy upfront
costs often are placed lower in the company's priority list.
Competition, however, can change that
list. Missing amarket opportunity while
waiting for anewer version of technology,
for example, may mean losing the opportunity to finance the improvement.

meet markets. Any technical person who
has apet project, one that he or she
"knows" would be right for the company,
gains alot of leverage in promoting the
project by understanding and using an
economic model.

spreadsheet for calcula on.

Vendor models
Vendors are agreat surce of economic
models. As just afew e amples, Anis-Interactive, Cisco and Lu nt Technologies

faces similar to the menus commonly
used for testing and design.

"The model provides
an opportunity to
have good, detailed
discussions with
your vendor."
—Steve Peterson, Lucent

management and technical personnel use
to evaluate when technology is ready to

ing more than computerized tables. A typ-

28

Basic models require auser to input
values directly into the spreadsheet. More
elegant models automa wally transfer values from agraphical in erface to the

be an economist to use the tool; in fact,
many economic models are built using
computer programs with graphical inter-

face usually is acomputer spreadsheet,
such as Microsoft's Excel. For those not
familiar with spreadsheets, they are noth-

Economic modeling is the tool that

hen we change

The best part is that you don't need to

fhe engine behind the graphical inter-

No not that kind of modeling

happens to our model

have developed telepho yplanning tools.
The Anis model loo at what happens
to cash flow from atele hony service offering when different c ices are made for
the implementation tec ology. The
choices are circuit-switc ed, ahybrid approach and pure Interne protocol (IP)
telephony. The model u rcan change
homes passed, penetrati n, churn and expenses over a10-year m del window.
While the compariso
valuable planning info

alone provide
ation, the model

lets the user decide whe IP technology
will be ready enough to rovide acceptable carrier-grade teleph ny service. Differences in cash flows be een waiting for
IP and implementing ear er with the alternative technology can hen be seen.
The Cisco and Lucent

odels help de-

termine whether to offer elephony as a
service. In both these mo els, the user inputs parameters that defi ethe expected
market, such as homes p ed, penetration, growth rate, take ra ,churn and
pricing. Expenses also ar inputs and in-
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Now with return path

HP accessCable adds return

monitoring for return path

path monitoring to measure

characterization.

spectral power and record maximum,

Ingress is elusive. Yet time is short.

minimum and average power. Count

HPs rugged, portable CaLan' 3010R

burst events and identify their

sweep/ingress analyzer displays

duration. Or use Smart Scan to find

ingress problems in the field. The

problems for you. HP accessCable

CaLan 3010H detects, measures and

alarms each occurence and reports

reports on ingress at the head-end.

back meaningful data to track ingress.

CaLan
Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer

Use CaLan for high resolution forward
and return sweep. Measure 60

Call 800-452-4844 ext. CATV

channels in less than one second and

or visit www.hp.com/go/catv to

accurately measure digital and
bursted (TDMA) power.

receive the latest information
on tracking ingress.
•••••
two

•.

Agilent Technologies
Innovating the HP Way

dude capital costs, transport, marketing,

dition, both companies have built propri-

their Web sites to ask

sales, administration and design. Cash

etary configuration tools that work with

rinformation on

flow and discounted cash flow are outputs

the model to customize it for aparticular

their models. The We sites are
www.arris-i.com and ww.cisco.com.

that can be compared for each scenario.
The models from these two companies

operator's needs.
The Lucent model is called the Cable-

The real value

have other options that are useful in finetuning the decision process. Both companies have developed sensitivity analyses

Connect Business Analyzer and is de-

that graphically quantify how important a
particular input is to the cash flow. In ad-

scribed in awhite paper at the Lucent
Web site, www.lucent.com/

Of course, each ven or's model is meant
to show the vendor's p duct as the optimal solution. That's w it's important to

cableconnect.solutions/whitepapers.html.
You can contact Anis and Cisco through

note that the real valu of any model is
not in its ability to aut mate calculations.
The model's real value es in its capacity
to get both you and yo rvendor working
from the same page.

SPEND
A LITTLE.
SAVE A LOT!
‘1
eee.
ale

ode

3.

"Any technical person
who has apet
proiect ... gains a
lot of leverage in
promoting the project
by understanding
and using an
economic nodel."
As Steve Peterson, ma ager of corporate
strategy at Lucent states: The model provides an opportunity to ve good, detailed discussions with y rvendor. It

The DigiTap Splitter From Chat-men RF Products Group.
An inexpensive way to prevent forward path video interference
in two-way network operations.
Spend alittle more now and buy yourself less customer complaints and lower
maintenance costs in the future. A DigiTap splitter costs just afew cents more than the
standard splitter. However, its low intermodulation technology means no more interference
between cable modem return path signals and your video services. Which translates
to huge savings in service and maintenance. Not abad deal for some spare change.

CHANNELL
Where The Industry Connects
United States: 704-588-4008 •Canada: 905-565-1700
United Kingdom: 44-1689-871522 •Australia: 61-2-97484955
http://www.channellcomm.com

helps the vendor's custo

runderstand

the business implications •
ftechnology
decisions, and (it) helps

•
th the vendor

and the customer validat the assumptions
behind technology decisi
Like Isaid at the begin ing of the column, it's easy to get caug up in technology because of all the gre possibilities
and fun gadgetry Econo cmodels, however, help focus on issues hat keep our
paychecks coming. CT
Justin Junirus is president o KnowledgeLinh,
aconsulting and training fi

specializing in

the cable telecommunicati ns industry. He
also is applications engine *ng director for
Antec. He can be reache
ijunhusenowledgelinhinc.
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via e-mail at
m.

SCIENTIFICALLY
PROVEN.

THE BEST CABLE IN THE BUSINESS.

kt/Á4len

Expansion Loop Fatigue Failure Comparison •LONGEST CABLE UFE
5000
14,125

14 000
13 000

•UNSURPASSED DURABILITY
•BEST ATTENUATION

12 000
•ELIMINATES

11 000

9000
8000

COLD WEATHER OUTAGES

111

0000

•NO MOISTURE MIGRATION
7595

•UNSURPASSED WARRANTY

7,000
Ultra
Thin-Wall Foam
.715 Jacketed

Conventional
Foam
.700 Jacketed

MC 2
.750
Jacketed

Trilogy stands behind its
products with an unsurpassed
12-YEAR wARRArm on MC' cable.

To see all of the results for yourself, call or fax for information from independent testing labs
that prove MC2to be the best cable in the business.

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208

800-TRILOGY (874-5649) • 601-932-4461
Fax: 601-939-6637 • www.trilogycoax.com
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RETURN
By Jennifer Whalen

Managing Network Complexity

T

oday's cable networks are far more complex than anyone ever imagined. As consolidation and clustering results in fewer, yet dramatically larger, multiple system operators

(MS0s), the number of devices to manage is quite staggering.
Jim Luddington, consultant for INT2-Internetwork Integration and moderator of
the Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers' Emerging Technologies 2000

vice activation, provide mobile dispatch of
technicians to speed installation, supply
proactive quality of service (QoS), isolate

panel on network management, summed

faults, and improve billing capabilities, explained Preston Gilmer, senior product

it up best. In the outside plant, MSOs will
have around "35 million passives, 360,000

manager for Tellabs.
Two models exist to help cable opera-

miles of plant, 1.5 million actives, 175,000
power supplies, 70 optical nodes, 1,800
hubs, 300 headends and 70,000 miles of
fiber. That's coming back to one network
operations center (NOC)," he said.

tors manage networks with equipment
from multiple vendors—The Telecommu-

That's just the start of the management
headache. "We've got awhole bunch of
servers, managing 100 terabytes or so of

nications Management Network (TMN)
model and the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (COR13A). TMN is familiar to the telecommunications industry,
although incumbent operators have been
slow to integrate the TMN framework,

mods—probably tens of thousands of

said Gilmer. CORI3A, on the other hand,
is accepted by the information technology
(IT) community and is now gaining
recognition in communications circles.

those across the network," he added.
If you're not dizzy from the scope of the
network, you haven't considered client de-

end management important? "If we can
come up with common information mod-

digital content. We've got abunch of
packet switches, circuit-based switches,
muxes and demuxes, and mods and de-

vices. "You've probably got 22 million
households. Inside those households,
there's not just our set-tops; now we've
got net-tops—all those appliances attached to the network like the toaster, microwave, palmtop, the cable modem, etc.,"
Luddington speculated.
"Our networks are not going to get less
complicated. We're going to have to figure
out away to manage the ever-growing complexity of network pieces," he concluded.

LT

Why is aunified framework for end-to-

els, we can take market share from incumbents with integrated service offerings,"
said Gilmer.
"We're looking for five to seven key
players in the industry to build the legal
agreements and get together to work on a
common model. The SCTE's (Hybrid Management Sub-Layer) subcommittee might
be aplace to do that work," he added.

Quality of service essential
Managing network elements is just one

End-to-end management, amust

issue. You've also got to make sure the traf-

he cable industry must come to agreement on acommon framework for end-toend management of both network
elements and services. Why? Such aplatform will integrate multivendor network
dcustomer premise equipment (CPE),
enable automated provisioning and ser-

fic you send reaches its destination. "The
cable networks are one of the first platforms that are going to provide really convergent applications in the way of data,
video, telephony features and audio. In
order to support that, you need to provide
quality of service," said Pablo Martinez, so-

lutions manager at Luc tTechnologies.
That means your net orks must be
aware of the applicatio sthey carry so
that programmers can evelop intelligent
applications that signal he network of
their bandwidth and p ority requirements. With such awar ness, networks
the needs of
can dynamically adapt
users, Martinez said.
Remember that elem nts at the network's edge and core p orm different
QoS functions. Edge de 'ces classify, mark
and police ingress traffi ,and they also
shape egress traffic. Net ork elements
apply queuing and sche uling to traffic.
Martinez advised that b fore you configts for QoS, you
profile the traffic types nerated by different applications to d ide which QoS
treatments are right for ach application.

ure your network elem

Keep in mind that wi the rapid
growth of Internet prot ol (IP) services,
it's asure bet that your stomers' traffic
eventually will leave yo

network, and

off-net traffic will need t reach your subscribers. "In order to ha eend-to-end
QoS, you will need apol cy management
strategy," advised Martin z. "A policy
server can talk to other roviders' policy
servers so they can nego 'ate QoS as traffic
moves from one networ to another."
Until such capabilities become ubiquitous, consider using Qo based processing
in those network spots tat tend toward
congestion. You can grad ally expand the
reach of those systems fo end-to-end coverage as QoS techniques ecome more
CT

widely deployed, he add

Jennifer Whalen is editor of "Communications Technology." She can be reached via email at jwhalen@phillips.c
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ComSonics Inc.
We've set another Test Equipment Standard!

Introducing

Igyberré0

TM

'EXAMINER

rIt oof of Performance Signal Processor

> Allows Proof of Performance (POP) FCC
required tests any time, day or night.
> Tests are performed without viewer
interruption.
> Signals provided for the following tests:
Carrier to Noise, Composite Triple Beat,
Composite Second Order, in-band
flatness, and spurious signals.
> Also, provides signals for FCC required
Head End video tests.

> Automatic, unattended sequencing of the
required test functions without standby
Head End personnel.
> Eliminates the need for communication
between Field Technicians and the Head
End while making measurements.
> Capable of providing test signals on 12
channels.
> Rack mountable for convenient,
permanent installation in the Head End.

Use it as aroutine maintenance tool.., and guarantee quality system performance.

...Another Innovationfrom the Cable Industry's Test Equipment Leader
P.O. Box 1106 •Harrisonburg, VA 22801 USA
(540) 434-5965, In USA: (800) 336-9681 Fax: (540) 432-9794
or visit our web site at http://www.comsonics.com
email: marketing@comsonics.com

CMSDNICS, INC.
We set the standards.

•

STANDARDS
By Ted Woo

DOCSIS on Its Way to ANSI
pon approval by the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers Standards Board
(the Engineering Committee), SCTE will submit two Data Over Cable Service Interface
Specification (DOCSIS) standards documents to the American National Standards Institute for
recognition as new American National Standards this year.
The Data Standards Subcommittee recently balloted DSS 994, titled "DOCSIS Radio
Frequency Interface Specification SP-RFI105-99110," and DSS 995, titled "DOCSIS
Radio Frequency Interface Specification
SP-RFv1.1-103-991105." These standards
also are known as the DOCSIS 1.0 final
version and the DOCSIS 1.1 draft version,
respectively. Both reached consensusadopted status on Dec. 14, 1999.
The DOCSIS high-speed data interface
specifications are designed to permit early
definition, design, development and deployment of high-speed data systems on a
uniform, consistent, open, nonproprietary,
multisupplier interoperable basis. DOCSIS
service itself is intended to allow transparent two-way transfer of Internet protocol (IP) traffic between the cable system
headend and customer locations, over an
all-coaxial or hybrid fiber/coax (HFC)
cable network.
Here follow some of the particulars of
cach standard.

DSS 994, aka DOCSIS 1.0
An overview of the specification in DSS
994 defines the electrical characteristics
and protocol for acable modem and cable
modem termination system (CMTS). It

QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation).
The modulation format includes pulse
shaping for spectral efficiency It is carrierfrequency agile and has aselectable output
power level.

"The prime obiective
of quality of service
is to define
transmission ordering
and scheduling on
the RF interface."

improve demodulation

bustness, it facili-

tates receiving hardwa

for video and data

with provision of the

*bility for future

multiplexing of video a data over the
Each one of these
PMD sub-layer bitstrea
packets consists of afo -byte header folload. The header
lowed by 184 bytes of
onging to the
identifies the payload as
data-over-cable MAC. T emixture of MAC
payloads and those of ot er services is opthe CMTS.
tional and is controlled

DSS 995, aka DOCSI 1.1
The significant facto

of the specifica-

tions in DSS 995 have t do with quality
of service (QoS) and fra entation. They
include packet classifica on and flow
identification, service fo QoS scheduling, dynamic service est lishment, fragmentation and the two-p ase activation
model. Protocol mechan' ms through
cable modem and CMTS escribed in this
document are for both u stream and
downstream traffic.
The principle mechan m for providing

variable-length modulated burst with pre-

enhanced QoS is to class packets traversing the RF MAC inte ace into aservice flow. Aservice flow aunidirectional
flow of packets that is pr vided to aparticular QoS. The cable m em and CMTS

cise timing, beginning at boundaries

provide this QoS by shap g, policing and

spaced at integer multiples of 6.25 microseconds apart (which is 16 symbols at
the highest data rate). Each burst supports

parameter set defined for he service flow.
The prime objective of Q Sis to define

The PMD sub-layer format includes a

aflexible modulation, symbols rate, preamble, randomization of the payload and programmable forward error correction (FEC)

prioritizing traffic accord' gto the QoS

transmission ordering an scheduling on

physical media-dependent (PMD) sub-

encoding. All of the upstream transmission
parameters associated with burst transmis-

the RF interface.
Fragmentation is an up tream cable
modem capability. The C TS must enable
or disable this capability o aper-modem

layer uses atime division multiple access
(TDMA) or an option of frequency divi-

sion outputs from the cable modem are
configurable by the CMTS through media

basis with atag length val e(TLV) in the
registration response. Onc fragmentation

sion multiple access (FDMA) burst modu-

access control (MAC) messaging.

also defines an interoperable condition, so
that any implementation of acable modem
can work with any CMTS. The upstream

rates and two modulation formats, quadra-

continuous series of 188-byte Moving Pic-

is enabled for aDOCSIS 1 modem, fragmentation is enabled on a er-service flow
basis through the request/ ansmission

ture phase shift keying (QPSK) and 16-

ture Experts Group (MPEG) packets. To

policy configuration settin

lation format, which provides five symbol

The downstream bitstream is defined as a
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Powering The Heart Of
Your Network
The Lectro GPS - Family of
Generator Powering systems offers
anew dimension in emergency back-

Generator Assemblies (UL 2200).
The Mininode Generator Powering
System, being comprised of both
astandby generator and two power
modules, conforms
to the

up powering reliability. Broadband

lation space for up to eight batteries.

powering will never be the same with

For new or retrofit applications

the introduction of

UL

Micronode

standard

Standalone
Generator
and the
Mininode'"
Generator Powering System.
Look at these features:
•Virtual Unlimited Backup Time—
GPS picks up where utility power fails
keeping your critical network up and
running indefinitely.
•Flexible Installation— Generators
may be placed in aremote location
away from the power supply cabinet
and batteries. For applications where
natural gas lines are not installed, an
optional propane sidecar is available.
4

•Easy Service & Maintenance—
GPS offers quick front access to
routine maintenance points.
•Meets UL Agency Safety
Standards— The Micronode standby

for uninterruptible
power supply equipment
(UL 1778).
•Quiet Operation— Optional addi-

that require DC generator powering,
Lectro's Micronode provides 2.4 kW
output power for distributed network applications. A dual cabinet
compartment design separates the
control section from the generator.

tional noise reduction features are
available for noise abatement in
residential settings.
•Low Emissions— GPS meets stringent air emission standards including
those set forth by the California Air
Resources Board.
•Status Monitoring Interface
Flexibility— Choose between an
industry standard RS232 serial data
port or an embedded transponder
enabling direct RF connection.

GPS Powering Systems —
Your Best Option
Our newest Mininode system

generator system meets the new UL

achieves higher power density by
providing 48 Amp capacity from only

standard for Stationary Engine

two power supplies along with instal-

Micronode'

LECTRO®

Broadband Powering Like
Never Before
Lectro's GPS family of backup
power and generator systems
provide the peace of mind that
your subscribers will appreciate.
Mininode - offers dual 24 amp CPR
power supplies to accommodate
higher telephony penetration,
minimizing the number of power
supply locations.

Because They Depend

standing guard over your HFC

network needs. Call us today and

network—ever ready to provide the

discover how Lectro's Generator

critical uninterruptible power your

Powering Systems can help ensure
network management peace of mind!

On Continuous Service
Critical online services require
backup power. Hospitals, 911
emergency services, air traffic
controllers—all require reliable,
uninterrupted power.
The Lectro Family of GPS
Powering Systems are silent sentries

Powering the Heart of
Your Network
Visit our websites at www.lectro.com or www.invensys-energy.com for more information
on the entire family of powering products offered by lnvensys Energy Systems.
Invensys Energy Systems — North America
Phone: (919) 713-5300
8380 Capital Blvd
(800) 551-3790 (USA only)
Raleigh, NC 27616 USA
Fax:
(919) 713-5350
Email: salesinfo@tinvensys-energy.com

Ir•Ivensys

The Toots I
'
or
DOCSIS Success
T
AKE CONTRO LREDUCE COSTS AND
STREAMLINE OPERATIONS.
THE COREOS BROADBAND
PROVISIONING SYSTEM INCLUDES:
IP ADDRESS AND DFICP SERVER MANAGEMENT
Maximize IP address utilization. Manage multiple
servers from asingle interface. Associate IP addresses
with subscriber accounts.
DOCSIS CONFIGURATION
FILE GENERATION

*,.

‘•

Build dynamic configurations
based on subscriber profiles.
Maintain command and control with
individual security settings. Deliver files
with the high performance TFTP server.

RF LEVEL MONITORING
Improve quality and reliability with affordable
status monitoring. Provide live data to
maintenance and support staff. Gather data for
predictive trend analysis and historical graphing.
W EB BASED I
NTERFACE
Support subscriber self-provisioning. Enjoy low training
costs and rapid deployment throughout the organization.
Allow remote access from the field and after hours.
TAKE CONTROL TODAY
Contact us to learn more about the CoreOS
Broadband Provisioning System.
Phone +1 902-481-5777
Fax -4-1. 902-481-5799
E-mail: sales@corenetworks.com

Core
Networks

Core Networks Inc
36 Topple Drive
Dartmouth, Novo Scotia
Canada 1338 1L6

WWW .C ORE N ETWORKS .COM
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to 5m antennas. This system i
sdesigned to take full advantage of the newlyformed Mega Cable Neighboorhood. The Mega Cable Neighborhood
consists of 7major cable satellites in arow at 2 spacing.
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fragment, as opposed to the Compete otig-

European differences

The Mega Feed system's 27" rack boresights on 17 and receives 6
adjacent satellite feeds at 2-6* off-boresight. Extensive testing cf systems
performance was conducted on 3.8m and 4.5m antennas at our test facility
in Columbia Falls, Montana. The system achieved broadcast quality reception
on all satellites! Many other configurations are possible. Test results and
downlink analyses are available.

1743 MIDDLE ROAD •COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
(40E0 257.9590 •FAX (40133 257.9599
WEB SITE: WWW.SUPERIORSATELLITEUSA.COM

European DOCSIS also is rnenlioned in
DSS 995. It will not affect North A :ei can
DOCSIS 1.1 modem certification. Its general concept is that acable network (HFC
or all coax) uses ashared-mediurh, treeand-branch architecture with analog transmission. Functions include two-way
transmission with maximum electrical or
fiber-optical spacing between the CMTS
and the most distant customer terminal of
100 miles, although typical maximum sep-

îee''
SI
GM

MEGA HEIM
Established 1975

A

ELECTRONICS INC.

PATHMAKER

alower edge at 96 MHz and an upper

•Hot Swappable Modules

• 100+ MHz/CH.

•Windows Control &
Scheduling Software

•True Cross-Point
Switching

•Remote Controllable

•5Year Warranty

For the downstream frequency plan the
cable is assumed to have apassband with
edge that typically is between 300 and 864

99

Analog/Digital/QAM Matrix Routing System
• 16x16 to 128x128

aration may be 10-15 miles. Similar rules
apply to the differential fiber-optical or
electrical spacing.

•Redundant Power
Supply

MHz. Within that passband, analog TV
signals in 8MHz channels are assumed to
be present, as well as other narrowband
and wideband digital signals. For upstream, the cable system is assumed to
have apassband of 5-65 MHz. Analog signals in 8MHz channels may be present, as
well as other signals.

Wrap-up
So that's what SCTE plans to send to

"PATHMAKER" HAS THE HIGHEST TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS IN THE INDUSTRY!
DENVER, CO
SAVANNAH, GA

303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

OCALA, FL

www.megahz.com

HURST, TX

ST.LOUIS, MO

PHOENIX, AZ

PORTLAND, OR

BUTLER. PA

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products For the 21st Century!

ANSI. Clearly, ANSI adoption of these
standards will go far toward making true
interoperability and retail modem sales a
reality. It also will help pave the way for
other standards in development. CT
Ted S. Woo, Ph.D .i
s di rector ofstanda ds for
1
,
the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers. He can be reached at (610) 363-6888
or twoo@scte.org.
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doubt about it:

your scanned return spectrum. What remains

where the return path

ingress spectrum of

is concerned, ingress

analyzes asainst

is the once e!usive

your entire return band, which

the system

user-set ingress limits The best part is that

abig problem. Left unchecked, ingress outbreaks can prevent your

NirControl can be programmed to work automatically. Then,

system from delivering the Internet and other premium services your

when ingress occurs, the system will tell you about it, giving you time

is

subscribers have come to expect. It's
tough enough now to catch ingress outbreaks and fix them before the phone
starts ringing. It'll be even tougher Is
new

services

fill your return spectrum,

berms(' the majnrity of ingress will be

YOU CAN'T

T11
SYSTEM
BEAT

to respond before it causee problems
TraffiControl is the newest addition
to th€Trlithic Guardian System, the only
fully-integrated, fully-digital family of
return path maintenance products on

the market. With the addition of

hidden by the increased return "traffic."

TraffiContro!, the Guardian System takes you from the subscriber,

How will you detect ingre5s

through the distribution system, all the way to the headend for

'le!. it a hiding in your occupied

bandwidths? Fortunately Trilithic, the leader in digital return path

complete ingress detection and, most importantly, resolution.

maintenance technology, has engineered asolution —asolution that

Call now for the full story on the only automated ingress monitor-

will quite literally change the way you look at ingress. It's called

ing system that gives you areal-world picture of your system's

TraffiControP and it's anew feature uf the TriLlic Guardian

return path. It could mean the

9580 SST Return Path Analyzer.

difference between managing

Traffirontrol is an advanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
technology that identifies and removes all the legitimate signals from

ingress problems or just
coping with them.

GUAA
ARE)IANTM
SYSTEM

Return Path MaintenanceTechnology

TRILITH IC Call Now For AFree White Paper (800) 344-2412, (317) 895-3600
The Engineering Guys

(800) 344-2412, (317) 895-3600, (317) 895-3613 (fax), vAvw.trilithic.com

YOUR COMMUNICATION

NETWORK GOES DOWN.

YOU NEED TO AND THE PROBLEM.

YOU NEED TO ANC

WHERE DO YOU BEGIN?

With today's advanced communications networks being
what they are, finding aproblem can be like, well, finding a
needle in ahaystack. And the longer your network is
down, the more phone calls you get from frustrated customers.
That's why you should look to C-COR.net. We have the expertise
to pinpoint aproblem quickly. To offer asolution that keeps
downtime to aminimum. Of course, avoiding downtime
altogether is the goal. And no one is more committed to that goal
that C-COR.net. With more than 40 years in the business, we
have the knowledge to ensure uncompromising network integrity.
And the products to deliver superior network performance.
We can help in all phases of network planning. Including
pre-sale construction, network engineering, installation and
maintenance. In short, we're here to help with your voice,
video and data communications network. We're C-COR.net.
And we're making it apoint to answer your needs.

(((C-COR.net
AT THE CORE OF CONFIDENCE.

K dcktet.

You just received the
memo from corporate
this
your

morning.
system

It

says

is

to

have its reverse path
activated

and

enter

the world

of two-way

services. First on the
schedule is high-speed
Internet access using
cable modems.

By Ron Hronac
No problem," you think "Our system was d gned to be twoway capable. The amplifiers and nodes already have diplex filters, so all we need to do is drop in the rever amp modules,
set levels, and we're off to the high-speed race
If you think
that easy, you're in store for
ereal surprises.

Back to school
First, you'd better get up to speed on rever epath concepts.
Several good articles and other references ha •been written on
the subject. Gather afew back issues of Corn unications Technology and read those articles you were savi
for arainy day.
Now that corporate has told you to fire up t reverse, that
rainy day has arrived. For alist of other refe •
nces that can
help, see the sidebar "Getting Started" (on p ge 46).

In-house vs. "outhouse"
Now you must decide whether to use in-ho •staff or hire a
contractor. Either way, you'll spend somewhe around $1,500 to
$2,500 per mile of plant to fire up the reverse If you choose a
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Adivedien?
Get Your Upstream Fiber Links Aligned

contractor, realize the going rate for reverse activation and sweep
(which often includes forward sweep at the same time) is in the
$0.20 to $0.30 or more per foot range, plus time and materials
to fix problems. That $0.20 to $0.30 per foot equals $1,056 to
$1,584 per mile.
Plus, you'll need to add the reverse amplifier hybrids, boards
or modules, which may cost from as little as $30 or $40 each
to $100 or so. Assuming an average of five actives per mile, the
reverse actives could cost another $150 to $500 per mile. Don't
forget pads and equalizers, plug-in diplex filters (if applicable),
and other odds and ends.
If you do the activation yourself, remember test equipment.
I'm an advocate of sweep alignment, which is the best way to get
things running. Multicarrier generators are great for rough balance during initial alignment, but you can see what's going on
only at the carrier frequencies. How do you know there aren't
frequency response problems in between the carriers? If the response isn't flat, group delay will be aproblem, which increases
data carrier bit error rate (BER).

Know your vendors
Let's assume you're activating the reverse yourself. You've got
all the parts and test equipment, so where do you begin?
First, develop aclose relationship with the manufacturer of
your upstream optical and RF transmission equipment. You're
probably going to be on afirst-name basis with that company's
applications engineers. Obtain detailed block diagrams of the
node and headend equipment. Do the same for the amplifiers
in your coax plant.
Become familiar with upstream test points and test signal insertion points, as well as design and operating specs. If you're
using vintage upstream gear, operational specs likely are based
on one to perhaps four analog visual carriers. Because you
probably won't be transmitting analog TV channels through
your reverse plant, you need the operating specs translated to
something based on total power, information the manufacturer
will be able to provide. Ideally, the manufacturer will have
characterized the performance of the upstream laser and receiver combination (and also the coax plant actives), but il not,
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Figure 1: Simplified two-way HF( network
Downstream
aser transmitter

nal insertion point at

level known to be
correct for that type famplifier. This

Two-way node

Two-way amplifier

Downstream fiber

<

should result in the sme level at the X
level test point as bef re. If it's different,
install the appropriat value pad and
equalizer at the amp's upstream output.
This will result in the correct input at the

Upstream fiber

node, which gives yo
the headend.

Upstream
optical receiver
Xlevel test
point

the proper levels at

Go to the next do
tream amp, and
do the same thing. Yo ought to get the
same level at your X 1vel test point as be-

Reverse test
signal inputs

fore; if not, set that ail p's output with the
proper value pad and qualizer. This will
result in the correct i ut and output at
the first amp out of t node, as well as

To upst earn
data receivers

Two-way amplifier
review the procedure detailed in the
NCTAs "Supplement on Upstream
Transport Issues."

tives. Here's how the Xlevel idea works.
After the optical link is properly
aligned, insert areverse test signal at a

Fiber link alignment

level known to be correct into the node's
upstream test signal insertion point. Mea-

Figure 1shows asimplified two-way
hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) network. Before
you activate the upstream optical equipment, it's important to create aheadend
level" test point. This will serve as the upstream alignment reference point for both
the fiber link and the coax distribution ac-

sure the resulting signal level at the headend X level test point. Write this number
down; this is your reference for all subsequent measurements.
Move to the next downstream amp location from the node, and insert areverse
test signal into the amp's upstream test sig-

BOTTOM •LINE

correct levels through he link and back in
the headend.
Got your Xlevel te
Good. Now activate t
path. Install the rever
actives in the node an
cal receivers in the he

point ready to go?
upstream optical
lasers and other
the upstream opti-

end. Next, verify
optical loss for each u stream fiber (shoot
these fibers with an o tical time domain
reflectometer, or OTD ,and save the
traces), and measure o tical power levels
at the upstream trans tter outputs and
headend receiver input
Compare these meas red power levels
to transmitter output dreceiver input
voltage test points, an record and save for
future reference. Perm ently connect the
fibers to the upstream ansmitters and re-

Ins and Outs of Reverse Activation

relative to the laser manufacturer's maximum recommended total input power,
using aheadend "X level" test point as

Activating and aligning the reverse path

your reference measurement point.

often is easier said than done. When you
get the green light to fire up the reverse,

Install optical arena] ors

When aligning the upstream fiber
link, it's important to understand the dif-

If you find the meas red receiver optical
input levels too high fo •any of the head-

there's more involved than simply plugging in reverse amplifier modules and

ference between the laser manufacturer's
maximum recommended total input

end receivers—greater

setting levels.
You can choose to have contractors
activate and align your system's reverse

power and day-to-day operating levels.
The day-to-day operating levels will be
less than the total power spec, requiring

plant, or you can do it yourself. Assuming you elect to do it with in-house re-

you to understand how to calculate what
they should be. Don't set the operating

sources, it's important to understand the
basics of two-way system operation.
Next, you need to establish aclose re-

equal to the total power level. This will
eliminate valuable operating headroom.

lationship with your equipment manufacturers. Obtain block diagrams of your

increasing the risk of laser clipping.
Once the fiber links have been proper-

optical link and coax plant distribution

ly aligned, then you can move on to con-

equipment, and understand operating

figuring the headend reverse combining
and splitting network, and setting levels

specifications as they relate to total average power. Align the upstream fiber links

level of asingle upstream data carrier

throughout the coax distribution plant.

ceivers, and again chec test points to
confirm proper operati n.

an the manufacturer's recommended in ut level—install
optical attenuators at t receiver inputs.
Excessive optical levels ay overload the
receiver (generally the utput RF stage)
and cause unwanted di ortions that may
be incorrectly attribute to laser or coax
plant problems.
Many alternatives are available when it
comes to optical attenu tors. Ilike the
low-cost ones available rom Fotec
(www.fotec.com/attn.ht )and Telonix
(www.telonix.ca/fova. h 1). These are
small rectangular Oast' blocks that provide controlled bends in standard 3mm
diameter jacketed fiber j mpers to achieve
the desired attenuation pto 5dB at
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Not bad for aday's work. Just one catch —

headend data from the PathTrak Return Path

you can only get this Find & Fix solution from

Monitoring System. Simply put. you can be

Wavetek Wandel Goltermann. Want more good

two places at once to quickly find and fix the

ideas? Take alook at our full line of Find & Fix

source of ingress while cutting down on drive

solutions at www.wwgsolutions.com or call

time, manpower and work-related frustration.

us at 1-800-851-1202 and 317-788-9351.

t

WAVETEK
WANDEL

GOLTERMANN
Communications Test Solutions

© 1999 Wavelek Wandel Goltermann

Figure 2: Reverse fiber link setup based on total power
2dB pad
dBmV

40 dBmV

+40 dBmV

<

4dB

<

3dB

the fiber through on sine wave channel.
Need 2dB? Route t fiber through two
sine wave channels, nd so on—no connectors or splices to w
orry about.

(D

4dB pad

+40 dBmV

+38 dBmVt +42 dBmV

CD1'<

Now it's time to pl gin some test signals

No pad
+38 dBmV

+40 dBmV

<

+38 dBmV

5dB

6dB pad
+38 dBmV

1,310 nm). The plas ic blocks have molded sine wave-shape channels in them. If
you need 1dB of att nuation, simply route

+40 dBmV

<

+44 dBmV

Figure 3: Reverse fiber link setup based on data carrier optical levels
Cable modem data carrier:
+29.61 dBmV

+27.61 dBm1 +29.61 dBmV

<

4dB

< CD

3d8

<

5dB

Cable modem data carrier:
+29.61 dBmV

4dB pad
+27.61 dBmV +31.61 dBmV

CYC

No pad
+27.61 dBmV +27.61 dBmV

Cable modem dato carrier:
+29.61 dBmV

6dB pad

<

+27.61 dBmV +33.61 dBmV

Iha tyou get in the

headend. But first, i
at the reverse output
cascade amplifiers ou
will maintain areaso

tall ahigh value pad
fall of the first-inof the node. This

ble input impedance
to the node's reverse sa
ges and reduce the
ingress and other inte erence that may affect your fiber alignm nt process.
If reverse actives a installed before the

2dB

2dB pad

at the node and see

Cable modem data carrier:
+29.61 dBmV

c)fr

2dB

alignment process, ev ry reverse amp
should have ahigh va ue pad on its output. This will prevent a
ctive device overload and potential da age. The high value
pads can be replaced hen you begin
aligning the coax reve eplant later.
"Uh, fine, Hranac,
twhat should
those test signal levels ?" Good question.
Remember that sugges ion to become
friends with your opti 1equipment manufacturer's applications gineers? Now's the
time to take advantage fthat friendship.

Calculating total pow
One place you migh want to start is
with the manufacturer' maximum recommended total power. (S ethe accompanying sidebar on page 50 or more
information. See also Fi ure 2.) Assume

Figure 4: Total power examples
+40 dBmV

your applications engin ering buddy told
you the maximum reco mended total
power at the upstream
er's input is +40
dBmV. The input to the ode probably will
be some other value, sa +20 dBmV, because the node or mayb the laser module
likely has an RF gain sta ethat amplifies
the reverse spectrum be re applying it to
the laser input. Use the umber provided

+37 dBmV 1+36.99 dBmV)

by the manufacturer, bu for the sake of
discussion, we'll assume elaser input's
total power spec is +40
mV.
If you align the links 'th this method,
you can use asingle con 'nuous wave

=7_

I

I

1

1

i

i

I

-4-30 dBmV

(CW) carrier whose am itude is +40
dBmV, apair of carriers
+37 dBmV each,
or even four carriers at + 4dBmV each.
To keep things simple, st kwith the single +40 dBmV carrier for ow
I'm assuming you've g tseveral identical older model headend eceivers that
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Lightweight, and easy to use,
only 19 lbs/8.6 Kg

AVANTRON AT-2000R
CATV SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Battery Operated
Meets specifications with
60 second warm up
High Sensitivity C/N, >60 dB
at +5 dBmV
Fast 3 ms sweep time to catch
transient ingress
Absolute +/- 0.75 dB amplitude
accuracy over wide temperature
range
In-service CATV Measurements
Color LCD screen
Digital power measurements
-•

41111111elii

The instrument of choice for analyzing
ingress problems is a spectrum
analyzer because of its broad input,
excellent resolution, wide dynamic
range and high sensitivity.
Today's advanced HFC networks
demand more advanced testing out
in the field. Tests such as finding
fast transient ingress, measuring
C/N ratios in excess of 60 dB, accurately measuring digital carriers, and
doing complex proof of performance
testing, all point to using an
advanced CATV Spectrum Analyzer.
While spectrum analyzers with this
capability have been available for
many years, the Avantron AT-2000R
sets anew standard in portability and
ruggedness. At only 19 lbs/8.6 Kg
(including battery with 2.5 hour operating time), the AT-2000R is by far the
most lightweight full featured CAN
Spectrum Analyzer on the market
Being comprehensive instruments,
spectrum analyzers can be difficult to
use, however, the AT-2000R features
asimple, easy to learn user-interface.
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All CATV Tests
Comprehensive CATV tests are
performed quickly, accurately and
in-service:
•RF Carrier Levels
•Carrier Frequency
•C/N, CSO and CTB
•HUM Modulation
•In-Channel Response
•Depth-of-Modulation
•Digital Channel Power
Fastest Scan Speed
Finding ingress on the reverse path
can be achallenge, especially since
much of the ingress are fast transients. Having the fastest scan
speed of any CAN Spectrum
Analyzer, the AT-2000R can scan a
100 MHz span in only 3ms, ensures
that you will catch all of the transient ingress. A built-in AM/FM
demodulator allows you to listen to
the interfering signals to help you
determine its source.

d6tIN5F1

Avantron Technologies Inc
The OTHER Spectrum Analyzer
Company The MSOs Trust

r-- eho field

1-800-297-9726

AT-2000R can measure C7F.TTh
greater than 60 dB with only a+5
dBmV signal, eliminating the need
for an external amplifier even at test
points or low level drops.
Most Accurate
With ±0.75 dB level accuracy, the AT2000R signal measurement functions
are much more accurate than any
spectrum analyzer on the market The
AT-2000R assures instant accuracy
and repeatability with the AutoCal
feature which automatically calibrates
itself within seconds of power-up
PC Technology
The AT-2000R is designed with PC
technology in mind. Measurement
traces and instrument settings are
stored as records in non-volatile
memory for later printing, or transferring to aPC. Up to 100 measurements and traces, as well as 64
instrument settings can be stored in
memory for later download. Traces
stored on aPC can also be transferred back to the instrument so they
can be superimposed on alive trace.

don't have output level controls. (You'll
see why in amoment.) The top link in
Figure 2is what I'll call an ideal optical

In the real world, it's unlikely that your
links will have the same loss, let alone be
of an ideal value. The second link in Figure 2has 3dB of loss. This means the

link for agiven transmitter-receiver pair.
That is, for aspecific link loss—in this
case 4dB—the headend receiver output is

fixed-gain receiver output will be 2dB
greater than the first link because of a2:1
relationship between RF and optical power.

the same (or some other specified value,
depending on optical equipment circuitry
design) as the laser input. Let's call this
the "zero dB link gain condition."

The third link has 5dB of loss, resulting in
areceiver output that is 2dB less than the
zero dB link gain condition, and the fourth

P
P,1.

"

,

E.111111;

controls, you need to use external pads to
attenuate the outputs to the same value as
the output of the rec ver with the lowest
signal level. That is, just your receiver
outputs to be the sa
longest optical path.

as that of your

An exception migh be where you have
acouple of long path that result in
lower than typical si al levels. If so,
spring for higher po rlasers for the
nodes of the affected nks. As alast resort, use ahigh qualit post amplifier at
the headend receiver utput on each of

U99
YOUR

link has only 2dB of oss, yielding 4dB
greater output than tefirst link.
Because the receiv rs in this example
have afixed gain wit no output level

911I Ji] fJIJJj1

the longest links or c bine the outputs
from the very long lin and use one post
amplifier. (Be careful ere, and pay attention to carrier-to-nois or C/N, and distortion performance.)
Because the longest th in Figure 2is 5
dB and its correspondin receiver output is
+38 dBmV, the remaini receivers must
have their levels padded own to +38 dBmV.
So the first receiver gets
ond a4dB pad, and the

2dB pad, the secta6dB pad.
if you have receivers that incorporate
output level controls, i most cases you

*Outdoor Filters Mare„„t)
*Power passing to 10 ANIPs
*Deliver only th
annels required
*Custom highpJiwpass wideband tile
)1
Bandwidth --5IVIHz o1
nnectors Standa
".---41e
entry
Iheratinamperature
;+-50°C
'At
7.1

Getting Started
Congratulations, you'r activating your
reverse path. Before yo do, be sure to
review the following p blications.
•National Cable Tele
tion's Recommended

surements on Cable T evision Systems,
2nd Edition, and the ctober 1997
"Supplement on Upst eam Transport
Issues." Contact NCT at (202) 7753637.
•Broadband Return Sys

Sphrly Channels

i
f Technologies
pc I
Inc.

"Innovative solutions for Information networks"
.

NM,

Tel: (905) 428-6068 Fax:(905) 427-1964
www.pcitech.org

ion Associaactices for Mea-

C

for Hybrid

Fiber/Coax Cable TV etworks, by
Donald Raskin and D nStoneback
•Modern Cable Televisi Technology,
by Walter Ciciora, Ja
Farmer and
David Large
•Society of Cable Telec mmunications
Engineers' return path ackages,
which include videota ed seminars
covering two-way basi
Contact
SCTE at (610) 363www.scte.org.
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VA VI
ALA
CARTE
Choose from our four-course menu:
Hardware

Services

Smallest, most efficient VOD server on the market.

Engineering support and installation, custom

Lowest cost stream distribution, with integrated

product development, programming

QAM modulation and upconversion.

management, and customized on-screen navigator.

Software

Total Integration

Flexible, field-proven software suite seamlessly

As the leader in VOD solutions, DIVA is

integrates and manages all aspects of VOD:

integrated with the top set-tops, billing systems,

navigation, content, billing, bandwidth, and more.

IPGs, and middleware.

m
DIVA

The Leader in VOD Solutions

www.divatv.com

can use those controls instead of fixed pads oset receiver output levels. Be certain you don't set receiver utputs higher than
the manufacturer's maximum recommended specs because of the

I
NNOVATIONS®
CABLE

el.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

distortions that may be generated in the rec ivers' RF output
stages. Conversely, don't set levels too low b cause you may affect C/N performance.
Now crank up your reverse sweep equipm t, setting the sweep
.
LO alevel around 10 or 15 dB below the laser' maximum input
.
..power spec. You will find the recovered swee signal at the head,
end to be at alevel comparable to where you et the transmitter—
.that is, 10 or 15 dB below what the maximuni level would have
been with aCW carrier. The difference is that now you can see the
entire reverse spectrum's frequency response.

From the headend

Checking day-to-day operation

to the drop....

So far, we've been going through an alignm

tprocess using

maximum recommended total power as the u stream laser input.
This is not the same as your day-to-day opera ng levels, or even
your reverse sweep transmitter level. They wil in most cases be
quite abit lower. You can determine what the veis of specific upstream carriers must be by using acouple met ods.

Cable Innovations'

Arguably, the most accurate method involve calculating levels
based on probability density function, amathe atically intense
process. If you use Scientific-Atlanta equipmen ,your rep can get
you acopy of the company's Windows-based s ftware that will do

SURGE

the math for you. The software is anifty tool b cause you can de-

SUPPRESSORS
Superior Reliability

fine different types of lasers, upstream traffic a
some very accurate results.

so on, and get

Another method that's not as accurate, but 11 get you in the
ballpark, is the power per Hertz (Hz) method, involves two
equations you can perform on your scientific c culator. Let's go
through an example using the optical links in gure 2.

Superior Durability
Superior Customer Support

Assuming the maximum recommended total nput to the upstream laser is +40 dBmV and the reverse path andwidth is 35
MHz (5-40 MHz), what is the allocated power fra3.2 MHz-wide
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) data ca
rat the input to
the same laser? First calculate power per Hz usi gthe formula:
Power per Hz =
total power -10log(total bandwidth in Hz)
=+40 dBmV -10log(35,000,000 Hz)
=+40 dBmV -10(7.54)
=+40 dBmV -75.44
=-35.44 dBmV per Hz
Next, calculate the allocated power for the 3.2 MHz wide digitally modulated carrier using the formula:
Channel power =power per Hz +10log(channel andwidth or

800-952-5146

channel spacing in Hz)
=-35.44 dBmV per Hz +10log(3,200,000 Hz)

Cable Innovations Inc.

=-35.44 +10(6.51)

130 Stanley Ct.

=-35.44 +65.05
=+29.61 dBmV

Lawrenceville, GA 30045

www.cableinnovations.com

You can see that if the upstream laser's maximutn recommended
total input power is +40 dBmV, then a3.2 MHz wide QPSK

\I \R II
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Integrated RF Switching
I-NAN Status Monitoring
250 Millisecond Refresh Rate
Displays Impulse Noise and CPI)
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Mustang Door

The RD

DU's Status Monitor the noise floor,
here you designate, by frequency.
eRDU averages the energy and

test system. You "see" the live
condition of the return spectrum
and RF level in dBmV at the HE,

displays your benchmark I-NAN °
number. You gauge the noise floor's

from any subscriber's terminal,
amplifier, tap or fiber node.
The RDU provides areal time
visual display of Carriers,
Ingress, Noise, Impulse Noise

condition from atrackable number!
r 4z
r 4.4
42
40
SO

and Common Path Distortion.

52
5.4
56
50
00
62

Your Cable System
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no r 211.8
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376

228

37.8
380
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the RDU over Cable or Intranet
modems. Up to 384 nodes can be
monitored from asingle Controller!
Imagine live return at Dispatch,

r 41.4

326
330
332

a-L-1

X 4
35.6

r 262
r 26.4
r 766

22 2

I

r

350
352

212

212

le

r 19

300
307
304
308
310
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See your return system on aTV
channel and /or use the high speed,
networked data port and access

Customer Service and Engineering

r 42.2
r 424
r 426
r 428

r
----

r 43 0

0 ..7

r 432 r 110 01f
r 434
r 436
r 430
no ruo

382

computers for constant monitoring.
The RDU system opens the way to
alogical, effective return operation.

304

30G
O

AN Status Monitoring Set Up Screen

30

dB

10 .5

7.8

r 14 7
r 144
r 14.6
r 14.8
r 150
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r 160
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Cycle through your nodes overnight.
isolating the problems for morning
attention. The RDU insures engineers
have atool for effective maintenance.

lu

5.0

Mz
H

48.0

With integrated RF switches, the

I-NAN numbers allow you to judge

CABLE RESOURCES INC.

return performance over time by

85M Hoffman Lane

node or system. I-NAN is aflexible,

Islandia, NY 11722

cost effective tool for proactive

FAX: 516-234-4436

maintenance of return networks.

RDU system allows you to select
and monitor asingle node, agroup

The RDU provides frequency agile

of nodes or all the nodes in the Hub.

level cursors with aDelta in dBmV

Node configurations are created

and atime /date stamp for accurate
Carrier to Ingress /Noise Ratio tests.

and named by you insuring an
intuitive, easy to implement
Return Management System.

Save the results and print later for
cost effective engineering operations.

Call 800-537-9995
for Sales and Information!
Browse at cricabletv.com

Understanding Total Power
In the world of cable, we're used to measuring the amplitude of individual carriers, be they analog TV channels or

amplitude CW carriers are present, we
must reduce the amplitude of each carri-

10+ 30/
10 + 10+ 30/
10

=10log(103 +103
103 +103 + 10 3

continuous wave (CW) carriers. Consid-

er to +37 dBmV (actually 36.99 dBmV, a
3.01 dB reduction). Follow along with

er asingle CW carrier whose amplitude
is +40 dBmV as shown in Figure 4(on

your scientific calculator (if you want to
minimize rounding errors, use

page 44). If the +40 dBmV carrier is the

36.9897000434 instead of 36.99):

=10log(10,000)

Total power =10log(10+ 36 .
99/
10 +
10+36.99/1o)

=40 dBmV

only signal in the spectrum (ignoring the
effect of the noise floor), we can say its
total average power is +40 dBmV.
What happens if two carriers are present, each with an amplitude of +40

+10+30/10

=10log(1,000 +1,1
+1,000 +1,000 -1

+ 10+30/10)

10 3 + 10 3 + 103 +
10 3 + 10 3)
+1,000+1,000
1,000 + 1,000 +

1,000 +1,000)
10(4)

This is fine and dan yfor discrete carri-

=10log(103.
699 +103.
699 )

ers. But when you hay ,
say, a6MHz-wide

dBmV? Well, the total average power in

=10log(5,000 +5,000)
=10log(10,000)

the spectrum has doubled, so it's now 3.01

=10(4)

tricky. I'll not go into

einvolved math of

dB greater, or +43.01 dBmV, even though
the average power of each individual carri-

=40 dBmV

"integrating power un
is one way I've heard

rthe curve." (This
dto describe the

digitally modulated ca 'er, things get abit

er is +40 dBmV. Here's the math:

What happens when we have 10 carriers present? Well, if the average power of

Total power =10log(10+4(1/
1°+10+411/
111 )

each of the 10 is +40 dBmV, the total av-

of discrete carriers sql
cd together in the
digitally modulated ca 'er's bandwidth. If

=10log(104 +104)

erage power will be +50 dBmV. In order

you could measure eac carrier separately,

=10log(10,000 +10,000)

to maintain atotal average power of +40
dBmV when 10 identical CW carriers are

=10log(20,000)

process.) Instead, thin of awhole bunch

then you could use the revious power ad-

=10(4.301)
=43.01 dl3mV

present, each carrier's amplitude must be

dition formula to calm te the approximate total average pow .The point is,

reduced by 10 dB to +30 dBmV.

when referring to the a rage power level

In order to maintain atotal average

Total power =10log(10+ 30/
10 +10+ 30/
1°+
10+ 30/
10 +10+ 30/
10 +10+ 30/
10 +10+ 30/
10 +

power of +40 dBmV when two identical
digitally modulated carrier's input power
to the same laser is supposed to be +29.61
dBmV. Keep in mind this is the level at the
laser input. The data carrier's input to the

node will be even less, assuming RF gain
stages are present before the laser. For example, if the maximum input to the node
is +20 dBmV (and this produces atotal

of adigitally modulated mer, the reference is to the power vvi in the digitally
modulated carrier's en • bandwidth.
power of +40 dBmV at he laser input),
then the data carrier le el at the node
input would be +9.61 dmV.
Why not operate you upstream data

COMING SOON.
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* modem & network card included (TCP/IP access)
•simple to use FROM/TO date/time scheduling
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303-779-1749 FAX
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770-594-8566FAX
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PHOENIX, AZ
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HURST, TX
800-922-9200
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• ELIMINATE ELECTRICAL NOISE (INR-ES),
• ELIMINATE RANDOM NOISE (HQ),
• EUMINATE CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE (CF).
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(VectorNP50),
• ELIMINATE SOFT VIDEO FROM POSITIVE
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• AND USE YOUR EXISTING PROCESSOR
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Please send me
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Fax
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Converters/Batteries
Distribution Passives

MEGA HERTZ

Demodulators

6940 South Holly, Suite 200
Englewood, CO 80112

Emergency Alert Systems
Enclosures/Racks
Fiber Products
Generators/Inverters
Heactend Products
LNA/LNB/Block Converters
Modulators
Molding

Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

PLACE

Pedestals/Apartment Boxes

STAMP

Power Supplies/UPS/Batteries

HERE

Processors
Satellite Receivers

Phone

Stereo BTSC/FM Processors

Fax

Switching
Televisions/Monitors
Test Equipment

MEGA HERTZ

Traps/Filters (Specialized)
Video Products

6940 South Holly, Suite 200
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Name
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Company
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Address
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carrier levels at the laser's maximum recommended total input power? It might give
you nice C/N performance, but it also
would place the data signal too close to the
laser's clipping threshold. You'd be consuming headroom for the one carrier, leaving
nothing for future services, let alone "safe"
headroom for ingress and impulse noise.
Remember, when the laser clips, nothing
gets through for the duration of the clipping event because the laser effectively has
no light output when it clips. So run signal
levels where they belong.
Now look at Figure 3(on page 44).
Here I've replaced the levels of Figure 2
with the data carrier's levels. When you

Butico
Your taplock sourcefor over 30 years.

Get your 2000 Budco Cable
Catalog today and get the latest

Rudco
„_„_2.„,„__

products and pricing for virtually

30Years

every cable tool or installation
application you have. Here's alist

TIKI.GIM • SIMIIIITY • SlMVICI

of just some of the manufactur-

2000 Cable Catalog

eres you will found in our catalog: Cable Maid, Cable Pro,

have +29.61 dBmV at each laser input,
you can see what the operating levels are
in relation to maximum recommended

Cable Prep, Cablematic, Cable
Ready, Jameson, Klein, Lemco,
Louisville Ladder, Progressive

total power. Don't forget: Your actual levels will be different from the examples I've

Electronics, Sturgeon Bay,

been using in this article.

Tyton and more!
2244

hil8-321.3423

retDCOCAMF COY

Now you're ready
Only when you've gone through this exercise can you move on to headend reverse
signal splitting and combining, otherwise

Get your 2000 Budco Cable Catalog at
www.budcocable.cont or call 1-800-331-2246.

known as RF management. You need to
know what the operating levels are relative
to maximum levels. This will allow you to
design the splitting and combining network (or properly configure acommercial-

11 Force

ly manufactured splitting and combining
network) to give you the correct inputs to
various upstream headend equipment.
Don't design the headend reverse splitting
and combining network based on maximum levels. It must be based on the cor-

Established 1975

Fiber Optic Video Links

rect operating levels.
Going the other direction, this exercise
will allow you to properly align the coax
plant amplifiers. When setting up the reverse, you have to start at the node and
work your way out from there. The process
is very similar to aligning the upstream optical links. You first need to know the amplifier manufacturer's maximum
recommended operating levels and then set
normal operating levels relative to that.

Broadband/CATV Linx

Audio/Video Link
(RS 250C Video Quality)

(5,10.80 and 110 ch. sys)

"CALL US FOR ALL YOUR SINGLE OR MULTIMODE
FIBER OPTIC LINK REQUIREMENTS"

Follow these steps, and you're on your
way to atrouble-free return path. CT

DENVER, CO
303-779-1717

Ron Hranac is vice president of RF engineering for Denver-based High Speed Access
Corp. He also is senior technical editor of
"Communications Technology." He can be

SAVANNAH, GA
ST.LOUIS, MO
PHOENIX, AZ
OCA LA. FL
HURST, TX
PORTLAND, OR
BUTLER, PA

303-779-1749 FAX

www.megahz.corn

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products

For the

reached via e-mail at rhranac@aol.com.
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21st Century!

Unlock
your cable network's
full potential.

Lucent Technologies
Bell Labs Innovations
600 Mountain Ave.
Murray Hill, NJ 0797 4
1-877-534-9182
www.lucent.comicab leconnect

Open the

New revenues. New services on one converged network (full-featured telephony,
high-speed Internet access, video-on-demand, interactive gaming, much more).

door to new
revenues

New ways to scale up (set your own pace) while protecting your investment.
Here's the key: Lucent helps you turn your cable system into atwo-way broadband
multimedia network. No one knows networks better. That's why no one offers as many

(now!)
with Lucent's
CableConnect -

choices to fit individual customer needs. Well provide end-to-end planning and
management (as much or as little as you want), even billing and customer care.
When you're ready to deploy, so are we (how does today sound?).
Give us a call.

Solutions.

Well hand you the key to your network's future.

We make the things that make communications work
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Dr: Henry Nicholas, III, president and CEO of Broadcom Corp.,
discusses the future of customer premise products such as advanced set-tops and cable modems during his keynote address at
Emerging Technologies 2000. Photos courtesy of SCTE.
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Technologies Race Ahead
Helps Engineers Prepare
By Jennifer Whalen and Doug Larson

A

syou grapple with the launch of bandwidth-intensive services such as video-on-demand (VOD) and the emergence of video streaming over the Internet, you may be

wondering how your network will be able to carry all that traffic. What's more, how

will your customers ever distribute these new multimedia services throughout their homes?
If these issues keep you up at night, then the recent

to look at the difference between them," explained

Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers' Conference on Emerging Technologies was the place to be.

Yvette Gordon, vice president of interactive technology
for SeaChange International.

Some of the best minds in the industry illuminated
where technology is headed in these critical areas.
New compression algorithms such as wavelets and
fractals will enable you to squeeze more content down
your pipe. Plus changes are in progress to that old favorite, Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), which
will enable your networks to handle an influx of multimedia services at avariety of low and high bit rates.
The most common form of video compression is, of
course, MPEG, which is based on the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) encoding algorithm. This algorithm
breaks MPEG video images into 8-pixel by 8-pixel
squares, which then are combined to form macroblocics.
MPEG's compression efficiency comes from its predictive abilities. "Where you really save with compres-

MPEG uses predictive frames (P-frames) to compare
the current frame to the past and determine how
much change there has been from previous frames.
"Likewise, there's something called the bi-directional
predictive frame or B-frame, which does the same
thing forward and backward. With that, we can get really high compression rates," she explained.
If MPEG performs so well, why is anyone interested
in Internet protocol (IP) streaming? "The reason IP
streaming is really good is that there are algorithms
that provide alot more compression with the same
video quality as MPEG-2 does for use today. We can
take awavelet algorithm and keep the same video
quality and use 1Mbps for avery nice high-quality

sion is looking from one picture to the next. You don't

movie that would take us over 3Mbps today. It's just a
matter of which is better, cheaper and more effective

want to compress each frame separately, but you want

to stream with—IP or MPEG."
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within your subscriber's home? The expens at ET 2000 weren't short of answers

Bluetooth integrated with cable modem

there, either, and—you guessed it—their
answers involved learning yet another

Upstream
modulator

new vocabulary
Bluetooth. LonMark. HiperLAN. Sounds
like abunch of gibberish, huh? Well, this
terminology which today is new to the
cable TV industry soon will be thrown
around as haphazardly as our good friends
DOCSIS (for Data Over Cable Service In-

I

Cable

0—

Wired I/0

Diplex
filter

MAC

terface Specification) and PacketCable if
the pundits are on target. Along with hundreds of other technologies—or combinations of technologies—these promise to

ROM

RAM

Microcontroller

Microcontroller
Tuner

44 MHz If

QAM receiver

RAM

ROM

Antenna

IT
controller
modem +radio

lay part of the foundation of tomorrow's
networked homes.

Source Siluon Wove, Inc

And what are these predictions? Well,
one forecast to which several speakers re-

tern of interconnections among avariety of

ferred was aYankee Group study that
placed the current number of installed
home networks at 650,000, afigure project-

devices in the home," explained panelist
Rich Annibaldi, senior manager of techni-

ed to skyrocket to 10 million by 2003. Others referred to aCahners In-Stat Group
report that estimated multiple personal
computer (PC) households to be 21 mil-

nologies in apreconference tutorial. Today,
these networks mostly take the form of interconnections among PCs and peripheral

lion, 12 percent of which are connected by
some form of home network.

What is it, and what's it look like?
OK, so home networks are areality, but
what is ahome network, you ask? "A sys-

cal research for Pioneer New Media Tech-

devices, such as printers or fax machines,
using existing phone or power lines or
emerging wireless technologies.
But tomorrow will be awhole different
ballgame. So, what exactly will tomorrow's
home network look like? Well, that's anyone's guess, but CT's Justin Junkus offered
the audience
one possible
scenario for
what he dubs
the "media mediator" home
network. "This
is where the
phone and the
entertainment
center are under
supervision of a
centralized controller," said
Junkus, "and it
works something like this:
The phone
rings, and a

Rich Annibaldi, senior manager of technical
research for Pioneer New Media Technologies, provides the audience with an overview
of some of the evolving standards in home
networking arena.

message flashes
across the TV set that says that you have a
phone call. You answer the phone call via
the remote. The TV program goes to storage so that you can pick it up right from
where you were before. And, by the way,

the dishwasher also st ps because it's too
noisy in the backgrou d."
Junkus described h enetworking
technology as arose b sh, which tends to
creep all over the plac if left to grow on
its own. "We've got à mber of technology options, and we've

tanumber of applications options, and perators are going
to have to be somewha careful in choosing which options they ant to go with
and what they want to upport," he said.
The reason for this nperhaps best
be illustrated by the e mple of ahome
network that uses elec ical power distribution. "It's ahighly u balanced topology," explained Junkus. Every time you
turn off the light switc ,the network
changes." Moreover, yo have security
considerations as well.
hat happens to
data on your network o ce it leaves the
fuse box—the common ermination
point in the network— dmoves into
the rest of the grid? "Yo can have filters
on the network, but wh 's going to put
those filters down on th telectrical distribution system? Are w going to depend on the consumer h ving done it
correctly? Are we going
and do that?"

lo go out there

The choices you make ...
While panelists took di erent approaches to the subject, all agree that diversity
will be the order of the da in the home
networking market.
"I don't think there will ver be asingle
standard for home networ ing," said Annibaldi. "You're always got gto have some
clusters of equipment with nthe home." »-
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Cable GatorTM
Center Conductor Cleaner

Kiimui As a manufacturer of cable installation tools, Ben
Hughes/Cable Prep was approached by technicians and linemen throughout the industry to produce a center conductor cleaner. The prevailing factor was the need to eliminate cleaning the bonded
dielectric from center conductors with knives or other
scraping methods without causing installation problems. By listening carefully to the comments and suggestions offered, Cable Prep has responded with
the Cable G at
or.TM
There is a beveler that performs the pyramid cut to remove the burrs. If the
center conductor burrs aren't removed, damage to the seizing mechanism of
the connector can occur. Scoring of the copper-clad coating on the center
conductor results in signal loss. In two easy steps the Gator bevels the center
conductor and removes the bonded dielectric, leaving the cable perfectly prepared and ready for the connector. A perfect prep means no signal loss and
no down time.
FEATURES
In Lifetime Warranty on Body
MI Produces pyramid cut on center conductor
• Multiple blade surfaces
• Enhanced ergonomic handle

A Ben Hughes Communication
Products Company
207 Middlesex Ave., P.O. Box 373
Chester, Connecticut 06412 USA
Phone: 800-394-4046
Intl: (01) 860-526-4337
Fax: (01) 860-526-2291

CablePree
Tools You Trusty

The question then arises, how do you

PNA specification for telephone wiring—

connect those clusters without causing interference on other clusters? "A cluster

HomePNA 1.0 based upon Tut Systems'
work and 2.0 based on Epigram's activi-

needs to be like the perfect mother-in-

ty—which he called the "dominant approach" to home networking using

law," said Annibaldi. "It needs to not interfere and needs to be there when you need
to communicate."

existing telephone wiring.

In the existing wiring area, Annibaldi
focused on two iterations of the Home-

multiplexing (FDM) to divide the channel
over the twisted-pair phone line into three

Both approaches use frequency division

parts. "The lowest p rt, from 0to 3.4 kHz,
handles the plain ol telephone services
(POTS)," explained nnibaldi. "The
midrange of 25 kHz o1.1 MHz is reserved
for ADSL (asymmetri digital subscriber
line). And the top a ,5.5-9.5 MHz for
the 1.0 spec and 4-1 MHz for the 2.0 spec
are both used for ho enetworking."
HomePNA 1.0, w ich is available
today from anumbe of manufacturers,
provides speeds up t 1Mbps, while the
yet-to-be-finalized 2. version will provide up to 10 Mbps.

MORE THAN
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www.megahz.com
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HURST. TX
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303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

800-922-9200

"I don't think there
will ever be asingle
standard for home
networking."
—Rich Annibaldi, Pioneer New
Medio Tech ologies
Annibaldi's advice for cable operators
sizing up the home net ork market? "You
should really try to avoi obsolescence in
spite of the fact that the are rapidly
evolving standards," sai Annibaldi. "You
need to minimize truck Ils by allowing
subscribers to buy the e ipment themselves," he added, while autioning the audience not to support ev ry technology
and standard under the s n—a daunting,
if not impossible, task.

Who needs wires
One home networking pproach garnering alot of press coverag these days is
wireless, in particular the luetooth standard, which Silicon Wave Vice President
of Broadband Access Prod acts Chuck
Merk discussed at length.
The Bluetooth specifica on is targeted
at short-range networking applications
and utilizes the 2.4 GHz 1dustrial Scientific Medical (ISM) unlice
dband.
"Bluetooth employs afr uency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH S) technique
and hops very quickly-1, 0hops per
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second using short data packets," explained Merk, adding that it uses abinary
Left: CT's telephony editor Justin J kus, also president of
KnowledgeLink, cautions engineer to carefully choose
which home networking technologi sto support.

Gaussian frequency shift keying (FSK)
modulation. "So it's not high enough for
video, but certainly supports good speed
data and radiates 1mW with an optional
100 mW."

Below: (l-r) Session moderator Do Semon, Time Warner Cable; Chuck Merk, Silicon Way ;Richard Annibaldi,
Pioneer New Media Technologies; a dJustin Junkus,
KnowledgeLink, answer questions o home networking.

Today, Bluetooth competes primarily
with HomeRF Working Group's Shared
Wireless Access Protocol (SWAP) and the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' (IEEE's) 802.11 standard. But Merk
said the advantage goes to Bluetooth for its
fast hopping and short packets, which
make it less vulnerable to interference and
reduces data transmission latency.

The single-chip solution
Merk, who touted the benefits of wireless personal area networks (PANs), also
focused on some of the enabling RF integrated chip (IC) technologies addressing
radio circuits and interfaces into cable
networks.
"The challenges with any of these ICs
will be power consumption, the size as

1.M11111,

W EDON'T HAVE THESE AT

Ile

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

We do have..

OK,

Everything

else.

so we don't carry satellites or Ns, but for everything in between, call KES.
•From earth stations to set-top boxes,
•you'll get your gear when you need it,
•with the technical know-how to back it up.

The Broadband Integration Experts. On Time. On Budget. On Call.
1-800-338-9292 www.ccikes.com
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Viewsonics has created
passives to meet the increase
CATV operators for interimodulation protection,
Along with capacitive protection from transient
voltages, the Digital Plus line incorporates improved
ferrite design that maintains linear properties in
high signal level environments even after suffering
a
high voltage surge,
Other features include:
•

Transient Voltage Protection

•

Inter-modulation Optimized

•

High Quality Zinc Die Cast
Housing

•

Solder Back RFI Protection

•

SCTE Type F-ports

•

Economically Priced

•

Available in 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8
Way and Various Tap Values

When you're looking for digital passives that combine durability and flexibility, call
Viewsonics at (800) 645.7600 or visit our web site at www.viewsonicsicom
3103 N. Andrews Avenue Extension, Pompano Beach, FL. 33064 USA
USA Toll Free: (800) 645-7600 Tel: (954) 971-VIEW (8439)
Fax: (954) 971-4422
Email: viewson@viewsonics.com

Web: www.viewsonics.com

well as the parasiti

"said Merk. Silicon-

on-insulator (S01)

CMOS (complemen-

tary metal-oxide se

conductor)

technology promises to solve these challenges. SOI BiCMOS dds alayer of silicon
dioxide (glass) insul ion between circuits
and the silicon subst te of acircuit board,
which creates isolati
as low as —92 dB at
1GHz and —79.5 dB 2GHz, at 200 pm
spacing. "BiCMOS al •
ws us to have both
bipolar devices for al of the RF linear circuits as well as CMO devices for the standard digital," explain Merk.
Where does this te nology come into
play in cable home ne orking arena?
Well, today, cable mo

R

RIFOCS
C.,.

RIFOCS Corporation's Components Division
provides awide variety of fiber optic termination
services. We terminate cables and optical devices
with connectors, fusion splicing cables, as well as

assembling optical devices on PC boards.
Our services will take you the distance, no matter
how steep the challenge ahead.
RIFOCS Corporation
INT+1-805-389-9800 •Fax. INT+1-805-389-9808 sales@rifocs.com •www.rifocs.com
See us at

OFC2000; Baltimore, MD March 7-9, Booth #733

Established 1975
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The UC-2000 takes 44MHz QAM input signals and channel
converts them to any channel from T-7 to 118 (7-750 MHz).

"CALL MHZ FOR ALL YOUR CADCO
REQUIREMENTS!" INCLUDING AGILE MODULATORS,
PROCESSORS AND DEMODULATORS!
SAVANNAH. GA
OCALA. FL

HURST. TX

ST.LOUIS, MO

Wave is developing asi gle-chip tuner that
consumes about 750 m and supports all
DOCSIS modem param ters.

5) cable. (See the acco
page 58.)

anying figure on

Yikes, I
missed it!

Proceedings Manual is fi ed with detailed
information on these top
as well as a
host of others that were scussed at the
conference. Simply conta tthe SCTE at
(610) 363-6888 to purch eacopy. Or
watch the pages of future ssues of Communications Technology as ebring you
some of the papers from T 2000. CT

PHOENIX, AZ

PORTLAND. OR

BUTLER PA

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products
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is to create acomplete integrated modem,
which eliminates the d rete component
tuner and replaces it
an IC solution.
Using SOI BiCMOS tec ology, Silicon

If you weren't able to in SCTE in Anaheim, Calif., for the conf rence, don't
worry. The Emerging Te nologies 2000

C.7.1#t

www.megahz.corn

lect adesired channel from the 862 MHz •oadband
spectrum. The remain er of the modem
functionality resides in digital ICs. The goal

Employing SOI BiC OS technology,
Bluetooth PANs could eembedded in
cable modems to enabl wireless, two-way
data transfer at speeds pto 721 kbps per
module, which would alow for multiple
phone lines or moderat -speed data connections to devices wit nthe home without the requirement for ategory 5(CAT

MEGA HERTZ

DENVER CO
303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

ms use discrete-

component tuners to

For the 21st Century!

Jennifer Whalen is editor f "Communications Technology." She can ereached via email at jwhalen@phillips.c m. Doug Larson
is senior editor of "Commu cations Technology." He can be reache via e-mail at
dlarson@phillips.com.
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Do You Have the Tools to Know?
By Bruce Bolhmann

unning an Internet information service requires ahigh degree of
technical expertise and—most importantly—consistency. As the
Internet rushes into an increasing number of customer homes,
the demand to sustain the load generated by new customers will require
substantial attention of Internet service providers (ISPs).

The case where the Internet service supplied

tion services to customers, of which Inter-

terms of percent, with higher percentage ,

to customers is essentially an always-on
connection provides the most challenging

net information service is but one component. Internet providers supply the

equating to higher reliability.

aspect of maintaining the performance and
scalability of core Internet services.
Core Internet services for always-on

facilities to enable an affiliate to provide

SLA usually are based on the Internet
provider's "best effort" to measure the ac-

Internet services to its customers. This relationship is governed by acontract called

The availability projections within the

cessibility of the services provided. One of

connection providers are indicated in
Table 1(on page 70). Internet services

aservice level agreement (SLA), among
other agreements. The SLA binds the affili-

the most common tools in use today to
measure availability is ping. The ping ap-

such as dynamic host configuration proto-

ate to the Internet provider and defines
the level of service the affiliate expects.

plication communicates with Internet
hosts to determine their operational sta-

col (DHCP), boot protocol (Bootp), trivial
file transfer protocol (TFTP), and network

Within the SLA are several points of in-

tus. For example, if ahost is operational
(or "up") the ping application reports it as

time protocol (NTP) provide the basis for

terest. Notably, the "Key Performance In-

acable modem to function and are of the
infrastructure service type.
Other services such as domain name system (DNS), file transfer protocol (FTP), hy-

dicators" and the "Network Services
Conformance" sections provide the opera-

"alive." If the host is not operational (or

tional parameters that the Internet
provider has committed to supplying. Key

"request time out."
Although ping is auseful operational

pertext transfer protocol (HTTP), network

performance indicators are focused on re-

news transport protocol (NNTP), ping,
simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), and

sponse to outages or escalations whereas
network services conformance is con-

tool on the Internet, it is not avery reliable means of measuring availability. For

Traceroute are all client service types.
The remaining services are used by the

cerned with availability. And availability is
key to the customer experience.

ISP's operations staff to monitor, sustain
and troubleshoot the previous services.

Understanding availability

Who does what?

Internet providers use the word availability to signify the level of reliability they

A relationship exists between ISPs and
their affiliates. Affiliates provide informa-

intend to provide in various services they
supply. Availability typically is defined in

"down"), ping reports "no response" or

example, the host may be up, but the application (or service) supplied by the host
could be down. In this case, the availability is reported incorrectly. As aresult, there
is adifference between application availability (measured via the application's
client) and host availability (measured via
ping). Table 2(on page 72) shows an example of this difference based on an actual
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the type of monitori g(application avail-

BOTTOM •LINE

ability or host availa ility) required. With-

Monitor the High-Speed Experience

must seek ways to provide the highest

out aspecific reques for monitoring
method, host availa lily often is the de-

The customer demand for quality Inter-

quality service possible. One of the best
ways to provide reliable service would

fault because it's the asiest to obtain. As a
result, the monitorin data reported by the

net access is prompting achange in the
way high-speed data services will be
marketed in the future. Traditional

be to pass along these requirements to
the ISP. The following suggests some
ways to accomplish this:

methods for measuring Internet service

•Establish some means of confirming

performance will give rise to sophisticat-

the quality and reliability of the service

ed applications that focus on customer
experience and quality

supplied by the Internet provider

Monitoring client experience has the
potential to provide affiliates with the
information they need to quantify the
level of service they receive from Internet providers and guide future agreements for continued service.
Because the customer sees the affiliate
ultimately as responsible for providing
reliable Internet service, the affiliate

•Establish motivations for the Internet
provider to seek the highest availability possible
•Provide customers with access to current status of various applications,
scheduled outage windows and so on
•Provide the data needed to make more
informed decisions on handling trouble calls and coordinating requested
upgrades by the Internet provider

ISP does not always

flect the actual avail-

ability from acusto r's perspective.
Because the affiliat ultimately is responsible for providing th service, it must seek
ways to provide the
possible. One of the

ghest quality service
ways to provide

reliable service woul be to pass along
these requirements to the ISP. Here are
some ways to accomp ish this:
•Establish means of onfirming the quality and reliability of eservice supplied
by the Internet pro der
•Establish motivatio for the Internet
provider to seek the ighest availability
•Provide customers th access to current
status of various ap ications, scheduled
outage windows an so on

sampling performed at MediaOne.
Surprisingly, the ISP often does the only
monitoring of availability levels to measure

its compliance with the SLA, generally because the affiliate lacks the means to do so.
However, SLAs typically do not stipulate

•Provide the data to
sions about trouble
ing requested upgra

ake informed deciIls and coordinatby the ISP )10-
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DOXcontroller DOCSIS CMTS

Tell us something
we don't already know.
Telephony. QoS. Tiered Services. The features at the heart of the

DOCSIS

1.1 cable data

specification aren't news to us. At Com21, we've shipped over aquarter of amillion cable
modems, and we've developed and supported systems that handle thousands of subscribers
utilizing these features. When we designed the new

Doxcontroller DOCSIS

1.1 Cable Modem

Termination System, we built it from the ground up to address the real-world issues you'll
face when you deploy next-generation

DOCSIS

1.1 services. So when you're ready to take the

next step in cable data, go with what we know. For more information, visit www.com21.com
or

call

us

at 408.953.9100.

Da000 Com.11. Inc. All rights reserved. Canal is asegistard trademark and the Com2I logo. nuccontrollen mumanaget. yoxport. Ima togra h Intemcg *about
the wait. and the Red Door Ja,ign am trademuks of Com21. Inc. All specifications on, sulnect to change without notice.

Imagine the Internet without the wait."

lgoZe

Providing reliable Internet service helps the affiliate in several

Create atool

ways. Increased availability (higher reliability) means fewer trouble
calls and potentially fewer truck rolls. Every trouble-related com-

The impact that availability
has on things such as call vol-

plaint cuts into sales calls. Increased availability means higher customer confidence in Internet service via cable, thus opening doors

ume, truck rolls and higher
sales is not known at this time.

to sales in new markets. Increased availability also means more satisfied customers, which translates into greater demand.

However, atool that allows one
to measure availability to the
minute could be used to track call
volume, look for trends and establish

Table 1: Internet application chart
Application
BOOTP
DHCP
DNS
FTP
HTTP
NFS
NNTP
NIP
Ping
SMTP

SNMP
Telnet
TFTP
Traceroute

Protocol
Bootstrap protocol
Bootstrap protocol
Domain name system
File transfer
The Web
Network file system
Network news
Time protocol
Electronic mail
POP3
IMAP
Network Management
Remote login
Trivial FTP

Protocol
UDP
UDP
UDP/TCP
TCP
lcr
UDP/IIP
TCP
UDP
IOU
TCP

Service Type
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Client
Client
Client
Ops
Client
Infrastructure
Client/Ups
Client

UDP
TCP
UDP
ICMP/UDP

Ops
Ups
Infrastructure
Client/Ups

some relationships between the two.
It is reasonable to expect arelationship between call volume and availability. Further an lysis could potentially derive acost factor per customer that is bsorbed by the
affiliate as aresult of reduced availability. The ost calculated
could in turn be used to establish minimum a ilability levels an
affiliate will accept.
Thus, having atool to provide affiliates with u to-the-minute calculations on availability could help them unders nd the relationships between availability and support costs and duce the burden
of poor service.
Providing motivation to ISPs is akey to estab ishing realistic
minimum application service levels. By obtaini
the history of an
ISP's performance, you can establish the averag service availability level provided. This average could then be us dto drive the af-

Source Mediohe

filiate's required service availability levels. Corn ned with the
impact studies, this could let the affiliate provid incentives for

Magnavox Spectrum 2000 complete Trunk/Feeder drop-in solution.
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CableServ's
RF Amplifier
Solutions make
more sense

CELTRON
CELTRON
CELTRON

5-RT 33 or 42 MHz-return module for the
Spectrum 2000 Mainstation.
LER 33 or 42 MHz-return amp for the LE9Oseries
line extenders.
LER MC 33 or 42 MHz-return amp for the LE series
line extenders.
6-T550C/22-direct replacement for the
Magnavox 6-T550.
6-1550C121-high gain replacement for the agnavox 6-T450
for expanded bandwidth while retaining am ifier spacing.
6-B550C/33-direct replacement for the Mag avox 6-B550
bridger module.

Scientific Atlanta Trunk/Feeder and HFC drop-in return kft solutions.
CELTRON

SATR KIT/30 and 40 MHz-Drop-in reverse kil for the
S.A. Trunk Amplifier.
CELTRON LE KIT/30 and 40 MHz-Drop-in reverse kit fo the SA.
Line Extender I& II.
CELTRON SADA KIT/30 and 40 MHz-Drop-in reverse ki for the SA.
Distribution Amp.

•All CELTRON products are engineered and
manufactured at CableServ.
•CELTRON products always meet or exceed
OEM specifications.
•Fast turn-around and complete two-year warranty.

CableSery Electronics Ltd. 1020 Lawrence Avenue West, Suite 201, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6A 1C8
Call our Sales Reps at: 1800) 668-2033 • Internationally: 1416) 789-4581 • Fax: 1416) 789-3838
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necessary upgrades. argeting capital ex-

Table 2: Availability snapshot
Service
dnsl
dns2
dns3
dns4
news
ntpl
pop3
tftp
web2

Pinq availability (%)
Day
Month
Year
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
99.99
99.99
100
99.96
99.97
100
99.99
99.99
100
100
100
99.83
99.18
99.17
100
99.99
99.99
100
100
100

penditures to areas

Application
Day
Month
99.14
99.31
100
99.86
100
99.92
100
99.97
100
99.94
100
100
97.96
98.62
100
100
100
100

Overall
100
100
99.99
99.97
99.99
100
99.17
99.99
100

°Ai
Year
99.33
99.86
99.92
99.98
99.93
100
98.62
100
100

Overal
99.33
99.86
99.92
99.98
99.93
100
98.62
100
100
Source MethaOne

the ISP to perform above its required service availability such as akick-back pre-

Informed execution
Having the application availability information provides affiliates with the
means to make informed decisions re-

below the minimums could result in dis-

garding escalation of calls to the ISP's tier
two services, scheduling of service calls
and acceptance of system upgrades. This

tives would allow availability to be treated equally with other methods of

information could drive affiliate requests
for specific application performance upgrades.

evaluating an Internet service provider's
performance.

Making informed decisions is akey to
cost savings and reduced outages from un-

MEGA HERTZ®

uu

WEGENER
C COMMUNICATIONS

Established 1975

The shape of things to come
Consideration of c ent performance as
adriving factor for a lication availability
levels has not yet rea lied the mainstream,
and "quality" features such as availability
and reliability play alimited role in
today's customer selec ion of an Internet
information service.
wever, as customer's choices of Intefnet access become

mium per customer.
Likewise, service availability levels
counts per customer to let the affiliate recover the added support costs that
resulted from customer calls. Such incen-

need (a "scratch
where it itches" app ach) provides Internet providers with a eans of controlling
costs and increasing perational efficiency

SATELLITE RECEIVERS AND COMMERCIAL
INSERTION NETWORK CONTROL PRODUCTS

more equal in terms o speed, capability,
price and flexibility, qufility will differentiate one Internet info
another.

lion service from

•• "In reused

ova lability
means higher customer
confidence in Internet
service via calle, thus
opening doors to sales
in new markets."
As the market for Interne service shifts
gears to begin focusing on q ality, affiliates

Unity Digital Video Satellite
Receiver

need to be ready to quantify he service levels they want to provide. W k-at-home
aria

"

For FOX & PAXNET

1601 Mainframe w/

Stereo or Dual

NETWORKS

Network Control Card

Mono Audio AGC

"CALL US FOR ALL YOUR
WEGENER REQUIREMENTS"
SAVANNAH. GA

DENVER, CO
303-779-1717

OCALA. FL

303-779-1749 FAX

www.megahz.corn

ST LOUIS. MO

HURST, TX

PHOENIX. AZ

PORTLAND. OR

BUTLER, PA

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products

For the

21st

Century!

customers will be among the first to demand high service levels and Il compare
options before buying.
Having access to up-to-the mute service levels will enable market gto target
these demanding customers. hus, such a
tool can help drive up service vailability
and empower affiliates' contin cd growth
in the future. (
Bruce Bahlmann is senior sys
for Media0ne's Internet Servic
can be reached at bbahlmann
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engineer
Group. He
diaone.com.

800-331-5997
REVERSE? Did you

450-550 MHZ

know Tuisat has hundreds
of reverse items

FEED FORWARD

in stock?
Modulators
FXED
AGILE
SCIENTIFIC
ATLANTA
SYLVIANIA
texscan C-Cor
1654-1655
REVERSE

AMPLIFIERS

EqUOIlZerq
id ,

Scientific Atlanta

SUB-SPLIT
mid-split
high-split

Processors

30 & 40 mhz

POWER DOUBLING

DIPLEX
FILTERS

FIXED

AGILE

Magnavox

Jerrold

Sylvania /Texscan
C-Cor

DEMODS

Magnavox

FIXED
AGILE

,Jerrold

TEST
EQUIPMENT

800-331-5997

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok '74012

TI» LSAT

T

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

ILSAT

New 8( Refurbished

NEW TRAPS

Fiber Optics
550

Nodes
MhZ from

$449

LAZERS

450, 550 & 750 mhz

550-750 MHZ

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
SYSTEM II

Over 1,000,000 traps in our warehouses

ALL TRAPS SWEPT BEFORE SHIPMEN1
TIERING-NEGATIVE-POSITIVE-LOW PASS

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

TV LSAT

Triples
Duals
Singles
Quads

System Amp ll's
550 Mhz

Singles w/ housing
refurb

new

$199

$299

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok 7-1012

TI» LSAT

1E38 Reaches
Competition for
Digital Video Subs

Heats Up
By Arthur Cole

1999

was abanner year for the direct broadcast satellite (DBS) industry. The subscriber base continued

to expand at ahealthy clip, and it got some very welcome regulatory re-

delivering broadcast si als to the broadcaster's local market, pr vided they get
the station's consent.

lief (from its own perspective) in the amended Satellite Home Viewer Act.

Other changes indu
• Provisions for must-

That's the bad new s. Now here's the good. The cable TV
industry, for the most part, is doing everything it should
be doing to meet the threat and continue with healthy
cash flows into the foreseeable future.
First some numbers: Analysts tracking the industry
put the number of U.S. satellite viewers between 11 million and 12 million at the end of 1999, compared to a
bit more than 9million in 1998. That may seem like a
pittance compared to the 67 million cable subscribers,
but consider this: DBS's growth rate for 1999 was on the
order of 20 to 30 percent last year, and it is likely to continue the upward trend in 2000. (See graph on page 78.)
"DBS has now reached apoint of critical mass," says
Michael Alpert, president of market tracking firm Alpert
and Associates. "It is poised to make amajor impact."
Alpert and others predict that by the end of 2000, DBS
subscribership will have grown to between 14 million and
16 million.

DBS gets local
The reason for this optimism? Changes to the Satellite Home Viewer Act last November essentially removed regulatory restrictions against satellite providers'

rry regulations
on DBS providers begin 'ng in 2002, but
only where DBS providers have cho nto provide
local signals

•Permission for DBS providers to con nue delivering
nonlocal broadcast signals, even to h useholds receiving local signals; expires at the end o 2004
•Requirement that the Federal Comm nications Cornmission ensure that DBS operators ar not excluding
rural or underserved areas from recei 'ng local signals
Immediately after the Act became la the leading
U.S. DBS players, DirecTV and EchoSta shifted local
retransmission plans into high gear.
As of this writing, EchoStar had corn eted local retransmission agreements in 20 top mark ts across the
country, including New York, Los Angel ,Chicago, San
Francisco, Boston, Kansas City, Houston nd Washington, D.C. Negotiations were underway f another 30
cities, with final deals expected by late s 'ng.
DirecTV, meanwhile, has inked deals i 10 major markets, including New York, L.A., San Fran
o, Miami
and Denver. The company has reached ag ements with
all 13 of NBC's owned and operated statio •all 10 of
ABC's and all 22 of Fox's. )0,-
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Critical M

SS

According to DBS executives, all of this activity was in direct response to the new law

DBS Local Carriage Agreements

"(Amending the Act) lifted abarrier for
many customers who previously chose not
to buy asatellite dish system because they
could not get local channels," says Marc
Lumpkin, EchoStar's spokesman.

Going to the birds
Of course, agreements are one thing,
and delivering aproduct is another. To actually get alocal signal, the DBS providers
will have to tweak their delivery services
or get new hardware into the hands of
customers.

"DBS has now
reached apoint of
critical mass. It is
poised to make a
major impact."
—Michael Alpert
Alpert and Associates

Agreements as of Jan. 10 (New agreements were emerging daily as CT went to

DirecTV and EchoStar

Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami/Ft. Lauderdale
New York
Philadelphia
Phoenix
San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose
Washington, D.C.
•pending

outside of New York will need new dishes
with asecond receiver to pick up local signals beamed from EchoStar 5at 110°W.
The main channel lineup still will come
from ES 1and 2, located at 119°W.
DirecTV is likely to pursue asimilar
strategy in the short term, but ultimately,
it will support local service with anew
satellite, the DirecTV-45, aHughes HS601HP bird. (Hughes owns DirecTV.) The
bird will spot beam local signals from its
berth at 101°W. A launch is expected at
the end of 2001. (Editor's note: As "CT"
was going to press, Hughes announced the

E
QZ

WSB
WCVB
WLS
WFAA•
KMGH
WXYZ
KABC
WPLG
WABC
WPVI
KN XV
KGO
MLA

WGNX
WBZ
WBBM
KM
KOK
VAN.'
KCBS
WFOR
W(BS
KYW
KPHO
KPIX
ViUSA

WAGA
WFXT
WELD
KXAS
KDVR
WTBK
KW/
WSVN
WNYW
WTXF
KSA2
KTVU
WTTG

j

Ng
WXIA
WHDH
WMAO
KDPN
KUSA
WDIV
KNII(
WTVJ
WNBC
W(AU
KPNX
KRON
WR(

DirecTV has cut deàls with all 1
3NBC owned and operated stations (0&0s), a 10 ABC 06rOs
and all 22 Fox 0610s. In addition, they have signed:

Cleveland

WEWS
WLOS'
KTRK
WTVD

W010
WSPA
KHOU•
WRAL

WJW
WHNS
KRIV
WRAZ

MK(
WYFF
KPR(
WN(N

Minneapolis/St. Paul
Nashville
Pittsburgh
Salt Lake City
Seattle

KSTP
WSMV
WTAE
KTUX
KING

VIC(0
WKRN
KDKA
KUTV
KIRO

WET(
WTVE
WPGH
KSTU
KOMO

KARE
WZTV
WPXI
KSL
K(P0

Greenville/Spartanburg, NC
Houston
Raleigh/Durham
•pending

The immediate answer is to put all local

nels. EchoStar and DirecTV already have
done this. In EchoStar's case, customers

cis

DirecTV

stations on acontinental U.S. (CONUS)
satellite feed and then program the home
receivers to pick up only the local chan-

Ag

Diversify or Die

BOTTOM •LINE

No doubt about it: Direct broadcast
satellite (DBS) is making major inroads
into the video market, pulling precious
cash flow away from operators just as
they need it most to unleash their own
digital operations. But while analysts expect DBS to capture asignificant chunk
of the TV market in the next decade, it
by no means that cable TV is going the
way of the mastodon.
In fact, the cable future looks bright
when you consider that video delivery
will be only one of many services to be
carried over the wire within the next few
years. True, it probably will continue as

on its video operations. Int ractivity,
telephony, data services an others will
help diversify cable's botto

line so that

success or failure in one bu ness won't
kill an entire operation.
That, of course, is if the c le leadership takes the right step to

to protect

its interests in the future. La ng the hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) groun work for
the network of the future w

the first

step. Now it's time to roll out

rvices to

the customer in away that is

th easy

to understand and adopt and asy on the
household budget.
In short, if DBS builds its b mess on

sale of its satellite systems businesses to the

the most significant revenue source, but

TV subscribers, let them. Cabl already

Boeing Company in an all-cash transaction
valued at $3.75 billion.) )11-

the cable industry won't live or die based

will have expanded its horizo
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by then.

Look what
Riser-Bond
Instruments has
developed for the
new millennium!
INTRODUCING

The new and improved
Model 1205CXA
TDR Cable Fault Locator...
the next generation
in agreat family of TDRs.
and brighter Liquid Crystal Display for a
greatly enhanced viewing area.
Larger

Simplified keypad layout and pop-up function
menu for more user-friendly operation.
Sub-nanosecond pulse finds small faults that
plague high bandwidth systems or cause digital
signal interruption.
Simplified waveform storage function for easier
cable plant documentation and archiving.
Rugged outside plant packaging.
The Model 1205CXA is the most sophisticated yet
easy-to-use TDR available today!

Riser-Bond Instruments
is

focused on the future!

Riser Bond
77

INSTRUMENTS
A United Dominion Company

Toll Free U.S.: (800) 688-8377
(402) 466-0933
Website: www.riserbond.com
E-mail: inf000riserbond.com

Telephone:

the front offices of le ding multiple system
operators (MS0s), e nthough there is still
some wishful thinki out there.
"We're concerned bout DBS competition," said Jerald Ke ,president and chief
executive officer of C arter Communica-

Figure 1: U.S. DBS growth pro¡ections (millions of subscribers)
30
25

tions at December's

tern Cable Show,
"But local-into-local I on't see as athreat
to the business. Even
major markets,

20
15

there are still capacity onstraints."
Leo Hindery, former of TCI and now
CEO of GlobalCenter, as less optimistic at
the Western Show. "Sat lite will threaten

10

o
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003
Source: (ohners In-S101 Group

How bad is it?
So does this mean the end for cable?
Fun while it lasted, but now's the time to
get while the gettin's good? Hardly. Cable
still is the dominant player in the TV
game, and it will likely hold the most
viewers for some years to come. In the
meantime, there are anumber of steps that

cable," said Hindery. "T ose satellite subscribers (who also have ble) that are displeased with cable will
stay in that state.
They will migrate from ble to satellite."

the industry needs to take if it ultimately

People power

is to come out on top.

And this brings us to tep one in the
fight against DBS erosio :Clean up your
system by putting more ffort into customer service. The days frapid expan-

The first is to recognize that DBS does
pose aserious threat to your TV business.
DBS offers more channels, acleaner signal
and now local programming, all for alower
monthly cost than most basic packages.
This realization finally is hitting home in

sion are over. Business m dels no longer
stand on wiring new co
unities. Aside
from new subdivisions, j tabout every

A Lot Has Changed
in Two Years
Up and down stream distribution products that
maximize performance. reliability and flexibility
for all your future Network Monitoring and RF
Signal Management needs.
Notes for the Technologist

"Visionteq...the best reverse
path combiners and distribution
units I've seen."
Ron Hranac -Communications Technology

RCID -1002

VISIONTEGInc
Broadband RF Products

8217 West Atlantic Blvd.
Coral Springs, FL 33071
toll free 1-877-797-2649 ph: 954-346-6144
fax: 954-346-6812 www.visionteq.com
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Customer
Friendly ---"This is the most userfriendly system, the
very best aconsumer can
ask for All channels are
available on all TVs and
VCRs in a consumers
home and (it) gives full
use of sophisticated features such as picture-inpicture."

Enhances
Digital Deployment

Competitive
Advantage --------

"We're sold on interdiction technology as the
best solution for this
application.* Blonder
Tongue
has
been
extremely responsive by
working closely with us
to define and address
our specific technical
requirements."

"Our interdiction system
has the lowest 11TH
penetration of all our
systems."

'Interdiction Controlling Broadcast Basic Subscribers

"Interdiction Lets
••
us txpanu unoices,
Improve Customer
Satisfaction &
Cut Operating Costs
Simultaneously."

4ctual comments from Blonder Tongue Interdiction Systems. 02000 Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

BLONDER
TONGUE
LABORATORIES.

SL/U. SMI & VMI Interdiction -We Have The Solution That's Right For Your System!

INC

One Jake Brown Road. Old Bridge, NJ 08857
(732) 679-4000 •Fax (732) 679-4353
www.blondertongue.com

Figure 2: North American digital cable subscriber projections
(millions of subscribers)
16
158
--

15
14
13.5

13
12
11

11.2

community that can feasibly be wired airead is. Instead, more resources must be devoted to customer service to overcome the impression that cable operators are sloppy and rrogant.
"There certainly does seem to be alot of nimosity with some
customers on the part of the cable industry, says Michele Abrahams, senior analyst at Cahners ln-Stat Gro p.
With expectations of poor cable service aire dy in people's
minds, coupled with the belief that the grass II be greener with a

_

satellite dish, it takes only one blown call to lo acustomer these
days. That's why investment in technical perso el and equipment,
such as mobile dispatching, will be crucial in t coming years.

_

Hand in hand with customer service, of co rse, is simplifying

--

the move to digital cable. Not only must it be ost-competitive
with satellite, it also must be easy to install. D Scustomers who
try to align their own dishes quickly find out

at saving ahun-

dred bucks on aprofessional installation is not worth the cost

10 _ _
9

_

of ablown weekend. The cable industry has an opportunity to
provide aplug-and-play installation procedure ith such digital

8

—

self-provisioning platforms that allow users of tail boxes to access aWeb page to program their device and ch ose their level

79

of service. If this can be made so simple that ev nGrandma can

7

figure it out, that will be amajor advantage for
2000

2001

7002

2003

Source (ohners In Stot Group

ew customers.

Diversity is your friend
Neither of these measures, of course, will protect your video
business 100 percent from satellite erosion. There iways will be

OLSON TECHNOLOGY, INC. HAS ANEW MODULATOR,
AND MEGA HERTZ HAS THEM IN STOCK \

MEGA HERTZ ®

THE OTM-4000 (750 MHZ) FREQUENCY AGILE MODULATOR HAS:

Established 1975

•Agility to 750 MHz
OLSON
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED

•>80 dB Out of Band C/N Ratio
•LCD Menu Screen
•Channel and Channel ID Text

•60 dBmV Output Across
the Band
•Micro-Processor Controlled
Push Button Tuning

WHY PAY S2,200 FOR A
MODULATOR WHEN MUCH
LESS WILL DELIVER THE
QUALITY PICTURE YOU NEED
FOR YOUR SYSTEM

CALL
MEGA HERTZ TODAY
AND SAVE..

OTM-4000 (750 MHz)
DENVER, CO
303-779-1717

SAVANNAH, GA
OCALA. FL

303-779-1749 FAX

www.megahz.com

ST LOUIS. MO

HURST, TX

PHOENIX, AZ

PORTLAND. OR

BUTLER PA

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products For the 21st Century!
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Return Path Maintenance
(You Can't Beat The System)

16 die-

GUARDLLANTm

Only Trilithic offers aReturn Path Maintenance System.
The Guardian System goes from the subscriber, to the pole, to the headend for
complete ingress detection, diagnosis and resolution.
The RSVP -.Just connect the
GUARDIAN RSVP in place of the
subscriber's two way terminal and
press the "TEST" button. The RSVP communicates with a9580-SST reverse path analyzer
located in the headend, tests the return path,
and gives the installer asimple "PASS" or
"FAIL" message and measurement data.

The 9580-SSR". Up to six SSR field
units can communicate with one
SST simultaneously. The SSR displays ingress and reverse sweep
information. The 9580 and GUARDIAN
products are acomplete return path maintenance system designed to test and service
the entire return path.

The !soMeter". Now there is a fast and
easy way to test the home cabling for
resistance to signal ingress. The RSVP
generates aspecial 28 MHz test signal.
The installer uses the IsoMeter to track
down leaks in the cabling. Moving in
the direction of the leak causes arise in
pitch, quickly pinpointing its location.

The 9580-TPX". The 9580TPX offers avery attractive
alternative for monitoring a
large number of return test
points for ingress at arelatively low cost. The TPX is
fully compatible with the 9580-SST, expanding capacity up to 64 test points.

The 9580-SST". The SST headend unit collects balancing and ingress measurement data
from one to eight test points, and transmits
updated measurements to the SSR field units,
the second component of the 9580 system.
The SST operates as an ingress monitor,
receiving 80 ingress
samples per test point,
per second.

Ingress Management Software. Allows the
operator to set up apowerful ingress monitoring
system for hundreds of reverse path test points.
IngressManaglr compares the ingress
spectra measured at each test point to
its own user-settable limits, logs data,
sounds alarms, calls pagers and initiates other programmed responses if
the ingress exceeds those limits.

If. III. 0

Call Now For A Free White Paper (800) 344 2412, (317) 895 3600
TRILITHIC

(800) 344-2412,

The Engineering Guys

Copyright 01999 Irdeic, b. Guardlan. RSVP, IsoMeter, SST, SSR, TPX and Ingress ManagR are tradenarMUI Trilidlic, Inc.

(317) 895-3600,

(317) 895-3613 (fax), www.trilithic.com

/ected to grow to
DBS subscribers are
28.4 million by the e of 2003. Digital
cable subs are pegged t15.8 million for
the same period.

some dishes in your s ice area. That's
why it is incumbent u on the cable industry to broaden its horiz ens beyond mere
video delivery Telepho y, data services, interactivity—all these th gs will help diversify the industry so tat we don't win
or lose over asingle ser ce.
"The cable industry h got to be concerned with what DBS is oing," Alpert
says. "The only response an be to hype
the Internet connection a dprovide as
many digital channels as

•ossible

to pro-

vide more choices."
If anything, now is aun ue time in history, where all segments of he telecommunications industry hold heir destinies
in their own hands.

CT

Art Cole is acontributing edi
nications Technology." He ca

•
rto

"Commu-

be reached at

acole602@aol.com.

Regional
Serwiriat;)
March 14

DOCSIS Deployment
Minneapolis, MN

March 16

DOCSIS Deployment
Kansas City, MO

March 28-30

Fiber Technology for Technicians
Phoenix, AZ

April 3-5

Train the Trainer
Los Angeles, CA

April 11

DOCSIS Deployment
San Diego, CA

April 25

Cable 101
Philadelphia, PA

For more information, or to register by phone, pease
contact the SCTE National Conferences Departme tat
800-542-5040, ext. 239 or e-mail to info@scte.irg.
Contributions or gifts to SCIE are not deductible as chani ble
contributions for Federal income tax purp I. es.

Cable 101 provides non-technical cable system
employees with the basic knowledge to install, ,maintain and service equipment in the traditional cable
television system. Member/Nonmembee159
Fiber Technology for Technicians is designed fo
telecommunications technicians and engine%rs who
need to understand the basics of fiber-optic systems t
and test equipment Member $299/Nonmember$349
DOCSIS Deployment is designed to help broadband professionals better understand the elements,
implementation, deployment and impact of DOCSIS.
Member $245/Nonmember$295
Train the Trainer is designed to teach industry
personnel to be successful facilitators in aproductive learning environment. Member $595/Nonmember
$645

www.scte.org
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Editor's Letter
The Converged Network
Of the 21 st Century

By Rex Porter

T

he 1900s went out with abang, but not the kind we
worried about. Y2K didn't shut down the world.
Terrorism didn't ravage U.S. cities. Stock markets rose to
unexpected heights. And then the tech stocks took a
beating. High definition TV (HDTV) was on everyone's
mind, but didn't pan out. Rebuilds and upgrades helped
digital TV, but high-speed Internet service stumbled for
want of U.S. standards—then worldwide haggling
between U.S. and international engineers.
Now hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) network owners and
operators have to look for new revenue opportunities. New
services need to repay the costs of system redesign, fiber
cables, advanced network centers and additional

equipment required for digital TV and Internet services.
And it has to interface with our present networks.
By deploying aconverged Internet protocol (IP)
network, you can capture those revenues by offering new
services such as telephony, high-speed data, virtual private
networking, integrated messaging and video telephony
However, providing enhanced IP services over cable has
been as perplexing to cable engineers as providing
enhanced video has been for phone system engineers.
What's the solution? Cable operators need converged
solutions that include telephony, data, operations support
systems (OSSs), service and training from companies
familiar with traditional HFC networks and circuitswitched telephone systems, plus IP networks. Not many
cover all these bases. But Lucent is at the forefront of IP's
development and on the cutting edge of its changes.
Lucent's R&D labs continue to generate new products
for converged IP networks. For example, Lucent has
developed its OSS around several services, which will
emanate from the headend, network operations center
(NOC) or home office. Lucent has seen the need for
centralized monitoring in HFC networks, unlike the
traditional sub-stations designed into switch-circuit
telephone plants. These solutions will allow status
monitoring of digital signals, pay-per-view (PPV),
telephony, commercial data and residential high-speed
Internet services—without redesigning the headend.
Integrating services allows savings in line equipment
and creates an easier method of status monitoring of the
complete system. And the OSS allows the operator to grow
the business by simply adding more modules at the
headend or central control location as needed. In effect,

adding the OSS can improve other servis while
introducing IP telephony to HFC network customers.
Not only is Lucent delivering new stem designs,
but its introduction of anew optical cro -connect that
switches light in adense wavelength di4ion
multiplexing (DWDM) system offers nev vistas toward
switching times and bandwidth allocations.
Lucent's CentreVu Network Reporting software
provides complete virtual call routing and other services.
Its PathStar access server can replace adigital subscriber
line access multiplexer (DSLAM), an H.323 gatekeeper, an
edge router and aClass 5switch. Its Text ip Speech
solution lets people read text in upwards of nine languages
in both male and female vocal types. A Microsoft product,
soon to be available through Lucent, is Unified Messenger
for Service Providers, which allows voice,
and e-mail
messages to be received at one inbox, usi one directory.
How will networks change in the f ure? If the past
taught us anything, it's that "technologynge" feeds on
itself, and converged IP networks will re lace traditional
overlays for voice and data services. NO
probably will
replace headends. NOCs will monitor th status of
powering, laser transmissions, service int rruptions and
immediate switching before equipment f lure.
The discovery of light tapping will 1ad to fiber-tothe-home (FTTH), and we won't have H C networks
anymore—just fiber! Iexpect Lucent to liver adevice
to remove coaxial cable altogether. After 11, it invented
fiber. Who knows what device that fiber 11 connect
into? It may not be aTV set, acomputer rany other
device we recognize today. But those fibe will transport
all forms of IP traffic whether they be voi e, video or
data. Efficiencies gained from that conve ed network
will probably pay the "cost of transport" rthem all. •
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IP Networking: Conduit to Cash
By Jennifer Whalen

uch of the discussion of Internet protocol (IP) thus
far has been focused on delivering voice services
over our cable plant. In so doing, we have ignored an even
more compelling argument for IP, that of aconverged IP
voice and data platform. In the interview that follows,
Marty Glapa, chief technical officer for Lucent's Cable
Communications Business Unit, considers the technical and
operational efficiencies inherent in aconverged network.
J. Whalen: What are the economic advantages of
deploying Lucent CableConnect IP solution for voice
and data services vs. circuit overlays?
M. Glapa: Building aconverged telephony/data network
raises the common layer for voice and data services from a
physical coax layer to an IP layer. In doing so you gain
efficiencies in capital equipment by sharing equipment
and tightly integrating equipment on both the network
side as well as on the consumer side.
The advantages that we've seen from apurely capital
perspective range anywhere from 30 percent to 50 percent
savings to build aconverged network that carries IP
telephony and high-speed data cable modem service.
J. Whalen: Where specifically do you gain equipment
efficiencies with an integrated IP platform?
M. Glapa: With traditional circuit telephony and cable
modem service, you have two different devices in the
consumer's home: the cable modem to provide data service

provision and monitor the infrastructure, rather than
having multiple OSSs as is required for today's circuit
telephony and cable data modem deployments.
An integrated IP platform also enables auto-provisioning
of the devices. This achieves further savings because it
requires less human intervention than is needed today. The
winners in this business will be able to automate operations
and minimize the personnel involved in turning up aservice.
Finally, given that you've reduced the amount of
equipment needed in the network and at the customer
premise, it means there is less equipment that you need to
maintain. So you save there as well.
J. Whalen: What new revenue-generating services can
you offer as aresult of building aconverged IP network?
M. Glapa: The fact that we've integrated data and
telephony together at the common logical layer affords
the ability to provide more robust services that can
leverage features from both. IP is the way to achieve this.
Circuit-switched solutions will not be able to deliver
integrated broadband services.
You'll be able to offer services like Web integration
and voice messaging services that allow you to receive email to voicemail and e-mail to fax. You can provide
virtual private networks (VPNs) to offer work-at-home
types of services that allow users to appear as though they
are at work and have access to the kinds of telephone,
data and messaging services they have at work. Streaming
video will be available for video teleconferencing services.
The converged IP network opens up awhole host of
new service potential that can leverage the fact that we've
got acommon IP layer, and the highest bandwidth pipe in
the industry. Such new services hold significant revenue
potential for the cable operator. •

and the network interface unit (NIU) to provide telephony
service. With aconverged IP network, amultimedia terminal
adapter (MTA) in the home provides both the IP telephony
and the cable data modem service via a
single device. You achieve atremendous
Normalized Price/Sub: IP Telephony vs. HSD
cost savings right there, because you've
Overlay on Circuit (2.5 lines/sub)
gone from two devices to one.
4.5
By using the common IP transport
layer, you gain additional capital savings
Overlay Network
in the network as well. You can now
3.5
share routing/switching equipment, so
the same equipment that transports
5% Pen-Ckt
cable data modem service also
10% Pen-Ckt
transports IP telephony service.
20% Pen-Ckt
J. Whalen: What kinds of
operational savings can Lucent's
CableConnect Solution help you
achieve?
M. Glapa: Because telephony and data
are sharing common infrastructure, it's
easier to have acommon operational
approach. Savings come from having an
integrated operation support system
(OSS) that can administer, maintain,

30% Pen-Ckt
-

5% Pen-IP

-

20% Pen-IP

-
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Comcast and Lucent
Deliver IP Telephony
Successful Field -frial Confirms
Real World Viability of VolP
By Arthur Cok

O

fall the new digital services that cable TV operators
are rolling out this year, the most complex is
Internet protocol (IP) telephony. Not only is the two-way
delivery of packetized data amore challenging technical
feat compared to what most cable engineers are used to—
one-way delivery of massive amounts of information—the
network requirements for such things as powering and
emergency service is much more rigid. Besides, your plant
now has to interface to the public switched telephone
network (PSTN) allowing your customers to dial any
number in the world at any time.
And yet cable TV is charging forward into the
telephony world because, well, because it's so darn
lucrative. AT&T and Bell Atlantic didn't become billion
dollar companies selling flowers, you know.

The Case for IP
Of all the advanced services, telephony will
probably be the last to roll out, most likely hitting the
streets after the public has embraced interactive TV, cable
modems and the rest. But make no mistake: just because
IP telephony is last out of the gate doesn't mean the
public won't be hammering for anew and cheaper way
to reach out and touch someone. In fact, customer
surveys suggest IP telephony is one of the most eagerly
anticipated services cable has to offer, particularly if it's
available in aflat-fee, unlimited use program like most
Internet services.
In addition, IP telephony is the most cost-effective
solution for cable because, unlike circuit-switched
telephony, it can be delivered on the same network as that
used for digital video and data. It's not necessary to build a
separate network to get into the voice business.
Lucent Technologies is one of the companies leading
the way to cable-based IP telephony. The company's long
history in telephone service (it was the original hardware
subsidiary of AT&T) makes it an ideal partner for cable
systems looking to break into the telephony market.
Already, anumber of leading multiple system operators
(MS0s) are examining Lucent's CableConnect IP
telephony system. Most notable is Comcast Corp.'s
CableConnect trial in its Union City, NJ., system, the first
field test of asystem that is fully compliant with
CableLab's PacketCable 1.0 specification.

Anatomy of a 'Mal
The Comcast system utilizes Lucent's PathStar Access
Server tied to aCable Router cable modem termination
system (CMTS) provided by Motorola, which also is
providing the multimedia terminal adapter (MTA) in

subsu lbers homes. Lucent and Motorola ve an ongoing
agreement to offer the CMTS and MTA p ucts in
conjunction with the CableConnect Solut ns line.
About 25 subscribers are taking part in the trial, with
expectations that 100 or more could be h ked up soon.
Eventually, the system will be scaled up t 1,000 or more
subscribers before afull commercial laun in 2001.
The service delivers high-quality voi eand the
familiarity of traditional telephone service Customers
simply pick up the phone, dial and talk.
addition, the
service supports local and long distance Ring, both
within the Comcast plant and "off-netwo
over the
public telephone network. As well, there re emergency
services such as 911, and standard telep ne features such
as operator assistance, directory assistan and others.
More advanced phone services also are aailable, such as
call waiting, call forwarding and caller I
That's not the end of it. Because IP lephony service
is part and parcel to the digital voice, vi oand data
network, possibilities abound through t convergence of
these services. Notification of incoming ills or email,
along with caller ID, can be delivered to he TV set.

One Switch Does It All
The heart of the system is the Path ar Access Server,
apacket switch that integrates anumbe of separate
functions into asingle device. PathStar
vides access,
telephony, voice over IP gateway, edge
ting and other
functions on asingle 23-inch shelf.
PathStar can be viewed as Lucent's ntry-level server
for IP telephony. Scaleable to 10,000 cu omers, it
provides aquick way in for customers 1 king to build an
IP network from the ground up. Lucent sin the process
of developing the 7R/E packet switch sc eable to 100,000
customers. The 7R/E is the next generat nvoice switch
for the competitive local exchange carri (CLEC) market,
which already has asubstantial voice n work in place.
Once acable operator is pushing the lin its of the PathStar
system, it is an easy migration to the 7
So if the CableConnect system is
don such
proven technology, what knowledge is
be gained from
the Comcast trial? Surprisingly little, ex ept to determine
that the system works in areal world e vironment.
One key factor in the installation as determining
the proper RF tuning to support voice mmunications.
The correct RF will vary from plant to lant so it's best to
run asweep of the plant locally to mak sure the network
is calibrated to the proper frequency. A er that, it's pretty
much aquestion of putting the system hrough the paces.
All indications are that the Comcast sy em paççes with
flying colors and is ready to be deploy as the primary
phone system. The only real question frcable operators
is exactly how they want to deploy IP tlephony.
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The Power of Partnership

Plan First, Deploy Later
One of the first things to determine is whether asolid
business plan will support IP telephony in your particular
system. It's important to crunch the numbers first to see
what impact the building of the service will have on your
cash flow and capital budget, and then determine if there
is enough revenue potential to justify the expense.
Another major concern is exactly how to deploy and
market IP telephony. Companies like Comcast are looking
ahead to converged services where there are all sorts of
cross-promotion and tie-in potential between voice, video
and data. Other systems might take aslower approach,
maybe getting comfortable with the two-way aspect of a
data service before jumping ahead to telephony. Still
others might want to pitch their infant telephony service
as asecondary line. Whichever the approach, Lucent's
CableConnect system will fit the bill. Not only is it fully
scaleable, but it is engineered to build on and integrate
with other systems that may already be in place.

One-Stop Solution
This ability to provide asingle, integrated package for
voice, video and data is one of the strengths of the
CableConnect system. The system's Operations Support
Solution outfits the headend with vital management and
support tools designed to work across all services. Instead
of having separate systems for each service, there is one
platform for billing, security, fault detection and correction
and even Web-based customer service and support.
The package conforms to the Data Over Cable
Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS), OpenCable and
PacketCable specifications, allowing it to work with
compliant third-party hardware and software. This allows
CableConnect to fit comfortably with existing systems so
cable operators do not have to reinvent the wheel to
introduce new services.

In developing its digital voice, video and data
systems, Lucent is committed to providing the most
cutting edge solutions, even if that means bringing in the
expertise of other manufacturers. As aleader in digital data
network solutions, Lucent has consistently led the field in
the development of timely, cost-effective and innovative
products. But there are times when it makes more sense to
forge alliances with leaders in other fields rather than place
the burden on in-house development.
Such was the thinking behind the recent agreement
between Lucent and General Instrument announced at the
Western Cable Show last December. The agreement calls
for the two companies to jointly develop and market
compatible systems designed to bridge the gap between
Lucent's cable network technology and GI's customer
premises products. The result will be acomplete end-toend IP telephony solution centered around the PathStar
and 7R/E systems and the IQ Smart Access family of
products from GI, namely the IQ Smart SURFboard
SB3500 cable modem and the CentriQ 1000
communications gateway. As well, the GI NETsentry
software management system will integrate with the Lucent
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OSS package to form apowerful network management
system to provision, manage and monitor the system.
The combined might of the two companies draws
cable operators and customers alike. Cable operators
receive the advanced network technology of the
CableConnect solution, while end users benefit from the
CentriQ 1000's four separate telephone lines and support
for advanced features like call waiting, DOCSIS-based data
and single distribution point for digital video.
Whatever the future holds, whatever new as-yet
undreamed of services take hold on the cable pipeline,
there is little doubt that Lucent will be at the forefront of
the digital communications revolution. •
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Lucent Simplifies Day-to-Day
Operations for Cable Systems
By Arthur Cole

Lucent Technologies has developed he CableConnect
Operations Support Solution (OSS), am dular end-to-end
software solution that brings control of tevarious cable
offerings under one set of applications.
esystem is
modular to afford cable operators the Ile *bility of adding
components as they expand their operat ns as voice and
data carriers. The OSS solution is being esigned as an
-open" architecture, with each interface
sing a
documented, open application program ing interface
(API) that third-party developers can un ze to integrate
their solutions into the Lucent architect e. The Lucent
CableConnect OSS architecture is illustra Led below.
In developing the OSS system, Luc thas drawn on
its many years as asystem provider for tetelephone
industry, where reliable service has been major
consideration throughout its history. The OSS solution is
composed of five key modules:

nternet. Television. Interactivity. Telephony. It doesn't
take arocket scientist to see that the cable system of
the future is going to be radically different from what we
see today. An abundance of new services and new
technologies is poised to significantly complicate the way
you do business.
The single most difficult challenge facing the cable
operator of the future will be managing this burgeoning
operation in away that delivers top-notch quality to the
consumer. For many years the cable business model has
focused on growth: signing up new subscribers was job
No. 1for most systems, even if it meant skimping on
customer service. But in today's competitive marketplace,
where customers will be drawn to the least expensive,
most reliable communications provider, delivering arocksolid set of services will emerge as the primary task.
And here lies the conundrum. The more services you
add, the more complicated your system becomes and the
more difficult it is to deliver asmooth-running, dynamic
package to your customers. Think about it: one system
overseeing digital video, another running telephony, several
racks of boxes delivering interactivity, Web service and
whatever else comes down the pike. All tied into traffic and
billing units that are trying to keep up with service requests,
system orders, pay-per-view (PPV) and all the rest.
Clearly what is needed in the headend is an integrated
operations solution that ties all of these elements together,
one that works across all of the emerging digital standards
governing video, data and telephony.

Service Activation
And Billing
An integrated set ol systems that works with all services
is the ideal platform to allow customer service professionals
to order new service, update customer information, schedule
service visits and perform ahost of other feinctions. By
integrating the control aspect of all your various services—
voice, video and data—you eliminate vintsilly all of the
complexity of an environment in which each service had its
own set of applications and data requirements.
The benefits of an integrated system are numerous.
First, you now have asingle customer database that can be
easily mined for usage patterns and profiles to deliver more
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tailored services. You also can more easily develop packagebased discounts and specials and devise flat rate or usagebased billing offerings. The OSS also offers end-to-end
flow-through service provisioning that quickly activates
new customers and gets revenue flowing in quickly.
Another key component is integrated workforce
management/dispatch functionality that reduces truck rolls
and provides connectivity to technicians in the field.
Lucent is working closely with MDSI Mobile Data
Solutions Inc. to integrate that company's workforce
management system with the Lucent OSS.

Fault Management
As customer service and support emerges as akey
factor in modem cable systems, the ability to detect and
correct problems in the headend and the plant will
become paramount, especially with the introduction of
telephony services. But again, with multiple services being
carried under an array of network technologies and
standards, keeping track of all the data on your system
could become amonumental task.
The OSS Fault Management module provides advanced
fault detection and isolation across all services. Not only will
this deliver amore streamlined service to the customer, it
cuts costs by eliminating the need to send atechnician into
the field to determine the source of the problem. Faults are
tracked down, and in many cases repaired, from the
headend. And 24-hour monitoring will often locate and
repair faults before the customer is even aware of them.

Web-Based Customer
Seit-Care
Retail sales of digital cable boxes, cable modems and
cable telephony devices will be atremendous boon to the
industry. It will end the standard practice of leasing the
ever-depreciating box to the customer and it will provide
more choice and flexibility to the subscriber. But to truly
simplify matters, wouldn't it be great if subscribers could
purchase and install the box on their own and program it
to receive the level of service they desire. Under the OSS's
Customer Self Care module, they can.
The system provides Web access to subscribers,
allowing them to sign on and modify their service profiles,
report problems and check on the status of their
complaints, review billing records and inquire about
charges, and complete ahost of other functions. With the
end users now in control of their service, they are more
likely to select higher tiers of service and increase the
amount of impulse purchases made by customers.
This is the advent of plug-and-play service
management. Subscribers bring home the box of their
choice, plug it in and follow the online guide to their
desired level of service.

Improved Inventory
Management
This module acts as acentralized database of network
information, providing operating details and performance
data on all system components from the headend to the
home. The database has an open interface that allows thirdparty systems to easily retrieve data for support functions,
such as service availability and alarm correlation.

This is akey consideration for the cable system of the
future, because operators are going to have abroad range
of vendors and service providers to choose from. It is
vitally important that all of these systems be able to
communicate with the central operating system (OS) to
ensure peak performance.

New Service Creation
The New Service Creation module is based on
advanced intelligent services platforms that allow the
introduction of new services operating across all voice,
video and data networks. Among the potential applications
are unified messaging, in which voicernail, e-mail and fax
messages are integrated into one messaging center, followme services and television-based caller ID systems.
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Easy Installation
One of the key design concepts behind the OSS is its
ability to smoothly integrate into an existing plant. At the
outset of Internet protocol (IP) telephony, data and other
services, it would be impractical to retrofit and entire
headend. Instead, the OSS builds on what is already in
place by adhering to the emerging Data Over Cable
Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS), OpenCable and
PacketCable standards. Not only will this ensure
compatibility across awide range of professional cable
equipment, but will give subscribers the peace of mind
that off-the-shelf retail products will not be met with a
brick wall of incompatibility.
Modularity is another important factor in the
development of the OSS system. Capital budgets are not
bottomless pits, and it is vitally important that the
transition from video-only to an integrated service offering
be asmooth one. For these reasons, the OSS modules can
be installed and put into operation individually as network
requirements expand and budgets allow.
Another design consideration comes from the
realization that Lucent is not the only source of innovative
products in the marketplace. In the drive to develop the
most advanced system, the company is turning to other
manufacturers to compile abroad range of techniques
and technologies.
A prime example is arecent agreement with General
Instrument that will combine that company's NETsentry
management system with the OSS. The result will be a
complete end-to-end provisioning, monitoring and
management system. And as mentioned earlier, Lucent
also has teamed up with MDSI Mobile Data Solutions Inc.
to integrate that company's workforce management system
into the OSS, providing the ability automatically to
generate work orders and manage field crews via a
wireless data connection.
Clearly, cable is poised to become asignificant, even
dominant, player in the telecommunications industry. But
that will only come about if the industry is willing to step
up the reliability of its networks and streamline its
operations to the point where hooking up acable box or
modem is no more difficult that plugging in atelephone.
Yes, the cable business is growing more complicated
with each passing day and there are significant challenges
ahead. But solutions like Lucent's OSS are primed and
ready to bring the industry into the 21st Century. •
CableConnect'm Solutions
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ony Special Report — Part 3
(Editor's note: "Coniinuni(wions Technology" continues
its series on cable telephony. For alook at how to plan
your telephony network and what equipment is available to support your service, see our January 2000
issue, pages 102-122.)
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By Justin J. Junkus

L

ast month, you discovered

that multiple system opera-

tors (MS0s) can successful-

ly launch telephony services. Now
that you've decided to take the
plunge, let's use the final installment in our series to review the
steps you'll need to take to upgrade your network and the
generic equipment you'll need to
capture telephony revenues.

Two-way or no way
Operational two-way is aprerequisite
for any telephony offering, so aplant

done by Media0ne in Atlanta in th.
mid-1990s. In addition to increasin ,
the upper bandwidth of the system

upgrade is a"must do" item. As any op-

750 MHz by changing the active

erator knows, this type of upgrade is not

components of the network, Me-

trivial, but is necessary for many other

dia0ne added fiber hubs and node

revenue-generating broadband services,

and consolidated headends. Specil

including high-speed data and interac-

cally for telephony, it created asei

tive digital TV (DTV).

rate synchronous optical network

In many cases, the upgrade has

(SONET)-based fiber ring to conr

been acomplete redefinition of the

to 5ESS telephony switches at the

distribution system, such as the one

new headends.
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While not all upgrades involve as much
redefinition of the distribution network,
several other operators already have completed the extensions of fiber, addition of
fiber nodes, and amplifier swaps needed
for 750 MHz operation. Increasingly,
many operators are adding even more

system vendors already are discussing migrations to Gigahertz-capable systems.
Whether the plant is new or redesigned,
acomplete prequalification of the reverse
path is agood practice before adding any
two-way service. It's possible to verify re-

Equipment requirements
Once reverse capability has been installed and tested, the system can activate
the hardware that actually provides the
telephony service. The equipment suite
will depend on the operator's choice of
telephony technology.

bandwidth by upgrading to 870 MHz.

verse path operation by service area as
new services are being brought online, but

Once the basic network upgrade is com-

many operators who have taken this ap-

All the offerings will require adigitally
capable network interface device (NID) at

pleted, it may be possible to increase
bandwidth in the future by changing the

proach have found that unexpected problems with ingress are more likely when the

the subscriber premises. Circuit-switched
solutions also will require ahost digital

active lightwave components. Fiber-optic

system has not been fully tested.

terminal (HDT) at the headend or hub
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and aconnection to acircuit switch. Voice
over Internet protocol (VoIP) solutions

Cable telephony options
Local
telephony
switch

substitute acable modem termination system (CMTS) and Internet gateway for the
HDT and circuit switch. Circuit-switched
solutions that also offer some type of data
capability, perhaps for early adopters of
VolP technology, may need both. (See the
accompanying figure.)
The cable telephony NID is no longer
just apassive termination point for coaxial
distribution. It is essentially an extension

Backbonel
network
evolution
'le

of the line card that used to live in the dig-

Access gateway

ital telecommunications switch at the telephone company central office. Functions
collectively known as BORSCHT must now
reside at the NID, rather than within aremote telephony switch. BORSCHT stands

Trunk
gateway

Feature
server

Policy
server
Layer 3
switch/
router

for battery, overvoltage protection, ringing,
supervision, codec, hybrid and testing.
Telephony signals as well as voice information must be converted to aform that
can be transported on RF plant, so the

..

SS-7
gateway

Full service IP
one network_

IP

DOCSIS 1.1

CMTS

NID must include at least some form of

NID with
DOCSIS
cable modem

RF modem. In early implementations, the
RF modem was aproprietary implementation of basic cable modem technology. The
trend is to make it fully conform to the
Data Over Cable Service Interface Specifi-

cation (DOCSIS), thus opening the door
to aNID that can serve IP telephony as
well as other high-speed data applications.

BOTTOM •LINE

Powering options

Walk the Telephony Walk

Powering the NID is amajor consideration for telephony. The NID and the sub-

Offering telephony service begins with

scribers' telephone sets need to be supplied
with appropriate operating voltages. Providing power over the center conductor of

acommitment to two-way capability
and support processes. Equipment that
must be added will depend on whethe
the operator is building acircuitswitched or Internet protocol (IP) telephony solution. Both offerings need a
digitally capable network interface de-

velop apowering plan that specifies the
required outputs of centralized power

vice (NID) and reliable power.

sources to feed the total power needs of all
the NIDs. Because electrical power re-

termination system (CMTS). Some systems allow migration to IP technology
by using the HDT to route data packets. For IP telephony, software at
servers is acritical system component,
both for managing cable modems and
providing telephony features.

861

Most operators are electing to market
their telephony solutions as primary line
applications, which means they displace the
incumbent telephone ompany as the service provider. Because subscribers expect
the primary telephone line to be available
virtually all the time, wer to the NID
must have this same It el of reliability
Backup power, in teform of battery
banks or diesel gene

ors, can be provided

the coaxial cable is one option, as is aseparate "Siamese" conductor that is in the
same jacket as the coaxial conductor.
In both cases, the operator needs to de-

Circuit-switched implementations include ahost digital terminal (HDT) at
the hub or headend, while IP telephon\
solutions depend on acable modem

Cable modem

Cplant

quires acopper conductor for distribution,
the deepest in the network that power
sources can be located without aseparate
conductor is at fiber nodes or hubs.
With aseparate conductor, power could
be provided at the headend, but this requires extra cabling, adding to distribution
plant expense. Yet another alternative is to
power the NID and subscriber sets locally,
from battery or commercial AC at the subscriber location.

"Operational two-way
is aprerequisite for
any telephony
offering, so aplant
upgrade is a'must
do' item."
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CABLE
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DM-200

With Videotek's High Performance Demodulator.
Videotek's DM-200 Series is the industry
leader for high performance agile
demodulators. With a signal-to-noise ratio of
better than 58dB and differential gain and
phase less than 1% and 1°, the DM-200
Series represents aunique engineering
achievement packaged in ahalf-rack one RU
size. A quarter century of agile demodulator
experience has enabled Videotek to design the
demod you have been asking for. The
challenge has been met, and in the process,
features such as BTSC stereo, SAP, and total

DM-200A (no quadrature output) are proven
performers for your laboratory bench, cable
headend or broadcast facility.
Only Videotek offers all the performance,
all the features, and all the controls in a single
compact affordable package. Stay tuned with
the new benchmark DM-200 and DM-200A.
For more information, see our web site at
www.videotek.com or call one of our expert
sales engineers at 800-800-5719.

computer control were engineered to meet
today's sophisticated requirements.
Whether your applications include
compliance testing, monitoring or recording
off-air signals, or rebroadcasting by acable
plant, the DM200 Series is ready to take
charge. Both the DM-200 and the new

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design,
Total Value...That's Videotek.

IDEOTEK

A Zero Defects Company

®

Five Year Warranty
ISO-9001 Certified

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 Toll Free: 800-800-5719 610-327-2292 Fax: 610-327-9295
Visit us on the Worldwide Web: www.videotek.com

at the source of centralized power. Anoth-

accepting 64 kbps digital signals from

er alternative is to have abackup battery
at the subscriber's location; however, this
battery must be replaced periodically and

lines on the subscriber side, usually in a
Ti or El format.

circuit packs need to be equipped—called

maintained at full charge during normal
operation.

"Operators cannot
afford to minimize
the value of adding
support processes
and conducting
personnel training."

HDT functions
For acircuit-switched system, one or
more HDTs must be installed at ahub or
headend. The HDT consists of two subsystems: the next generation digital loop carrier (NGDLC) and an RF modem. The
term "next generation" in NGDLC refers
to the addition of several features to the
DLC that occurred in the mid-1990s.
These features substantially increased its
capacity, input and output rates, reliability,
and operations management interfaces.
The RF modem recovers the digital information from the modulated signal originating at the NID.
The NGDLC system is the switch-side
interface of the HDT. It is adigital multiplexer, generally providing Ti or El links
to the switch at 1.544 Mbps (for Ti), and

call blocking that may be allowed at the
HDT under heavy call conditions. This
traffic parameter determines how many

The NGDLC part of the HDT has a
standard TR-303/GR-303 or TR-008 interface toward the digital switch, allowing

"engineering," which is a reference to the
traffic engineering theory that determines
blocking levels.
Having an open interface toward the
digital switch also allows an operator to
obtain telephony switching from another
company through alliances or aleasing
arrangement, alleviati
the need to purchase adigital switch
the early stages of
telephony offerings.
On the subscriber si e, however, both
the interface to the RF odem within the
HDT and the interface rom the RF
modem to the subscri r's NID are proprietary, requiring the op ator to purchase
HDTs and NIDs from
"Grooming" is anot

esame vendor.
rfeature of

NGDLC systems that
been incorporated into HDTs. It refers othe ability to

the service operator to choose different

split off special service ircuits, such as

vendors for the switch and HDT. Part of
the TR-303 standard defines the level of

private line Tls, to the ublic switched
telephone network (PS N) without going
through aswitch. A va ation of this capability allows the HDT t route data packets from specially optio ed NIDs to the

MEGA HERTZ

e0e0
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N e
ce

16 x16 To 128 x128 Configurations

BANDS

5-30 MHz

950-1750 MHz

50-550 MHz

950-2150 MHz

50-750 MHz

DC-2300 MHz

"CALL US FOR ALL YOUR ROUTING
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS!"
DENVER, CO
303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

SAVANNAH. GA
STLOUIS, MO
PHOENIX, AZ
OCALA, FL
HURST, TX
PORTLAND. OR
BUTLER, PA

www.megahz.corn

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products

For

the

21st

way to provide VolP to ubscriber early
adopters of packet tele

Multi-Octave RF
Switching Systems
BANDS

service provider's data cess or an Internet gateway without go ng through the
circuit switch. This gat ay access is a

Century!

IP telephony differences
Asystem for providi gIP telephony capability requires acable modem at the
subscriber location, a TS at the headend, agateway to the P TN and some
form of feature server.
The subscriber cable odem may be
embedded in the NID,

it may be an ex-

ternal unit. Although it possible to provide aseparate termina on device that
interfaces standard tele one sets to a
cable modem, it's better ohave an Ri -11
interface built into the ble modem, so
that the subscriber has single piece of
equipment as the interf eto the operator's telephony service.
Providing IP telepho

service via cable

modems that are embed ed in the NID
has the advantage of bei gcompletely
transparent to the subsc 'ber, who only
needs to plug astandard phone into the
usual RJ-11 wall jack.

VIP

ony.
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The CMTS is equipment at the headend
that communicates with the subscriber's
cable modem and processes packets for
routing on adata network. CMTSs are not
unique to IP telephony; they also are an
integral part of high-speed data service of-

Your cables are on solid ground with our new

GROUND WIRE
FASTENERS

ferings. The cable telecommunications in-

•For 10, 12,8(14 ga. Ground Wire
•Black Aluminum Body will Not
Crack, Split, Chip or Rust
•With Hard NailOr Screw For
Maximum Holding Power
astenur firmly.grips ground

dustry is rapidly moving toward
installation of only DOCSIS-capable

wire

allowing nail or screw to be hammered
into sub-strata.

CMTS equipment.

Great for wood, stucco sheet, metal, etc

Software: acritical piece
The CMTS also will require aset of
servers to manage the subscriber cable

Super hard nail

modems. Three types of servers are needed: adynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCP) server to assign and manage Internet addresses, atime of day (TD) server to provide time reference, and atrivial
file transfer protocol (TFTP) server to
send configuration files to the cable
modems. All the CMTS-related servers are

Drill screw drives

drives into wood,

into wood or

concrete, mortar

screws into metal

or brick,

or AC shingles

Now aSuper Value
Ordinary Fasteners

software that can reside on one personal
computer (PC) at the headend.
Feature servers are the software that
makes VolP into LP telephony. Call agents
define afeature server's capability, which

Holds where nails
pull out

Costs No More Than

Manufactured by:

M&B Mfg., Box 206
Pleasanton, CA 94566

Guaranteed The Best!
Call our Distributers
Budco
TVC
Newhall-Pacific

at minimum is the custom local area signaling services (CLASS) features such as
call waiting.
The PSTN gateway is another software
component that resides in headend equipment, typically on arouter or PC. PacketCable specifications define the way PSTN
gateways link IP-based calls to the PSTN.

MEGA HERTZ °
Established 1975

The feature server, call agent and PSTN
gateway all can reside on one piece of

eceISONY
Vic_brj

hardware in the headend.
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J
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Pion it, then do it
There are several options in the implementations of telephony service. Although
circuit-switched vs. LP telephony is a
major decision, each technology has its
own alternatives and migrations to nextgeneration offerings. In addition, operators cannot afford to minimize the value
of adding support processes and conducting personnel training. The key to success
in telephony is to first develop the plan,
and then plan the hardware and software
implementations. CT

DSR 300L (DV CAM)
Digital Camcorder

MAVICA MVC/FD73
Digital Camera

"Call MHz for all your SONY requirements!"
DENVER, CO
303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

SAVANNAH. GA
ST.LOUIS, MO
PHOENIX. AZ
OCA LA. FL
HURST, TX
PORTLAND, OR
BUTLER, PA

www.megahz.com
Justin Junkus is president of KnowledgeLink.
He also is applications engineering director
for Antec. He can be reached via e-mail at
jjunkus@hnowledgelinhinc.com.

SVO 1430
VHS Player/Recorder

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products

For the
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But Regular Maintenance Keeps Supplies Standing By
By Stephen Skoufalos

-P4011e
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-
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t's all about power. In order to provide enhanced services, cable TV sy
s
t
em op
era t
ors

are eith er up
gra di ng or

rebuilding their broadband networks. Depending on the architecture, this could in some cases mean as many

as 3to 10 times the number of power supplies will be needed. New data or telephony services will require a

much higher level of network reliability, which means standby power supplies will have to work without fail.
In addition to meeting Federal Communications Commission requirements, getting
the reverse path working, keeping the
network fully operational, and keeping up
with new installations, disconnects, service calls and other customer issues, technicians now will have to maintain
significantly more standby power supplies
than ever before—not an easy task, considering that qualified technicians are as
hard to find as the proverbial needle in
the haystack.

mount enclosure with multiple battery
strings and abackup propane or natural
gas-fueled generator. Regardless of the
configuration, all standby powering systems need periodic maintenance.
Every standby power system has at least
three components: the utility company
providing input AC, the power module
that provides the power to the network,
and the backup system (batteries, generators or both) that keep the network powered in the event of apower company
brownout or blackout.

The utility company
Utility power usuall is delivered to
neighborhoods as three phase power. This
means there are essenti Ily three power
systems, each capable
delivering 120
VAC. There is a33.33- ercent chance that
the standby power sup ly and the subscriber power will be c nnected to the
same phase, which mea sthere is a
66.66-percent chance tat they won't be
connected to the same hase. Therefore,

Blackouts are far less common than
brownouts. In astudy by Bell Labs several

there is ahigher proba lity that the cable
network could experie eapower problem but the subscriber ould not experience the same problem.

years ago, it was found that 90 percent of
all power company disturbances were

ble of working in stand

most likely to be brownouts or power

ply manufacturers have become very cre-

scriber experiences an

sags. The remaining 10 percent were ei-

ative in providing solutions. Today's
powering systems can range from acon-

ther surges (power spikes substantially

network services, but d sn't experience a
power outage. As aresu ,aservice call is
generated, which will cr ate poor cus-

Powering systems
Advanced cable TV networks carrying
voice and data traffic as well as video programming still are emerging. To meet the
their dynamic needs, standby power sup-

ventional nonstandby power supply to
multiple power modules in aground-

above normal) or blackouts (complete loss
of power). Clearly, brownouts are amore
significant threat.

If the standby power upply is not capamode, the subterruption of

tomer satisfaction. In m ny cases, the
power is restored to its
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oper level soon

RUPTS

after the subscriber calls and before the
system technician can respond. This phenomenon results in a"no problem found"
(NPF) resolution to the outage, which increases the operational costs of the system.
Consistent preventive maintenance will
substantially reduce NPF trouble calls as
they relate to power disturbances, which
ultimately will improve network reliability
and help to improve the bottom line.

The power module
The basic job of the power module is to
convert utility power to apower level
needed by the network components. Modem standby supplies in some cases provide three output voltage levels-60 VAC,
75 VAC or 90 VAC—which are field-selectable, depending on the application. The
power module also can provide line isolation, self-test, number and time of standby
events. Another function performed by the
power module is to charge the batteries
that will be used in the event standby is
needed. This is the tricky part.
Most power modules are designed to operate within some +1- range of nominal
input AC. If there is asag or surge outside
the design limits, the power supply will go
to standby operation and remain there until
the proper input voltages are restored. A
properly working charger will fully charge
MARCH 2000 • COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

the batteries, which will be ready to deliver

teries are it. Debates continually arise as to
which battery is best for the grueling
broadband network environment. As each
case is presented pro and con-about the
plate structure, electrolyte and case mater-

power to the network until the power supply cutoff voltage is reached.
The standby time of the power supply
is determined by the number, age and
condition of the batteries, the load

Each system makes zompromises on the
battery of choice. Regardless of the battery
chosen, certain precau ions can ensure
maximum life for batteries.

Core and feeding of batteries

connected to the power supply, and

The care of batteries in broad-

the temperature inside the enclosure. Assuming all is well with the

band network applications begins
long before they Ire installed in any

batteries, the output of the power
module is maintained, and the network is powered until the battery

standby power sapply. Battery care
begins by knowing how many to
order in the first place. A comprehensive preventive standby power

charge is depleted or until utility
power is restored.

supply maintenance program that
uses statistical analysis to predict

However, if the charger has not
been working, the batteries will not

needs will prevent the unnecessary
storage of batteries.

have sufficient charge to sustain any
kind of power company anomaly,
and the standby power supply will

Wearing the required safety equipment, atechnician tests the
operation of an aerial standby power supply

fail to power the network, causing
an interruption in services.
Batteries are the emergency power

ial (liquid or gel)-system decision-mak-

source-and the most misunderstood part
of any standby power supply. The network
can deliver services only if the actives have
power, and without utility power the bat-

Self-discharge is aphenomenon
that begins once tbattery is permitted to be stored fo •extended periods

ers are left to decide which batteries to
install in their standby power supplies. In
truth, there is no perfect battery for every

of time without the benefit of afreshening
charge. Once abattery begins to self-discharge, the plates begin to sulfate. With no
freshening charge applied, this process

system in the country, and if there were,
few systems could afford to buy them.

versed. The sulfates de ..sited during this

continues unchecked ar dcannot be re-
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Moore Standby Power
Supply Cabinet

Custom Cabinets
Engineered With
Moore Quality
•Shelves for power supply and/or batteries
•Roll-out battery drawers
•Removable, hinged front door with 3-point
Southco lock system
•Custom prewired for generator, surge suppression
and convenience outlets and grounding
•Premounted on Diversitech
polymer-concrete pads

The Leader In Construction Products
For Telecommunications Networks

MOORE DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS, INC •1441 Sunshine Lane •Lexington, KY 40505-2918
800-769-1441 •606-299-6653 fax •www.mooredp.com

be applied? Different battery types have
different requirements. The rule of thumb,
however, is that batteries need to be
recharged when the open circuit terminal
voltage is around 12.5 volts or after four
months, whichever occurs first. The charger can be aspare standby power supply
with three batteries connected in series.

Detecting the darnag of storage
What are the long-te m effects of installing batteries that have started to sulfate? At first, there are ho external
indications that aproblem exists, but the
damage has already begun.
Over time, abattery string that contains
asulfated battery will cause the other batteries in that string to swell. The power

A technician measures individual battery voltage to verify proper voltage levels.

supply charger is attempting to fully
process will reduce the capacity (amount

and less than ideal performance is ob-

charge the battery string, but the sulfated

of charge stored) of the battery. Once this

tained from the standby power supply—all

battery has less charge acceptance than the
other batteries in that string. Therefore,

occurs, no matter how long you apply a

because someone didn't know that batter-

charge to the damaged battery, it is unable

ies stored for extended periods are sup-

the other two batteries become over-

to attain the maximum charge.

posed to be charged regularly.

charged and swollen. So asulfated battery

Once these abused batteries are in-

This begs the question: How long can a

stalled, the standby time is compromised,

battery be stored before acharge needs to

can cause the premature failure of two
otherwise good batteries. )10.-

NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD

SIMPLE SOLUTION

AVCOM's PSA-65C

INCREASE
Customer retention and loyalty

Portable Spectrum Analyzer

DECREASE
Customer callbacks

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!

"Customer Service
for Technicians"
A new course offering from NCTI.
• Customer service techniques
designed specifically for the cable
technician professional
• Proven communication approach

AVCOM's newest Portable Microwave Spectrum nalyzer, model
PSA-65C, incorporates amicroprocessor and attracti emultifunction,
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from le sthan 1MHz to
over 1250MHz, for the amazing price of $2930.
AVCOM's new PSA-65C is alow cost general pu ose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with standard features indu ing FM audio
demodulator, AM detector and digital frequency lock. The PSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep w h a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. The PSA-65C sideally suited
10r2-way radio, cellular, cable, satellite, LAN, surveillane, educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1250 MHz frequency
extenders, BNG-1000A tracking (noise) generator, log periodic antennas, carrying case (AVSAC), and more.

for day to day interaction with
customers
• Artful listening techniques
• Tools to simplify the explanation
process
• Creative questioning techniques
designed to enhance the
communication process
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Power You Can Depend On.

We enable technology, reliably.

15 distribution centers nationwide.

Saine day delivery available.

EPA Certified recycling program
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Furthermore, higher levels of hydrogen
gas are present with swollen batteries,
which increases the possibility of an explosion and clearly presents asafety hazard to any service technician who may

neglected for extended periods. Extreme
caution is imperative when introducing
standby power supply maintenance into
any network that has not had regular

thing to do with it. A periodic standby
power supply maintenance program will
improve the overall relability of your

open the enclosure. Battery manufacturers
have improved the venting of the hydro-

Program particulars

broadband network. A maintenance program will virtually eliminate the causes of
standby power supply allure. A periodic
maintenance program will:

gen, but the danger of an explosion still is
present in power systems that have been

Now, what does all this have to do with
power supply maintenance? It has every-

1) Check the operation of every standby
power supply quarterly

maintenance.

2) Create reports to help manage the
maintenance process, such as:
A) Battery age report—The batteries are
grouped by age so that proper quantities
LEAKAGE r'"-rP .

Introducing
DisplagMax
DisplayMax

of batteries are ordered for the next maintenance cycle.
B) Parts needed report—The required
spare parts needed to relpair the power
supplies during the nex, maintenance
cycle are listed in this report.
3) Provide weekly progress reports
4) Provide quarterly surimary reports )100-

BOTTOM •LINE
Maintain Your Backup Power
Standby power supply nanufacturers
have become very crea ive in providing
solutions for advanced cable TV networks carrying voice and data traffic as
well as video programming. Today's
powering systems can range from a
conventional nonstandby power supply to multiple power modules in a
ground-mount enclosure with multiple
battery strings and abackup propane
or natural gas-fueled generator. Regardless of the configuration, all standby powering systems need periodic
maintenance.

Superior accuracy combined with easy operation make DisplayMax the ideal meter
for both advanced technicians and new installers. From basic signal level reading to
sophisticated ingress analysis. DisplayMax provides all the tests you need.
Call today for complete DisplayMax specifications.

1-800-569-6299

The IRA Thing Missing is rhe High Price
SadelCd

Outstanding Value Since 1960
Worldwide Call 1-201-569-3323 •fax 201-569-6285 •Sadelco. Inc. •75 W. Forest Ave. •Englewood, NJ 07631 •USA
http://www.sadelco.com •e-mail: sadelco@aol.com

A successful in-house network powering maintenance prog -am needs a
few key elements, which also are useful when evaluating outsource partners
for network powering maintenance.
The elements are:
•Periodic maintenance,
preferably quarterly
•Dedicated maintenance team
•Database of accurate power supply information for easy access and reporting
•Battery age and parts needed reports
•Adequate funding
•Management report review
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Fiber Optic Systems from Radiant let
you generate revenue and cut costs.
Most systems can transmit up to 100Km.

ALL TWO-WAY SYSTEMS ARE
AVAILABLE USING ONLY ONE FIBER!

Fiber Optic
SYSTEMS

security

Radiàat fias

tv

th

Solutions Todayel

•Generate additional revenue
•Protect your community

•Can be used as an added benefit in franchise negotiations
•Improve your image in the the community

long

distance

ethernet

•liciiismit Ethernet on fiber over 100Km
•All types — 10MBS. 100MBS. Gigabit
•Radiant is the ONLY company in the world offering bidirectional single fiber
Ethernet transmission and over long distance

inter

access

•Communicate with Internet server at remote locations using fiber
•T1/E1 or T3/E3 Fiber Systems
•Ethernet Fiber Systems
13
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•Transmit MPEG video over ATM
•Communicate with strings of cable modems at customer locations using
HFC (Hybrid Fiber-Coax) cabling schemes

baseband

vedet

•Transmit up to 16 channels of video/audio over one fiber. Available in
point-to-point or drop-and-repeat systems.
•RS250 Medium Haul or Short Haul Fiber Systems
•Analog and Digital Video Systems
•HDTV and MPEG Video

Radiant Communications Corporation
P.O. Box 867
South Plainfield, NJ 07080, USA
www.rccfibercon1

E-mail address: information@rochbercom

1.800.WOW.FIBR
in NJ 908. 757. 7444
Fax 908. 757.8666

—'ilN

There are afew key elements that can be
used to structure asuccessful in-house network powering maintenance program.
These same elements are useful when evaluating outsource partners for network powering maintenance. The key elements are:
•Periodic maintenance—preferably quarterly, to prevent sulfated batteries from adversely affecting an entire battery string.

itimilmhomm

rnao

•Dedicated maintenance team—especially
important for larger networks. The lack
of adedicated maintenance team is one
of the main causes of failed in-house
maintenance programs.
•Database of accurate power supply information for easy access and reporting—
updates to the database ought to be
made within two days after the last visit.

Tektronie+TVCcommunications°=findfatiltsfast

Find Faults
Faster

Telkitronix
Save time and money
with the CableScout TV90.
Easy to operate, the
CableScout TV90 puts the
necessary TDR capability
in a handheld device to
quickly and accurately
pinpoint faults.

Call us for a
demonstration.
Delivering the Future of Communications

Corporate Office:
800 flo-port Road, fInnuille, PR 17003 USO •(717) 838-3306

Northeast -Hershey, PR
Central-Indianapolis, IN
West-San Clemente, CR
Southwest-Houston, TH
Southeast-Sarasota, FL
TUC Technology Center - Chambersburg, PR

•Reports—battery ag and parts needed
reports that are base on statistical failure analysis.
•Adequate funding— cover both labor
and the startup costs of spare parts. This
is especially true for ystems that have
not had an ongoing
intenance program. Parts costs co dbe 20 percent to
30 percent of the cos the first year.
•Management report view—frequent
review of the reports reated from the
data gathered will pr ve invaluable in
evaluating the maint nance program.

Get started today
Aperiodic maintena ce program will
make sure the power
dule is working
properly by checking t •charger and inverter. If every power spply is checked
quarterly and all nonw king supplies are
repaired or replaced, th nthe reliability of
the powering system is reatly increased.
Furthermore, because temaintenance reports predict which spa •parts and batteries are needed and whe ,they will be
installed in the standby ower supplies
long before any premat edeterioration or
abuse can take place.

"Higher levels of
hydrogen gas are
present with swollen
batteries, which
increases the possibility
of an explosion."
Now the utility compa
ence any number of ano
broadband network powe
continue to be reliable an
vide the subscribers with
need and expect. CT

ycan experiies, and the
ng system will
ready to prohe services they

Stephen Shoufalos is vice resident of sales
and marketing for Sup ly Performance
Testers Inc. He can be rea ed via e-mail at
sskoufalos@sptnetpower.co
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Why saddle yourself with the burdens of material management?
With 16 warehouses and adistribution system second-to-none,
we give you everything you always wanted in awarehouse without
the expense and headaches of actually owning the warehouse.

[Training]
By the NCTI

Using Powers of Numbers, Part 3

T

his month's installment continues amathematics refresher series. The material is adapted

from alesson in NCTI's Installer Technician Course. CD NCTI.

Last month's installment on using powers
of numbers covered determining square
roots. This installment continues with
using powers of 10.

Using powers of 10

answers are upside down at the end of
the text.)

Example: Add 4x1 6 and 8x 10 7

(a) 85,000 =85 x10?

(Convert both num
power of 10)

(b) 3,000,000 =3x 10?
(c) 0.00063 =0.63 x10?
(d) 0.000015 =15 x 10?

In electronics-related work, we use
very small and very large numbers. You
will commonly see electrical current values of afew millionths of an ampere and
resistances of several million ohms. Scientific notation uses powers of 10 to conveniently express and do calculations with
these numbers.
The accompanying table lists some
numbers and their equivalent power of
10 expression. The exponent indicates
the number of places left or right to move
the decimal point. For example,
1x 103 =1,000 (The decimal point is
three places right of the value 1.)

Convert each of the following to the
power of 10 indicated. (The answers are
upside down at the end of the text.)
(e) 0.005 x106 =?x103
(f) 0.2 x 10-1 =?xiø(g) 0.25 x 10-3 =?x10-6
(h) 5,000 x 10-6 =?x10-3
The greatest convenience of powers of
10 is in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

Applying rules for adding
Observe the following rules for adding
numbers in powers of 10:
1) Change the numbers to be added to

1x 10-3 =0.001 (The decimal point is
three places left of the value 1.)

the same power of 10.
2) Add the numbers directly to get their
sum.

Remember, 100 =1

(determined in step 1) as the power
for the sum.

Positive and negative powers of 10
=
=
=
=
=
=

4x106
+80 x 106
84 x106

0.4 x107
or

+8.0 x 10 7
8.4 x 10 7

Applying rules for subtracting
Observe the follo ng rules for subtracting to the same ower of 10:
1) Change the num rs to be subtracted
to the same power o 10.
2) Subtract the num ers directly to get
their difference.
3) Use the common ower of 10
(determined in step )as the power
for the difference.
Example: Subtract 2 x 10-12 from 58 x
10-11
(Convert both numb rs to the same
power of 10)

3) Use the common power of 10

Complete the following expressions by
selecting the proper power of 10. (The

1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000
100
10

rs to the same

1X 106
1X 10 5
1X 10 4
1X 10 5
1X 102
1X 10 1

0.000001
0.00001
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1

= 1x 10-6
= 1x l0= 1x 10-4
= 1x 10-3
= 1x 10-2
= 1x 104

580 x 1042
—23 x 10-12
557 x1042

58.0 x 10-11
—2.3 x 10-11
55.7 x10-11

Next month's instal ent will continue
with applying rules fo multiplying and dividing using powers o 10 and understanding metric prefixes.

P9_0,
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Outside Plant Powerhouse

GROUP

When faced with burning issues building an Outside Plant,
call on Sprint North Supply. We prevent fires before they
COOPER Tools

Sprint

begin. We've researched and tested the most commanding
products in the market, then bundled them to fight any
Wireless challenge. Join forces with us to take the heat off
building your Outside Plant — 'pint ;Nui in Supply.
www.sprintnorthsupply.com
Call 1-800-755-3004

Sprint Products Group, Inc.

'Sprint.

MARKETPLACE.
Blade Amp Fuses
Pudenz is now offering aseries of
slow blowing, automotive type blade
fuses for cable TV
system amplifiers.
The TF, or Timedelay Fuse, series is

Waterproof Headlamp
Waterproof Accessories' High Intensity
Krypton Lamp is intended for hard-hat
or forehead mounting. The Krypton
lamp offers bright, battery-powered
light and is designed to withstand corrosion and malfunction in wet environments. Aunique barrel design allows
90-degree vertical adjustment and easy
on-off function with gloved hands. The
lamp is secured with agrip-tight rubber headband that features asponge
cushion forehead pad. The four AA
battery power source makes the lamp
as economical as aflashlight.
For more inforniation, contact
Work Accessories at (440) 842-7816.

Underground Fabric Conduit

designed to eliminate premature fuse

Mod jacks With lightpipes
Molex's modjacks with lightpipes are intended to maintain signal integrity while reducing costs. The stacked, multi-port
modjacks use lightpipes to direct light from
printed circuit board (PCB)-mounted light
emitting diodes (LEDs) to the front of the

blowing and nuisanc outages that result
from surge protectio module firing and
lighting. The TF seri is adual-voltage
fuse (compatible wit 60 V or 90 Vsystems) that uses amu -material construction, spiral-wound el ment and afiberglass
reinforced housing.
eTF series is available in 4, 8, 10 and 1 A ratings.
For more informat on, contact Pudenz
at (800) 374-5969 or on the Web at
www.pudenz.com.
systems, including hu
switches, bridges and

routers, Ethernet
yrichronous transfer

mode (ATM) transm

ion equipment.
For more informat on, contact Molex at
(630) 969-4550 or o the Web at
www.molex.com.

modjack to indicate system activity. Combining the lightpipes with customer-supplied surface-mount LEDs reduces antenna
effect noise by 50 percent as compared to
modjacks with integral LEDs. The design
also reduces replacement costs, as there are
no LEDs on the modjacks to fail. These
modjacks are designed for networking

be introduced into an underground conduit
structure. A flexible engineered fabric conduit, MaxCell uses up to 80 percent of conduit space without affecting cable-pulling
tension. MaxCell takes the shape of the
cable placed into the conduit and also can
be placed into occupied conduit space with
existing cable. MaxCell is lightweight and
does not spiral.
For more information, contact TVC

TVC Communications' MaxCell is designed
to maximize the number of cables that can

Communications at (800) 345-8454 or on
the Web at www.tvcinc.com.

Cable Raceway
Panduit Corp.'s PAN-WAY T-45 Surface Raceway
is designed to route up to 34 Category 5(CAT 5)
cables within a2-inch footprint. The Raceway can
be used to route, protect and conceal data, voice,
video, fiber-optic or power cabling. A divider wall
snaps into the base to separate power and data cabling. The Raceway's cover features amulti-directional hinge allowing access from either side. Fittings incorporate aminimum 1-inch bend
radius for high-performance cabling systems.

Power Amps
Vertex Electron IL Products is offering asolid-state power amplifier systern (SSPA) for sa Ilite earth stations.
The ModuMAX 1 00 W C-band
modular SSPA is signed to eliminate the need for spare amplifier
and to facilitate s icing with hotswappable modul s. Enhancements
include eight RF lug-in modules, integral forced-air c oling with eight replaceable modula fans, and three
identical power s ply modules with
an N +1configur tion designed to
maintain 100 per nt of required load
current even if a odule fails. ModuMAX also is avail le in 750, 500 or
350 W configurat ns.
For more info ation, contact Vertex at (814) 238- 00 or on the Web
at www.vertexepi.

For more information, contact Panduit at (888) 506-5400 or on the Web at www.panduit.com.
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We've Covered

The Technology

Introducing Spectra Star
Our DWDM technology allows you

• Economically Targets Serving Areas

For more

to cost effectively target advanced

•Adds Capacity to Existing Fiber

information

services to reach deep into your

•Simplifies Architecture

network. Our full line of direct and

•OmniStar Platform Compatible

externally modulated transmitters
offer an extremely powerful method
for increasing your system capacity.

contact

• Promotes Headend Space Efficiency
• ITU Grid Compliant

2000 Motorola, Inc. All rights reserved. (M) and Motorola are registered trademaik, ut Motorola, lo,

representative
or call 800.523.6678.
Visit us at

•Capacity to Carry 200MHz of QAM

2000 General Instrument Corporation. All rights reserved.
General Instrument Corporation is awholly owned subsidiary of Motorola, Inc.

your sales

www.motorola.com/
broadband

MOTOROLA
Broadband Communications Sector

Stream Processing Family

port streams. The processor can receive up to

THOMCAST Communications' Amber line
remultiplexer and processor platform sup-

eight input transport streams, with apayload
bit rate of up to 50 Mbps each. The Amber

ports remultiplexing of multiple input

remultiplexer creates MPEG-2 digital video

streams for service customization and pro-

broadcast (DVB) or ATSC-compliant output

gram system information protocol (NIP) processing for the filtering, injection or

multiplex and has scrambling capabilities.

extraction of PSIP tables within Moving Pic-

For more information, contact THOMCAST at (570) 403-5220 or nthe Web at

ture Experts Group (MPEG-2) ATSC trans-

www.thomcast.com.

Removable Aerial Lifts

Two-Way Combiner/Divider
AmeriQuip's Eagle T-30S line
of removable aerial lifts is designed for mounting on pickup trucks. When not
mounted on atruck, the lifts

can be stored on their own
outrigger systems. The lifts
are mounted by backing aminimum 9,900-lb. pick-up truck

Bird Component Products' Model 30-AD-FFN- two-way
divider/combiner provides matching with less tan 2-degree phase
(typical 0.5 degree) and less than 0.5 dB amplit de. The 30 W unit
has afrequency range of 800 MHz to
2.4 GHz with insertion loss of less
than 0.5 dB, isolation of less than —25
dB minimum (for J2 and J3 ports) and

under the stored lift and then lowering the lift down to the bed of

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of
1.20:1 maximum. The device features

the truck. The lifts feature 360-degree continuous rotation and

aWilkinson weather-proof housing.

are available in telescoping and articulated models, with working

For more information, contact BCP
at (727) 547-8826 or on the Web at
WWW. birdfla corn.

heights of 31 and 34 feet, respectively.
For more information, contact AmeriQuip at (301) 620-7242.

Fiber-Optic Field Test Kit

%clu, General

MEGA HERTZ

Instrument

Established 1975

HEADEND PRODUCTS

1.111111=2.

A field test kit irom Rilos Corporations is
designed to measure insertion and link loss

DigiCipher II DSR-4500

on fiber optic-networ and premises installations that incorpora the MT-RJ small
form factor (SFF) dup ex connector. The

C6M-II 1GHz Modulator

S450M (MODULATOR) S450 P
(PROCESSOR) S890D (DEMODULATOR)

"CALL US FOR ALL OF YOUR
HEADEND REQUIREMENTS!"
DENVER, CO
303-779-1717

www.megahz.corn

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products
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• COMMLNICATIO5

vide aMT-Ri interface for connection of
MT-RJ fiber patch co
The 255MT
source facilitates testi g of both connector
channels. The detecto interface uses ade-

SAVANNAH. GA
ST LOUIS. MO
PHOENIX. AZ
OCALA. FL
HURST. TX
PORTLAND. OR
BUTLER PA

303-779-1749 FAX

dual 1,300 nm light e itting diode (LED)
source and the optical power meter pro-

tector capable of capttring light from both
MT-RJ fibers.
For more informan n, contact Rifocs at
(805) 389-9800 or on the Web at
www.rifocs.com.
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300+ WEB PAGES
of TECH ARTICLES,
DATA SHEETS &
CATALOG PAGES!
Email: sales@qrf.com

Wulte.Q.corn

FIND CATV
SOLUTIONS
ON THE
INTERNET at:

Quality RF Services has Indoor Amplifiers
for Two-way HEADENDS or Hub Sites!
Reverse Amplifiers fro m 5MHz up to 200 MHz!
o
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QRBA Top View

QRBA050 or QRBA200 Hybrid Reverse Path Buffer
Amplifiers Drive Splitters and Pads for Brute Force
Isolation from 5MHz to 50 MHz or 5MHz to 200 MHz.

QISO/R75-32 Active Reverse Path Splitter with Eight
Independent Monolithic Amplifiers 5to 75 MHz Reverse Path
Isolation Amplifier for Digital Signal Distribution
and Isolation in Headends and Hub Sites!

Forward Amplifier sto 8601870 MHz!

QRBA in Push-pull
or Power-Doubled

QRF Feedforward
Headend Driver Amp!
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QRBA Top View

QRBA Low-Gain with High-Isolation for Multiple Franchise
Channel Line-ups or RF Modem /Telco Fiber Node Isolation!
550, 750, 860 MHz Forward Isolation!

QRAM 550,750 & 860 MHz Driver Amplifiers
Push-Pull, Power-Doubled, Quadra-Power and
FEEDFORWARD High Output Versions.

EQs & Pads in stock for all major brands of CATV equipment •Repairs to all types of hybrid amplifiers
Quality RF Services is not

Ni s \

Worldwide'

800-327-9767

a•,ales

agent for Scientific Atlanta. GI/Jerrold or Thomas & Betts(Augat).

QUALITY RF SERVICES, INC.
850 PARKWAY STREET
JUPITER, FL 33477

ALL Z

American Express
al
i
cli
s
Z

e
leaZie„ft
or

561-747-4998
FAX 561-744-4618

Fiber Singlers

acompletely passive device that optically

Canoga Perkins's fiber singlers are designed to allow two 1,310 nm devices to

MDU Access Solution

multiplexes and demultiplexes signal

Foxcom's SDTVplus

streams over asingle fiber at the remote

providers to access temultiple dwelling
unit (MDU) market 'a fiber optics. The

communicate bidirectionally over asingle

end. The products initially will be avail-

fiber, at speeds from Ti to Gigabit Ether-

able for deployment in Canoga Perkins'

net. The L650 is afiber-optic

EdgeAccess Universal Chassis System.
For more information, contact Canoga

allows

service

converter/transponder module with an integrated wavelength division multiplexer

Perkins at (818) 718-6300 or on the Web

(WDM). The 6001 single-channel WDM is

SDTVplus single-wir ,fiber-optic platform
supports the deliver) of direct broadcast
satellite (DBS), Inter et and traditional
cable services, yet u sthe MDU proper-

at www.canoga.com.

ty's existing coaxial

ble infrastructure.

From asingle wire,

TVplus allows
ore than 2.4 GHz to

providers to deliver
each tenant.

Frequency Agile Demodulator
Videotek's DDM-500 8-VSB (vestigial sideband) demodulator is designed for operators receiving digital TV (DTV) over-the-air transmissions where data outputs are desired. The
unit demodulates 8-VSB over-the-air signal to Society of Motion Picture & Television En-

For more informa on, contact Foxcom
at (609) 514-1800 o on the Web at
www. foxcom.com.

gineers 310M serial and synchronous, parallel low voltage differential supply (LVDS)
transport streams. Transport stream data are used for retransmission or hit stream analysis. The DDM-500 can be
controlled either through
the front panel or
remotely.
For more information,
contact Videotek at (610)
327-2292 or on the Web a
www.videotek.com.

Integrated Access [
evice
An integrated access device (LAD) from
Adtran converges vo e, data, video and
Internet traffic for tri nsmission over various network types. 1 eATLAS 550 combines voice switchini ,time division
multiplexing (TDM) access and packet
switching in acomp tmodular form
geared toward small nd medium-sized
businesses. The IAD omes with frame
relay and support for analog voice inter-

MEGA HERTZ
Established 1975

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

ü

(205) 971-8000
tran.com.

Headendl
ietal

and ageing
3000R-157

3000R-165

(Program Timer)

(RF and AudioNideo Relay Panel)
627A
(2x1 AudioNideo Switch)

"CALL US, WE'LL HELP YOU MAKE THE SWITCH!"
DENVER. CO
303-779-1717
303-779-1749 FAX

SAVANNAH. GA
ST.LOUIS. MO
PHOENIX. AZ
OCALA. FL
HURST. TX
PORTLAND. OR
BUTLER, PA

www.megahz.coni

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products
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faces and offers the a ility to migrate to
additional packet tee nologies. The
ATLAS 550 is alowe capacity, six-slot
version of Adtran's 81JO PLUS.
For more informai ion, contact Adtran

For the

21st

Century!

or

at

oi1J the Web at www.ad-

Mobile Workforce pplication
iM:Work is aWeb-b ed application suite
designed for mobile orkforces. This
product from iMede
shares wireless and
Web technologies wi hexisting front and
back-office systems. ystems integration
provides aunified vi
of work to be done
by external or intern 1field resources.
iM:Work's architectu eemploys advances
in field appliances a global positioning
systems (GPS). iMed on's initial release is
for pilot customers
nting the benefits of
Web-based systems.
For more informa on, contact iMedeon
at (770) 777-8100 o on the Web at
www.idmedeon.com.
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The New Millennium
Presents

The Talwati'Multime\
dia &
Netwórking Seminar
0 Broadbad èPE
3/21 Santa Clara
• 3/23 New York

• The latest developments in Taiwan's
multimedia & networking industry
• The island's leading broadband CPE makers
• Mutual opportunities between Taiwan and the US
Register now at http://isc.cetra.org.tw/broadband.html

JU
1We

CETRA

For more information, please contact:

Taiwan Trade Center, San Francisco
555 Montgomery St., Suite 603, San Francisco, CA 9411 12564
Tel: 415-788-4304; Fax: 415-788-0468; E-mail: cetra.sf@ix.netcom.com

Taiwan Trade Center, New York
1Penn Plaza, Suite 3410, New York, N.Y. 10119
Tel: 212-904-1677; Fax: 212-904-1678, E-mail: cetrany@frontiernet.net
• 3/21 (Tues.) -Santa Clara Marriott, 2700 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95054
• 3/23 (Thurs.) The Waldorf=Astoria, 301 Park Ave., New York, NY, 10022

Sponsors: •CCL, Industrial Technology Research Institute

•MIC, Institute for Information Industry

•Cablelab

•California Cable Television Association

•Monte Jade Science and Technology Association

•Lucent Technologies

•Telcordia Technologies

•Road Runner

•AT&T L

•Phillips Business Information, Inc.

The Largest Selection of
CATV Equipment and Supplies
on the internet. Really!

www.multicominc.com

Optical Services Toi kit
Ciena Corp.'s LightW rks Toolkit is designed to let Ciena's

Trier customers pro-

vide on-demand deli

ry of any-size

bandwidths and to in rease their range of
service qualities. The imitations of synchronous optical net ork (SONET)/synchronous digital hier chy (SDH) made
such service previous yimpossible to deliver, claims Ciena. T eToolkit's optics-,
silicon- and software- ased service enablers will allow carri rs to build networks
to Ciena's LightWor
duced last year.

architecture, intro-

For more informat n, contact Ciena at
(800) 921-1144 or o the Web at
www.ciena.com.

PIFP

TAPE LIBRARY LSTINGS

Exclusive Latin America Distributor!

MULTICOM, INC.

1
1I%

YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR CABLE N EQUIPMENT

1-407-331-7779

Ire In.

•

(AY

.11

LA.

III

VCR Enhancement

MEGAHERTZ®

VIDEOTEK
A Zero Defects Company

Established 1975

Agile IDemrekilators

The Video Browser fr m Danmere enables
advanced control of deocassette
recorders (VCRs) an other recording
media. The Video Br ser is asoftwarebased technology tha runs on aset-top
box. It offers digital rsatile disk (DVD)style functions for ex' ting VCRs, such as
scene-by-scene thum nail pictures for
quickly locating reco led material. It also
enables
viewers to
program

"CALL US FOR ALL YOUR AGILE DEMODULATOR
NEEDS, INCLUDING FCC COMPLIANCE TESTING!"
DENVER. CO
303-779-1717

SAVANNAH. GA
ST.LOUIS, MO
PHOENIX. AZ
OCALA. FL
HURST. TX
PORTLAND, OR
BUTLER. PA

303-779-1749 FAX

www.megahz.corn

800-922-9200

"Unique" Products
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For the

21st

Century!

Record Programme

the VCR
from with-

efflialUlliMtnns

in an elec-

Er=

tronic
program
guide
(EPG).
Video Browser is desi

ed to integrate the
VCR into the interact ve home entertainment experience.
For more informat* n, contact Danmere
at +44 1606 74330 or on the Web at
www.danmere.com.
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COMING SOON.

111001CSINELF
The following is alisting of some of the resources currently available by mail order

•Delivering Voice Over IP Networks by
Daniel Mina and Emma

lems posed by run

ng voice over acon-

nectionless networ .Hardcover, 276 pp.,
1998. Order TR-37 50.

through the Society of Cable Telecommunica-

Minoli—Develop cost-ef-

tions Engineers. The prices listed are for SCTE

fective, long-term solutions

members only. Nonmembers should contact

for packetized voice. This

Floyd Wilder—Thi book details how

the Society for additional pricing information.

book explores the prob-

the Internet and T

•A Guide to the TCP PProtocol Suite by
/IP suites work.

Chap ers deal with layers,
links, transport layer protocol
and

Why Norsc an's new
tone transmitter is
attracting so much
attention.

utility protocols
amic routing pro-

toco
Softc ver, 494 pp., 1998.
Orde TR-38, $73.
'Principles of Digital udio and Video (2nd
ed.) by Arch Luther- Strengthen your
grasp of the underly gprinciples and
practical application of digital audio and
video with this clear description of analog/digital (A/D) co ersion, video cameras, digital transmis ion, processing and
compression. Hardc ver, 405 pp., 1997.
Order TR-24, $79.
•Installer Certificatio Manual Leader
WWI«,

Calamine

Guid

Teach your staff

how

deliver top-quality

servi

,safely and en'''-

cient .This 17-module
guide parallels the new
third edition of the

staller Certification
Manual, keeping stu lents and instructors in sync. Notebo kbound, 560 pp.,
1998. Order TM-13, 395.
•Electronic Communic tions Systems, Fundamentals Through A vanced (3rd ed.) by
Wayne Tomasi—Tec nology basics and
important concepts fdigital and data
communication syst ms are covered in
this book. Hardcove 880 pp., 1998.

The affordable new Norscan 4200 CMS transmits user
programmable tones on your cable. So it's compatible with

Order TR-31, $96.
•Voice and Data Com unications Handbook by Regis "Bud" Bates and Donald

the tone receiver you're already using. And it can be remotely

Gregory—Training

switched to continuously monitor your outside plant. That

personnel on LANS, Gigabit Ethernet

means you'll avoid costly repairs and save time. Call us today
for ademonstration.

nor scan

nwm.norscan.com

7Terracon Place, Winnipeg, MB Canada R2J483 Tel (204) 233-9138 Fax (204) 233-9188 E-mail sales@norsca.com
1232Commerce Street SW. Conover, NC USA 28613 Tel (828) 464-1148 Fax (828) 464-7608 E-mail us.sales@norscan.corn

rnontechnical

and networked vide conferencing is
covered in this refer nce. Softcover, 904
pp., 1998. Order T 39, $65. CT

To order: All orders
repaid. Shi
and ho
rods
ere included in the continental U.S. All prices are in U.S. dollars.
SCE accepts MasterCard and Viso. To qualify for SCEE member
prices, avalid SCTE identification number is required, or acomplete
membership application with dues payment must accompany your
order. Orders without full and proper payment will be returned.
Send orders to: SGE, 140 Philips Rd •Exton, PA 19341-1318 or
fax with credit cord information to (610) 363-5898.
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800-331-5997
Refurbished IRD's VCII's VCRS's PLUS
switchable

DSR 1500

vcrs & mpeg I

Standard
2001's VCII

DSR 4400
MPEG Il

Pico
3200's

DX 647
von

Hey, Did you know
that Tulsat has hundreds
of refurbed IRD's
DX 747
in stock?

1sS youi

SA 9650
VCII Plus VCRS

IRD 1240

MPEG I

G.I. 1000
switchable

DSR 2200
\pH;

Nexus IRD2

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

NEW Drake

AGILE 450 mhz 60db

$419

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

T10 LSAT

VM2450B

3Year Factory Warranty
Direct Tuning (no dip switches)
Composite IF Loop

$469

DSR 4500

G.I. 1450
vcii
Drake VCI I

Modulators

VM2450A

w/additional options
Dual IF Loops-Audio/Video Meters-ESA Input
relurbshed

Scientific Atlanta Agile Modulator
Chan 2 thru 36 8( A-1 thru A-5
High Output

$349

Single Rack

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

T10 LSAT
11•1•111,

From 1990 to 1999

9 Years in a Row

FACT

Average

Repair Charge
Including Parts
LESS THAN

$100.00

Modulators
Processors

WANTED

BUY -TRADE -NEW -USED

SA 6130 8( 6330
VCII Plus 8( VCRS
DSR I
500 8( 1050

Receivers

DSR 4400 8( 4500

Line Gear

SA 6150 8( uhf input

IRD Cards
VCII's

Traps, Taps 8( Connectors

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Higest Prices Paid

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

TIL» LSAT

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

T10 LSAT

CALENDAR

Planning Ahead
April 2-4: Canadian Cable Show,

March

seminar. Topic: Fiber. Contact Linda

Toronto. Call (613) 232-2361.

1: SCTE standards meeting, Data Stan-

Strobert at (717) 263-7571.

April 8-13: National Association of

dards Subcommittee, CableLabs Winter

14: SCTE regional seminar, "DOCSIS

Broadcasters Show Las Vegas. Call

Conference site, Atlanta. Contact Dr. Ted

Deployment," Holiday Inn Metrodome,

(202) 429-5300.

Woo, SCTE director of standards, at

Minneapolis. Contact Jessica Dattis in the

May 7-10: C2K, National Cable Tek-

(610) 363-6888, e-mail twoo@scte.org or

SCTE National Conferences Department

vision Association Cable 2000, New

visit the SCTE Web site at www.scte.org.

at (800) 542-5040, ext. 239, or

Orleans. Call (202) 755-3669.

9: Penn-Ohio SCTE Chapter technical

jdattis@scte.org.

June 5-8: SCTE Cable-Tec Expo
2000, Las Vegas. Call (610) 363-3822
idgmeasimairmimm

Molex Network Solutions

14: Cascade Range SUE Chapter technical seminar, Holiday hn, Wilsonville,
Ore. Contact Chris Johr son at (503) 245-

Provide Picture Pekfect Peiformanee

0603 or johnson.chriseci.com.
15: Bluegrass SCTE Clupter technical
seminar, Frankfort, Ky. "Copic: Two-Way
RF Problems. Contact Max Henry at
(270) 435-4433 or
max.henry@twcable.corm.
16: SCTE regional seminar, "DOCSIS
Deployment," Adam's Isitirk, Kansas City,
Mo. Contact Jessica Danis in the SCTE
National Conferences Department at
(800) 542-5040, ext. 239, or
jdattis@scte.org.
16: Lake Michigan SCT EChapter technical seminar, Days Inn 5owntown,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Topic: Construction.

B

Contact Bill Anderson at (734) 973-0507
eing acable operator today means more than
offering entertainment packages to atoritien.

Telephone. intemet access and interactive services are just

afew of your new network requirements.
With all this at stake, can you afford to inist your fiber
network to just anyone?

or wanderson2@mediamte.com.
16: Rocky Mountain SC rE Chapter technical seminar. Topic: DWDM and Fiber.
Contact Gary Morton at :303) 797-9393
or www.scte.org/rockymehome/htm.
16: Ohio Valley SCIE Chapter Vendor

.1lolex Fiber Optics, Inc. designs products which

Show, Columbus, Ohio. Contact Frank

impact the heart of your system. We offer afull line of

Adams at fadams@cableVision.com.

passive optical products for fiber management Wnich include

22: Great Plains SCTE Chapter Vendor

SC, SC/APC. FC, and FC/APC cable assemblies, coupler
and WDM modules, fiber drop cables, pre-terminated
cabinets and complete frame administration systems.
Digital or analog network -Molex selects the hght
interconnect management system to give you piece of mind.

Your connectivity specialist.
molex

Fiber Optics, Inc.

Show, Harvey's Casino, Cipuncil Bluffs,
Iowa. Contact Amy Hensley at (402) 4660933, ahensley@riserbond.com, or Randy
Parker at (402) 253-2161.
23: Greater Chicago SUE Chapter technical seminar, Willowbro )I( Holiday Inn,
Hinsdale, Ill. Topic: Return Path Technologies. Contact Jim Beletti at (630)
871-272 or beletti@att.co
28: SCTE regional seminar, "Fiber Tech-

5224 Katrine Avenue •Downers Grove, IL •60515-4070 •(800) Al-FIBER •Fax: 630-512-8777
http://www.molex.com

nologies for Technicians," Embassy Suites
Airport, Phoenix. Contac Jessica Dattis
in the SCTE National Cosferences Department at (800) 542-5040, ext. 239, or
jdattis@scte.org.
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Over 400 exhibiting companies including:

Antec

CommScope"

SCTE's 16,000+ members

Motorola

recommend and approve

Philips

the purchase of millions of

Scientific-Atlanta

dollars in equipment and
services each year.

Over 11,000 attendees

At Cable-Tec Expo® 2000,
you are able to:
• Speak one-on-one with
decision-making professionals
• Provide "hands-on" instruction
about your products
• Discuss various applications of
a product's use or improvement

For information on how you can exhibit
at Cable-Tec Expo® 2000, contact:
Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers Inc.
140 Philips Road, Exton, PA 19341-1318
Expo Hotline: 610-363-3822
Toll-free: 800-542-5040

Cable-Tec
Expo® 2000

Fax: 610-363-5834
E-mail: lbower®scte.org

Sunday, June 4 through Thursday, June 8

Web site: www.scte.org

Las Vegas

AD

INDEX

Advertiser

Web Address

Agilent Technologies

www.agilent-tech.com

Alpha Technologies

www.alpha.com

Antec Network Technologies

www.antec.com

ANTEC TeleWire Supply

www.telewiresupply.com

Avantron

www.avantron.com

45

Avcom

www.avcomofva.com

94

Barco

www.barco.com

71

Bigpipe

www.bigpipe.com

Blonder Tongue

www.blondertongue.com

79

Budco

www.budcocable.com

51

C-COR.net

www.c-connet

Cable AML

www.cableaml.com

26

Cable Innovations

www.cableinnovations.com

48

Cable Prep

www.cableprep.com

59

Cable Resources Inc

www.cricabletv.com

49

CableSery

www.cableserv.com

70

Channell

www.channellcomm.com

30

Cheetah Technologies

www.cheetahtech.com

COM 21

www.com21.com

69

Comsonics

www.comsonics.com

33

Core Networks

www.corenetworks.com

35

Digitrans

www.digitransusa.com

17

Diva Systems

www.divatv.com

47

DX Communications

www.ics-cable.com/manufacturng.html

23

Electroline

www.electrolinequip.com

HUKK Engineering

www.hukk.com

19

Klungness Electronic Supply

www.ccikes.com

68

Lectro Products Inc

www.powerware.com/lectro.htm

Lindsay Electronics

www.lindsayelec.com

62

Lode Data

www.lodedata.com

92

Lucent Technologies

www.lucent.com/cableconnect

M&B Manufacturing

not available

89

Mainline Equipment

www.mle.com

61

Mega Hertz

www.megahz.com

36, 51, 60

Mega Hertz

www.megahz.com

64, 72, 80

Mega Hertz

www.megahz.com

88, 89, 104
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Page #
29
5
57
9

50, 109

38-39

2, 27

123

Insert

52-53

Advertiser

Web Address

Mega Hertz

www.megahz.com

MK Battery

www.mkbattery.com

Molex Fiber Optics

www.molex.com

Moore Diversified Products

www.MooreDP.com

Motorola Broadband
Communications Sector

www.motorola.com/broadband

103

Multicom

www.multicominc.com

108

Multilink

www.multilinkinc.com

124

NCTI

www.ncti.com

Norscan

www.norscan.com

Passive Devices

www.pdi-eft.com

25

PCI Technologies

www.pcitech.org

46

Power & Telephone Supply

www.ptsupply.com

99

Pyramid Industries

not available

78

Quality RF Services

www.qrf.com

105

Radiant Communications

www.radiantcommunications.com

97

Rifocs Corporation

www.rifocs.com

64

Riser Bond Instruments

www.riserbond.com

77

Sadelco

www.sadelco.com

96

Scientific Atlanta

www.sciatl.com

13

SCTE

www.scte.org

Sprint North Supply

www.sprintnorthsupply.com

Standard Communications

www.standardcomm.com/satcom

11

Superior Satellite

www.superiorsatelliteusa.com

36

Telecrafter Products

www.telecrafterproducts.com

8, 12

Terayon Communication Systems

www.terayon.com

Times Fiber Communications

www.timesfiber.com

65

Toshiba

www.internettoshiba.com

21

Trilithic

www.trilithic.com

Trilogy Communications

www.trilogycoax.com

Tulsat

www.tulsat.net

TVC

www.tvcinc.com

98

Videotek

www.videotek.com

87

Viewsonics

www.viewsonics.com

63

Wavetek Wandel Goltermann

www.wwgsolutions.com

Reprints
List Sales
Customer Service

._.........t301) 340-7788, ext. 2009
(301) 340-7788, ext. 2026
(800) 777-5006

Page #
106, 108
95
112
93

94
110

3,82,83,113
101

7

37, 81
31
73, 111

15, 43

Merchandise/Back Issuall1.11111111W
(800) 877-51
Editorial
(303) 839-1565, ext. 43
Advertising
(301) 340-7788, ext. 2004
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New ReZai Passives !!!
Full factory warranty

1GHZ 2000 SERIES

2porte$8.90

17

AWTIEC

4 perle$9.90
Prices limited to quantities on
hand, first come first served.

1

(800) 227-1200 or (305) 474-0409 Fax: (305) 474-094

mail: sales@catvservices.com

•

• REPAIR

• UPGRADE

• BUY

• SELL

MAIN LINE
EQUIPMENT INC.

•

26

7(lee:ectux-ea.cettetectudce‘i.ceet

CAW
SERVICES

BUY

•1•• yre

NEW OR REMANUFACTURED
LINEGEAR AND
ACCESSORIES

WE BUY, SELL, AND REFURBISH

OCI

•

PRE-OWNED LINE GEAR, CONVERTERS,
PASSIVES AND FIBEROPTIC EQUIPMENT

D.A. TECHNOLOGIES
800/46-0346

1

WE STOCK NEW, ACTIVE ELECTRONICS AND PASSIVES

fax 770 )
416-0446

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, TEXSCAN (T-SERIES/PATS)
•NEW GEAR

GEN. INST./JEROLD, PHILIPS/MAGNAVOX

•

•

•

•UPGRADES

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 61

•ACCESSORIES

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR OBSOLETE INVENTORY!
WE MANUFACTURE REPLACEMENT PADS, EQUALIZERS
AND PLUG-IN'S

Coe

CC1

e

BUY

• SELL

• TRADE

•REPAIR SERVICE
•ONE YEAR WORKMANSHIP
WARRANTY ON ALL SALES
AND REPAIRS

PH: 800.444.2288/310.715.6518
FAX: 888.4.MAINLINE/310.715.6695
EMAIL: MAINLINE@WORLDNET.ATT.NET
WEBSITE: WWW.MLE.COM

•

116

•REMANUFACTURED GEAR

• 'REPAIR

• UPGRADE

• BUY

WE BUY EXCESS INVENTORY
1859-E BEAVER RIDGE CIRCLE
NORCROSS, GA 30071
www.datechnologies.com

• SELL

email: sales@ datechnologies.com
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Cable Source International

Call

A Bren-Car Communications Company

New Build --- Re -Build ›- Upgrade
The Source for all of your CATV needs: NEW, USED, AND REFURBISHED
CONVERTERS -LINEGEAR -HEADEND -PASSIVES -MICROWAVE

first.

5172 SINCLAIR ROAD •COLUMBUS, OHIO •43299
PHONE: (614) 841-9700 •FAX: (614) 841-9779
BUYING AND SELLING SURPLUS CABLE TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AND MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

We have 8warehouses of excess new
inventory, sealed in the original boxes.
These are the same products you'd get
from the manufacturer — except
cheaper, in stock, and ready to ship.

SA Multimedia Taps
,We stock acomplete line
of taps and passives from
600 MHz to IGHz.

Gilbert &IRC
Connectors
We have alarge
inventory of pin, splice and
feed-thni connectors to fit
, any size cable.

SA 750 MHz System
Amplifier Il
We stock NEW amplihei,
from 450 to 860 MHz
at pricing usually
less than the
manufacturer
direct.

Pads &
Equalizers
We have an extensive
- inventory of all values
of pads and equalizers
from every manufacturer of
distribution equipment.

Spectrum Technical Services is a leading, authorized contractor In
broadband testing services. At Spectrum only specially trained technicians
conduct the certification testing to ensure the sweep and balance of your
system meet the quality standards you and your subscribers demand.
With our own fleet, a full-time staff of dedicated technicians and years of
sweep experience. Spectrum provides the specialized testing expertise for

The latest equipment
The best prices. In stock.

&GI

afull range of technical services:
•Forward and Reverse Sweep

DIGICOMM

•Node Certification
•Ingress Suppression

INTERNATIONAL, INC.

www.digicommintl.com

T: 303-799-3444 •F:303-799-9366

Spectrum II
Technical Services

Call..1-888-78-SWEEP
1

8

8 8

7 8

7

9337)

spectrurntechemsn.coni

.ilake tare your
sweepers carry
this seal

—
*** **
cMY, MTJUIP,

r•an International. I

IBM

Call :
lie excellent lid) opportunities nationwide.
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CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION 1-800-338-9299

•Coaxial and Fiber

•Material Supply

•Mapping and Design
•Member SCIE
•Splicing and Activation

•Emergency Fiber Restoration
•System Sweep
•Proof of Performance

•Fusion Splicing

•Turnkey Headend

•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

•Complete Turnkey Project
Management

ADAMS G el3AL
COMMUNiCATIONS
We buy and sell excess cable equipment!
We provide quality service!
(800) 451-1762

quality service performed on a timely basis

E-MAIL cci@cableconstructors.com •http://www.cableconstructors.com
Career Opportunities available. Call 800-338-9299 ext. 199

email

(913) 764-7280

(913) 764-0540 fax

www.adamsglobal.com
madams@adamsglobal.com

PTL Test Equipment, Inc.
BUY-SELL-LEASE-TRADE
•HP, Tektronix, Wavetek, Trilithic,
Calan, Matrix, Sencore, Modulation Sciences,
Siecor, Laser Precision, etc. •

C3C

Ph: (561) 747-3647
Fax: (561) 575-4635

http://www.PTLTEST.com
Email: PTLTE@aol.com

NEW AND RECONDITIONED

MI11111111

"Since 1978"
"We ve got c000gchoo,.

IIIIIIIIIIIII

1-800 Jumpers (586-7377)
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING:
F to F. N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Gilbert
PPC
TE•B
Off Shore
Digicon

RG-1 1
RG-56
RG-59
RO -2 13
RG-2 14

Comm/Scope
Belden
Times
Ouobbin

Fax: (623) 582-2 91 5

Phone: (623) 581-0331
21 61 5 N. 27th avenue -Phoenix, Az 85027 Lise

Headend Filters
l

e

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

tet

1-800-338-9292
HEADEND

•Notch Filters with Passbands up to 1GHz
•Highly Selective Bandpass Filters
•Waveguide Filters to 50 GHz
•C-Band TVRO & Radar Interference Filters

AERIAL

AAZ

UNDERGROUND

MICROWAVE
FILTER COMPANY
ale

CABLE/CONNECTORS
DISTRIBUTION

800-448-1666 •315-438-4700
Fax: 315-463-1467
To IFree Fax: 888-411-8860
http://vww.microwavefilter.com
E-Mail: mfcsal3s@microwavetlIter.com

DROP

Communications
lèchnology

SUBSCRIBER
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
TEST
Knowledge, Experience, Service
Check our specials on the web at:
www.ccikes.com
Or contact us at: kes@ccikes.com
A subsidiary of Cable Constructors, Inc.

For more information please

call

Kelly Aarons at 1-800-325-0156, x23

118
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Emergency Alert
Systems By

1111111=
C11111: 11111111111111

IdEA/ONiCS
TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE or
For local franchise requirements
Complete Audio and Video or

800-852-6276

Audio only systems available.
Compatible with all headends.

RF & IF
Solutions starting under S5,000

IdEA/ONiCS
The Pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems

Midwest Cable Services has been

job

convenience.

End

of

in the cable recovery business for

cleanups. We also purchase new

15 years. Our services include the

and used or obsolete line gear.Get

purchase and removal of wreckout

the

and reel end cable (all types).

800-852-6276 or 219-892-5537,

Dumpster and trailer spotting for

fax: 219-892-5624

most for your scrap,

jo

call

(701) 786-3904

15 YRS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE

Fax: (701) 786-4294

PO Box 96 Argos, IN 46501

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

a

Connectors, Taps,
Headend. Line Gear, Misc.

e rndustry

TM BROKERS

Service
Since

33 Bar Ranch •767 Hultman Road

1966

Swan Valley, MT •59826

Custom Made
Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

ROCKY M OUNTAIN

JUMPER CABLES

•
F Male

P.O. Box 9707 •Helena. MT. 59604

•RG -59
•RO -56
•RG -11
•Other

•F Fernaie
•BNC
•PL

Tel: (406) 754-2469 •Fax: (406) 754-2548

Il
il
Il

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase
of construction. Our quality control insures you of the lowest RF leakage possibe.
Call for pricing and free sample.
(406) 458-6563
—I

SEE INVENTORY ON HOME PAGE

L

EMAIL tmbrokers@montana.com
HOME PAGE: www tmbrokersmontana com

ci_

Z

We Accept M/C or Visa

Surplus Equipment -New &Remanufactured
www.qualityeable.com

Models in Stock:

Converters
Headend Gear
Test Equipment
Line Gear
Fiber Optics
Microwave

0

8570 • 8580
8590 • 8600

•
/
46
,
efeleggee
Tel: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831
Worldwide niestrihtitor
(sou) 978-88415

o'Olf
•

1.1

e

• P.'.

•I .

ih du/dill/

Iin.

.1 rpldp/lig ill

/hi

.lid

. 01,

..L

SA •Jerrold •

agnavox •Zenith •GI •C-Cor

M

•3- Complete Nexus 71
channel head ends

•750- C-Cor Amplifiers
Hardware
Nea
l .. • Alpha XM Series 60v Power
m
ull Supplies
,.
liallat
n •New Taps &Passives
•Cable and Pedestals

re

www.jonesbroadband.com

email: jonesbbi@pacbell.net

;it
Inn

IJNL
A

Charles Wright
(815) 698-2564

CAD
DRAFTING
SERVICES,INC.

Rt. 116 & 1-57. Central Plaza
Ashkum. IL 60911
cdsedlogue.net

MI IBM e%

BROADBAND
INTERNATIONAL

Tel (760) 631-2324
Fax (760) 631-1184

• Base Mapping

• As-Built Mapping

• Strand Mapping

• System Design

• Digitizing Services

• System Walkout

Specializing in high

volume precision drafting.

(800) 397-8897

"Quality service for all your
cable drafting and design needs."

Oceanside, CA 92056

Call for literature.
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;Charter Communications, the nation's
fourth largest multiple-system cable
television operator with 6.2 million subscribers, (and ranked as the 8th fastest
growing company in the U.S. by Inc.
Magazine) is currently seeking aqualified
professional for the following position in
our Eastern Division office.

DIVISIONAL
STAFF ENGINEER

TECHNICIANS
CableAmerica has openings for experienced cable s ice and system
technicians in our Mesa, Arizona operation. If you are an enthusiastic
team player and possess strong trouble shooting and customer service
skills you may be qualified to join the CableAmerica team. We offer an
excellent benefits package including a401k. Send resume with salary
history to: CableAmerica, Att: Jerry Blount, 1755 S. Horne, Suite 1.
Mesa, AZ 85204, EOE

CableAmerice

Greenville, SC Based
The successful applicant will be directly
involved in the execution of the company's
business plan that includes aggressive plant
upgrade activities, the launch of digital video
services and cable modem services throughout the Eastern Division.
A minimum of 5 years of progressive cable television operations and/or engineering experience is required, BSEE or
equivalent engineering experience preferred. Excellent written and verbal skills. The candidate should have strong selfmotivation and organizational
skills and must be knowledgeable of
current industry technologies and design
architectures. The applicant must possess
strong understanding of all technical FCC compliance reporting, have a strong background in
technical operations and procedures, be capable of effective communication, be strong in the
area of project management operations and
nave detailed knowledge of headend and plant
return operations.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Benefits include group health and dental
insurance, a vision plan and company
matched 401(k).
Interested candidates should send their
resume, with saltlry rectufrements. to.
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
Att: Divisional Engineer
P.O. Box 850
Simpsonville, SC 29681
Fax: (864) 963-2389
e-mail: nharvey@chartercom.com
fa be aorug- free svcrkplace. ECE

mm
Technology

More Challenge? Increased Compensation?
Location Change? Promoted Responsibities?

Opportunities for

Contact: Kathy Daniel

vanv.thecompassgrp.com
3514 STAG ROM I
• 1%
51050. I
\76087
PiloNI :1800)795-0299 • IAN:1817)594-57 .w
e-mail: recruit l
assermail. net
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Sweep

PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
NATIONWIDE
•Line Foremen

•Subcontractors

•Construction Supervisors

Harold Bigham
800-441-0780, Fax 850-932-1755

P.O Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

Since 1975 Leader in the Placement of Cable

V Professionals

JOBS GALORE!!
Technical •Sales & Marketing •General Management

JIM YOUNG It ASSOCIATES
411,

Holland Creek • 1424 Clear Lake Rd. • ‘1eatherford TX 76086

Call 817-599-7623

• 1: st X 817-599-4483

Wanted!

• E-Mail jyining(rs staffing.net

HiQ Communications Inc. Is seeking experienced
CATV people to work on our many projects throughout the U.S.. We currently have openings in our CA,
MI, FL, & GA locations. Positions to be filled arc as
follows:

Experienced long term help for
Southeast rebuilds/upgrades
Aerial Crews
Fiber Optic Crews
Underground Crews
Splicers

• Sweeps/FCC Proof Technicians
• Ingress Technicians
• Power Supply/Status Monitoring Technicians

Call (228) 374-5832

• Splicers/Activators
Send resume to Director c:f Operations
HiQ Communications be.
2619 Exposition Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90018
fax: (323) 735-1171,

Fax: (228) 374-2198

vdeleon@hiacommunicataans.com

Installers
Field Engineers

CABLE MAN, INC.

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

PEAK TECHNICAL
GROUP

Professional Search & Placement

Maintenance Techs
Technical Managers
Service Techs
Chief Techs

120

Splicing &
Cable Construction, Inc.

Classified
Advertising

IONS'

THE COMPASS GROUP
itru lt?
ri

Fiber Optic Installation,

CALL
1-800-325-0156,
extension 23
for your •

A Wino WORLD COMPANY

www.chartercom.con

Specializing In Rebuilds and

WHERE
IT's AT!!

Charter

COMMUNICA

Performance Built Our Company

Engineering
Managemet'
Technicians
Sales
Marketing
Construction

•Aeri al 1Crews

P.O. Box 2347

Naperville,

•Sp icers

IL 60567

630-369-0126

fax

MS PAID

2000

•Linemen

Call or Write:
Wick Kirby

• COMMUNICATIONS

In Metro Area Denver
Fax: (303 I431-6360
Ph: (303) 431-6308

TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
(CATV INDUSTRY)
* Evaluate and determine competitive solutions to
unique applications involving mapping for CATV
engineering, communicate with user engineers to

Break the Bank

determine requirements for utility organizations to
identify operating procedures and specific output
requirements, develop and propose plans to end-usei
* Design computer displays to fill

[Not your Budget]

user requirements
* Design computer programs using MicroStation
UCM language, install hardware and software pro grains at user sites and monitor/update
programs and provide technical support to

• Want to generate solid sales
leads while staying within your
budget?

tikfigeeatre

Phillips mailing lists are the affordable
solution!

With over 30 different high-tech lists from which to choose,
Phillips will maximize your profits while minimizing your costs!
Access the industry's most influential decision-makers...
Call Susan Incarnato today at (301)340-7788, ext. 2026 or
fax (301)738-7581 to find out why Phillips is your affordable
mailing list solution!

cable engineers
* Develop documentation compliant with company
standards. Requirements: BS or foreign deg. equis
in EE or closely related discipline. 2years work
exp. in job offered or 2years in related occupation
as CATV designer or combination of edu. training.
and/or exp. Hours: 8A-5P, M-F: $57,000 /yr. Send
resume to: Lisa Ford, AGS, Inc. 35 Glenlake Pkwy
Ste. 470 Atlanta, GA 30328 Reference #: G1001

tesinc
Engineering and
Technical Services

Highland A
Suite 212
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
(602) 956-4401
FAX (602) 956-4664
resumeeesinc-inc.com

CATV IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
RF EN0's

INSPECTORS
AERIAL UG

LODE DATA FOCUS

/
phimps iPhillips Business List Sales
Your Direct Response Solution!

MDU

INSTALLERS

DRAFTERS

TRUCK & TOOLS

MDU

TECHNICIANS

ALTTOCAD/MICROSTATION

HEAD END

CATV & TELEPHONE

SWEEP ,FCC PROOF
SERVICE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TECHNOL

Call Richard: 1-800-800-7886 or Fax: (602) 956-4664

Send an e-mail to C7.51JB@REPLY.NET
A subscription form will be sent to you via e-mail.
Fill out and e-mail back.
Call (800) 777-5006.
Speak to one of our customer service representatives, who will take all your
information over the phone.
Mail your request to:
Communications Technology Magazine
1201 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, MD 20854
Attention: Circulation Department—New Subscriptions

peter

F

& Co.
executive search
roehlich

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337
web:

Send a fax to (847) 291-4816.
Please include a copy of the mailing label and the
corrected address.
Call (800) 777-5006.
Speak to one of our customer service representatives, who will take all your
information over the phone.
Mall your request to:
Communications Technology Magazine
1201 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, MD 20854
Attention: Circulation Department—Address Corrections

WE THANK YOU FOR
R
REST IN
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND HOPE
TO CONT1N
MARCH

2000

SCTE Sustaining
Member

email: pfsearch@flash.net
http://www.flash.nelti-pfsearch

All levels of
Technical Positions Corporate to Hourly.
Operators and
Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.
SCOTT CABLE has sales
territories avail. Excel. comp
package & highest commission
in CATV Ind. Send res. to PO
box 562. Farmingdale, NY 11735

• COMMUNICAT1OS TECHNOLOGY
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MESSAGE

By Jim Kuhns

Resolve to Participate

ynow you have survived the Y2K scare (or fiasco, depending on your point of view). But
have you forgotten an important New Year's resolution? Did you resolve to become more
active in the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers and your local chapter? This month's
Chapter Leadership Conference and annual board elections provide you with opportunities to make
your voice heard both locally and nationally in your Society. Let's examine these opportunities and
issues in more detail.

Get involved
Bolstering participati nhas become a
challenge, too. It's beco ing more and
more difficult to find q lifted candidates
willing to run and sery on the board of
directors. For this year's election, two
board positions went u pposed. The
Nominations Subcomm tee just could not
find enough people and ompanies willing
to participate.
And this is not just an issue for the
SCTE board of directors It's aproblem at
the local level, too. Some chapter boards

Chapter Leadership Conference
March 16 marks the Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers' first
Chapter Leadership Conference. It will be
held at SCTE headquarters in Exton, Pa.,
the day after the spring meeting of the
board of directors. This one-day, hands-on
interactive session will give chapter/meeting group leaders from across the country
an opportunity to discuss and share their
concerns, successes and ideas with each
other and the headquarters staff. Topics
such as chapter attendance and participation, finance, headquarters support, vendor shows, and marketing local meetings
are on the agenda.
We have asked for arepresentative from
each chapter/meeting group to provide

"Are we genuinely
too busy, or have
we simply become
lethargic and said:
'Why bother? Let
someone else do it.'"

much-needed input. In my travels

Make adifference—vote

throughout North America, Ihave observed each group's unique make-up. Be-

dealt with during my tenure on the board

cause of this diversity, it is important that
your chapter be represented at this event.
Your ideas, creativity and concerns are ultimately what drive the direction of the
Society. Please encourage and support
your chapter leaders to participate in this
important meeting.
(Note: This session will not replace the
Annual Membership Meeting held at
Cable-Tec Expo, which is required by the
Society's bylaws.)

One ol the most disturbing issues I've
has been the lack of participation in the
annual board of directors election. In recent years, participation has only rarely
exceeded 20 percent, and the trend has
gone down, not up.

have remained unchang for years. In
some instances, the only eason achapter
has survived has been th nks to those few
dedicated individuals an vendors willing
to soldier on.

No excuses
Why is this happening. Are we genuinely too busy, or have
simply become lethargic and said: Why bother?
Let someone else do it."
is attitude runs
directly counter to the spi tof volunteerism that built the SCT
today. We need to remem
all volunteers, involved in
secondary basis relative to

into what it is
rthat we are
he Society on a

ur employment and home lives, but olunteers
nonetheless.
With more work challen es coming at

us each day, we need maxi ize our efforts
if we are to succeed as an oganization. I
challenge you to become in olved. Send a
rep to the Leadership Conf ence. Drop
your ballots in the mail by
port your local organizatio

arch 15. SupThe Society

cannot be successful witho
your Society. CT

you. Make it

and drop it in the mailbox. In most cases,

Jim Kuhns is chairman of the
Telecommunications Enginee

ciety of Cable
board of di-

it takes less time to vote than to read this
column.

rectors. He can be reached via e-mail at
jhuhns@terayon.com.

It only takes aminute to open the envelope, check off your choice for your regional director and the at-large candidates,
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Money Talks!
Electroline's Addressable Tap System means
MONEY IN THE BANK!
•Money from dramatic reductions in truck rolls,
overdue accounts, non-pay disconnects and
cable piracy

NMI

CTIROL INI FE

•Money from increased market penetration
and customer satisfaction
THE PROOF

The Original Addressable System

Over four million ports shipped worldwide and
thousands of satisfied customers since 1983
•By far, the only field-proven and most
widely used addressable tap on earth
Make the Electroline Addressable Tap System

work for you.
CONTACT MONEY TALKS:
TOLL FREE • NORTH AMERICA
GENERAL INQUIRIES

(800) 461 3344

info@electrolinequip corn

ELECTROLINE EQUIPMENT INC.

8265 St-Michel Blvd.
Montréal, Québec Canada HI Z 3E4

=LECTROLIN E
www.electrolinequip.com

MULTIPOWER:
INTERNATIONAL CABLE OPERATORS SELECT

Reliability Is Key

CableNews Jan.11/00 Cable engineers in Latin
America and Asia are
relieved to report that
power supply reliability
is on the increase.
Plagued by "dirty" power
from unreliable utilities,
typical "standby power
supplies" are seldom up
to the task.
Typical users report that
standby units are so
challenged by constant
dropouts, transient
"spikes" and low-line
conditions, that they
"transfer" virtually
continuously. This is hard
on batteries, transfer
relays, inverters and logic
circ

Recent installations of
Multipower's new "True
UPS" supplies, however,
have shown that powering
indeed can be the most
reliable ingredient in a
system's outside plant.
Multipower engineers
report that "it's simple;
true UPS architecture has
always been superior in
reliability to standby
approaches; it's just that
no one has been able to
put UPS like this in ahigh
efficiency, pricecompetitive package
before. That's what
we've done.."
Apparently
4%
dey

power supply technology
Multipower landed three
patents. When pressed
Multipower would admit
to one patent recently
issued, which accounted
for the breakthrough
design leading to the high
powering efficiency the
company's designers
sought. The other two
patents are actually still
in the application phase,
but relate to power factor
correction and battery
testing.
A typical scenario played
" ill
out recentl
in Sao P
Soa

Powering Reliability Problems?
Try aMultipower Broadband UPS in your worst
outage location now.
Contact: engineering@multipowerups.com

MULTI
SUE
I

BiCSI

MULTIPOWER INC.

a

.

